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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

AI.I ANALYSIS OF THE ETHTCAL CLil'IATE OF AN
ARI'IY RESERVE COI,IMAHD USING THE INTEGRITY AUDIT SURVEY

by Cornelius K. Hetherington
The purpose of this study was to measure the ethical

climate of a major Army Reserve Command (ARCOU). This is a
significant study in light of the recent changres the Army
Reserve, and the military in greneral , has been reguired to
make. The study looks to determine whether or not changes
such as dolunsizing, unit inactivations and cutbacks in
personnel and funding have influenced the ethical climate of
the organization.
The Integrity Audit Survey was the instrument used in
the study. Nine subordinate companies of 382 soldiers hrere
surveyed. The results were measured against the six factors
of the Model of Organizational Integrity and the components
and values of the Professional Army Ethic (PAE). Comparisons
were made between the ethical perceptions of officers and
enlisted personnel, males and females and subordinate
companies.

OveraII, the statistics indicated a relatively strong
ethical climate within the ARCOI{ and the changes the
organization is experiencing seem to be having an
insignificant impact. The ARCOU scored well in four of the
six factors. Solving ethical problems directly and
reflectively and valuing stakeholder perspectives were areas
r.lhich the ARCOM could improve on.
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Intf.oduction
Today, the topic of ethics has gained unprecedented
popularity among public and private organizations such as

local, state and federal government, the press, the clergy,
teachers, lawyers, scholars, health care professionals,
businesses and the military. Hard1y a day goes by where you
don't hear or read about some individual's or group's
ethical dilemma. Those that frequently make headlines for
their alleged unethical conduct do so because they usually
occupy some sort of leadership position in their
organization or in society as an elected official.
Nevertheless, their conduct, coupled with their position of
responsibility that they have been entrusted with, results
in shock, disappointment and disgust among the people
affected. They have also brought shame and suspicion upon
their organizations, resulting in a poor ethical climate
among co-workers and an unfavorable perception from those on
the outside.
While ethics is an important characteristic of most
leadership theori€s, as it is with the Augsburg Leadership
Development Model, it is a primary leadership element in the
area that will be the focus of this study, the U.s. Army
Reserve.
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In short, this study proposes to measure the ethical
climate among the enlisted soldiers and officers of a major
U. S . Army Reserve Command ( ARCOI{ ) . The stimulus and
motivation behind picking this as a research topic was the
current surge and overwhelning interest in the ethics of
government, business and the military alike. It is also a
relevant and contemporary issue that strikes right at the
heart of leadership. This could not be more true than for
the Army Reserve, as it has been directed to implement
drastic downsizing measur€s r unit inactivations and
restructuring unlike it, has ever experienced before. AI1 of
this is occurring in the l*ake of one of the most
overwhelming vj.ctories our military has achieved to date,
t+hich is, of course, Desert Storm. Are the changes which the
Army Reserve is reluctantly having to make affecting the
ethical perceptions of its service memhers? What is the
ethical climate of the Army Reserve in the aftermath of the
victory in the desert? Why even conduct an investigation
into the ethical climate of the USAR? These are just a few
of the general questions this study witl explore. llore
specific questions will be addressed in the research
questions which will be introduced in Chapter l-.
l{ilitary Ethics Today
The military, which has usually enjoyed a reputation of
enforcing high standards of organizational and personal
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conduct, has had its own ethical dilemmas these past few
years. There is, in fact, a great deal being written today
about ethics and leadership in the military.

Recent

controversial issues such as sexual harassment and the U.S.
Navy Tailhook Scandal , women in cornbat, Service Academy
cheating scandals and President Clintonls efforts to lift
the gay ban in the rnilitary have rekindled the ethical
debate and are forcing the Army and the other services to
reexamine the ethical climate within their respective
organizations.
The study of military ethics, hotuever, can cover

a

broad spectrum of topics, ranqling from the ethics of war and
peace, to conftict of interest issues involving Department
of Defense of f icials, high ranking greneral of f icers and

lucrative defense contracts, to the daily ethical dilemmas
involving issues of integrity, responsibility, moral courage
and the making of the harder right decisions over the easier
wrong decisions.

But the goal of this study is to narrow the scope of
ethics to that of measuring the ethical climate of an Army
Reserve Conmand, which could very well serve as a subset or

representative population of the entire Army Reserve.
This vitally important research topic wiII be discussed
over the course of five chapters. Chapter L r The Problem and
Its Setting, wiII begin with the rationale behind this
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issue, the theoretical framework on which the research is
based and the specific problem statement to be investigated.
Four research questions will be introduced and the
delimitations of the research will also be discussed in
Chapter L.
Chapter 2, the Literature Review, will address three
other studies conducted on Army ethics and will explore the
background and developrnent of the Integrity Audit Survey

which is the instrument to be used for this research and its
accompanying Hodel of organizational Integrity, developed by

$tallace, PhD and Ju1ie Belle White-Het*man, PhD. ( l-985 )
Chapter 3, Research Procedures, will cover the
methodology used to survey the ARCOI,I. It will also include a
detailed discussion of the Integrity Audit and the t'Iode1 of
Organizational Integrrity. An explanation of the demographic
guestions will be made as well as ldentification of the
Doug

variables used throughout the study.
Chapter 4 , Findings and Results, will include the plan
of study, data collection procedures, analysis and
interpretation of the data. A discussion of any
unanticipated results will also take place in this chapter
as well as a short content analysis of comments made to
narrative guestions at the end of the survey.
Finally, Chapter 5, Conclusions wiII address the
findings of each research question and will identify
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strengths, weaknesses, observations and recommendations
based on those findings. The chapter will conclude by making
recommendations for improving the ethical lseaknesses and
maintaining the ethical strengths and any other changes
which may enhance the overall ethical climate of the ARCOU
and the Army Reqerve as a whole.

ARCOM
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L

The Problem and Its Setting

This chapter will first discuss the rationale for
conducting an ethical survey within an Army Reserve Command
(ARCO!{). Then, the problem statement will be introduced
along with four research guestions which will aid in
determining the ethical climate of the ARCOM. The
delimitations of the study and the definitions of terms will
also be presented. Lastly, the theoretical framework
surrounding the Integrity Audit, the Model of Organizational
Integrity and the Professional Army Ethic wiII be discussed
in order to give the reader a better understanding of the
theories behind this research project.
The Rationale

As the topic of ethics becomes a top priority

in many
public and private organizations, there could be no better
time than now to measure the ethical climate of the Army
Reserve in order to identify its ethical strengths and
weaknesses, and to ensure that the ethical compass of the
organization is pointing in the right direction.
So, what about the ethical climate of the Army Reserve?
Has there been some sort of Army Reserve scandal or breech
of the public's trust to prompt such an investigation into
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its ethical climate? Has the Army Reserve heen implicated in
a conflict of interest suit, has it defrauded the tax payer
or, does it have an incestuous morality problem among its
members? Or:, perhaps it has lingering investigations
stemming from war crimes committed during Desert Storm? The
answers to aII these guestions is a resounding no. The Army
Reserve has none of these problems. This is not to say that
the Army Reserve is a perfect organization with zero defects
either. It has its problems just like any organization. lilhy
then conduct a survey designed to measure the ethical
climate of the ARCOM? trlelI, the logic of conducting such an
investigation now is quite sound. As a matter of fact it is
probably an excellent idea to do ethical surveys and
integrity type audits within any organization on a regular
basis as sort of a checks and balances for the organization.
It could help in keeping everybody honest, rooting out
potential problems which may be brewing among the [troopstt,
and it would serve the leadership well in helping to
understand their worker's needs and feelings. The Integrity
Audit Survey, which is the instrument to be used for this
project, can reveal several facts about an organizations
ethical climate. According to its co-authors Doug Wallace,
PhD and Ju1ie BeIIe ltlhite-Newman, PhD:
It can assist management to see how employees
evaluate the ethics of the company. It can help provide
a benchmark (and later, a measure of the
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designed to improve the
It pinpoints within each of its

effectiveness ) of initiatives

climate of integrity.
factors where the organization's strengths and
weaknesses lay. In larger companies, it can indicate
how consistentty employees rate the climate for
integrity between divisions or departments (Wallace,
White-tlet*man, l-988' pp. 34-35) .
Although the Army Reserve is undergoing unprecedented
change through downsizing, restructuring and unit
inactivations, the chance exists that because of such
drastic transformation and distraction, the organization's
ethical compass could easily stray off course. This study
could be seen as a preventative maintenance checks and
services on integrity, ( cornmonly referred to in the care and
servicing of Army equipment before it breaks down) otherwise
known as a P!{CS in Army jargon. [he survey will be like
taking the ethical temperature of the ARCO!{ while trying to
identify ethical strengths, weaknesses and trends or
potential problems which may exist, Yet the leadership is
unaware of . For example, is the ARCOI{, which in this case
could serve as a sample population of the entire Army
Reserve, maintaining the characteristics of the Professional
Army Ethic of integrity, loya1ty, duty and selfless service?
Is it tiving up to its individual professional values of
commitment, competence, candor and couragre? What does the

Integrity Audit reveal about its ethical climate? How does
the ARCOM measure up to the six ethical habits and
commitments of the llodel of Organization Integrity? hlhen
sorted out by military rank, is there a significant
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difference between the ethical perception amongrst officers
and enlisted soldiers? Is gender or belonging to a specific
subordinate unit a factor in determining the ethical
perceptions of different groups within the ARCOM? An in
depth analysis by randomly surveying the soldiers from the
lowest ranking privates on up to fuII colonels within the
ARCOU should reveal accurate answers to these questions.
hobleu Statement
The purpose of this study is to measure the ethical

climate of a major U.S. Army Reserve Command (ARCOU) by
adurinistering the Integrrity Audit Survey to individual
soldiers of randomly selected subordinate units within the
ARCoIrl, and to weigh the results against the l,[odel of
organizational Integrity in order to identify the ethical
strengrths and weaknesses within the ARCOU. Additionally,
comparisons wiII be drawn from the results of the Integrity
Audit Survey against the Professional Army Ethic components
of duty, integrity, selfless service and loyalty and the
individual professional values of commitment, competence,
candor and courage in order to assess the degree to which
the ARCOM is living up to the Army's doctrinal ethic.
There are four research questions to be answered which
wiII assist in determining the ethical clinate of the ARCOU.
Each guestion will be analyzed separately using the results
of the Integrity Audit survey,

ARCOM
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Research Question #f- What are each of the six factor

scores, based on the Model of Organizational Integrity, for
the ARCOI4 as a whole and what, if any, ethical strengths and
weaknesses can be interpreted from these scores?
Research euestion tZ- Is there a difference in the perceived

ethical climate between corumissioned officers and enlisted
soldiers of the ARCOT{? If so, is this dif f erence
significant?
Research Question #g- Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOI{? If
so, is this difference significant?
Research qrrestion ll- Is there a difference in the
perceived ethical climate between companies or subordinate
units of the ARCOI.{? If so, is this dif f erence signif icant?
Delinitations
The research is intended to determine the ethical

climate of an entire Army Reserve Command. It can only do
this through close examination of its subordinate units or
companies. While the results will inevitably identify
companies with varying degrees of ethical climat€s, it is
not the intent of the research to single out companies with
weak or strong ethical climates. Research Question #A witl
reveal if there is a dif ference bettreen companies, but it
will be left up to the commanding greneral of the ARCOI,I to
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further investigate the specific strengths or weaknesses of
that particular company.
The data can be manipulated in a variety of ways based
on the demographic questions asked of the respondents - The
scope of this study will only look for differences in
ethical perceptions between rank, expressed by officers and
enlisted soldiers, gender, expressed by male and female and
subordinate companies. The demographic questions also ask
respondents to indicate years of service, age, level of
nilitary and civilian schooling and the type of unit they
are in. All of these categories may have an influence on the
ethical perceptions of an individual . Hourever, they will not
be analyzed in this study. The data are available should
this information be requested at a later date Definition of Tems
There are three terms which the researcher felt needed
to be clarified in order to give the reader better insight
into the problem statement:
f-. Ethical Climate This is best defined by the six
factors of the Model of Organizational Integrity. AIl ethical
climate is characterized by an organization whose members
solve problems directly and reflectively, interact
responsibty, model integrity, share organizatj-onal purpose
and direction, value stakeholder perspectives and practice
personal integrity. This witl be further defined under the

I
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theoretical framersork discussion of the Integrity Audit and
the Hode1 of Organizational Integrity.
2. Army Reserve Command (ARCOM) - An ARCOI{ is an Army
Reserve organization commanded by an Army Reserve major
general ( two star general ) . The ARCO!,I being used for this
study commands over 50 subordinate units, over a three state
area and has upwards of over 7500 soldiers under its
control. Subordinate units conduct missions ranging from
personnel services and military police operations to combat
and construction engineer operations. Many of these units
participated in Desert Shieldr/Storm and all play a vital
part of our nation's defense. The ARCOM is currently
undergoing unprecedented changes which include unit
inactivations, unit reorganizations and personnel and
funding reductions.
3. Professional Army Ethic (PAE) - This is the Army's
doctrinal definition of ethics. It consists of the four
organizational elements of duty, loyalty, integrity and
selfless service and the four individuat values of
cornmitment, competence, candor and couragre. This will also
be discussed further under the theoretical frameworl< of the
PAE.

IIre ltreoretical Franework
This study proposes to use two ethical theories in
analyzing the results of the Integrity Audit Survey. The
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first would be comparing the results of the survey against
the Model of Organizational Integrity which is derived from
the Integrity Audit. The second theory would be the elements
of the Professional Army Ethic to subjectively assess the
results of the survey. Iilhat follows is some background
information on both theories.
According to the co-author Julie Belle White-Hewman:
The Integrity Audit is an inventory which assesses
the ethical practices and conditions within a given
group. The results pinpoint ethical strengths and
weaknesses which can then be addressed by that llroup.
The Modet of Organizational fntegrity sets norms for
ethical practices and conditions, specifies ideals,
habits, commitments and practices which predispose
ethical behavior. The model establishes standards
against whish an organization can measure itself and
points the way for improvement (white-Newman, 1993,
p. 15).
The l,[odel of organizational Integrity is divided into

six elements or factors as developed by Wallace/$lhiteNewmann. Each factor is further broken down by behavioral
descriptors as illustrated by the overview below:
Onenriew of lftre llode1 of Organizational Integrrity:
Habits and Coumitments
(White-Netuman, L993, p, 14 )

Solving foblens Directly and Reflectively
To take an ethical stance.
To use responsive and responsible processes.
To commit and utilize resources.
To seek optj-ons.

Interacting Responsibly
To follow principles of justice and care.
To interact with trust and respect.
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To communicate openly.
To encourage dissent.

llodelling Integrrity
To have ethical role models throughout the
organization.
To assume responsibility for actions Sharing organizational Ptrrlrcse and Direction
To create and implement an ethical organizational
mission.
To establish accountabilitY.

Valuing Stalceholder Perspectives
To act as stewards.
To consider/involve stakeholders.

Practicing Personal Integrity
To be consistent.
To act with couragre.
The Model of Organizational Integrity was developed

from the Integrity Audit. According to White-Newman,
frTogrether

the Integrity Audit and the Model of
Organizational Integrity give practical and pragrmatic
assistance in improving the ethical climate within an
organizationrr ( p. 15 )
The Integrity Audit itself consists of 43 ethically
related statements of which respondents rate according to
their own perceptions as to the frequency in which they are
practiced in their units ( ie. l-almost never , 2occasionally, 3-usua11y, -almost always). All the
statements are also asked in a positive manner. According to
lrlallacer/lilhite-Newman, rtThe development of the Integrity
Audit was based on case studies in which employers
successfully worked through tough, conflicting ethical
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challengtesrr (Wallace/I{hite-Newman, L988, p. 31 ) . From these
Itgood newst, cases Wallace/White-Newman solicited the
responses of several reputable mana{Iers who identified

some

fifty ethical factors which they thought made resolution of
the conflicts possible (p.31). Some examples of survey
statements include; people freely share thoughts and
feelings; people freely admit their mistakes i and the
organizationrs mission and goals reflect its ethical values.
While these statements are asked in a random fashion from
one to 43, each statement actually falls under the category
of one of the six factors found in the Model of
organizational Integrity. FQr example, guestions
under Factor L t
3 r 5 ,9 ,LI r 13 r 16 r 19 ,22 12? ,32 r38 and 39 fall
Solving Ethicat Problems Directly and Ref1ectively.
While the Integrity Audit and the Model of
organizational Integrity remain the driving force behind
this research, the results wiII be used to make a subjective
assessment as to how well the ARCOI'{ is living up to the
organizational and individual values of the Professional
Ethic ( PAE ) .
The Professional Army Ethic and individual professional
values are steeped in tradition and can be traced as far
back to before our nation's birth. In fact the Army, which
was officially created on June 1-4th I L775 by the Continental
Congress, preceded the birth of this country. The Army of

Army
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course was needed to defend the ideals and principles,

moral, social and spiritual values which helped forge this
nation. Such values included truth, fairness, honestY,
justice and personal accountability. Other principles such
as freedom, equality, life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness were declared by the Founding Fathers as lal*s of
nature and unalienable rights for mankind. These principles
were the basis for such documents as the Declaration of
Independence, the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
The four elements of the PAE which are rooted in these very
same principles

include duty, integrity, loyalty and
selfless service. These elements make up the organizational
in the Army a purpose and a
component of the PAE and instill
mission to uphold and to defend the laws of the Constitution
which govern the conduct of our country. The individual
values of candor, commitment, courage and competence
personalized the need for soldiers to be forthright,

dedicated, disciplined and skilled in their duty in
defending the ideals and principles found in the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Should a violation of this ethic be committed, it would be
equivalent to violating the Constitution. Army Field Hanua1
L00-1, entitled The Armv, sums up the Army Ethic best:
Since the Army ethic is the informal bond between the
nation and its soldiers, the Army requires all its
members to embrace and live it. The ethic applies in
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peace and in war, to active and reserve forces and to
Department of the Army civilians. ft sets the moral
context for the Army in its service to the nation
and inspires the sense of purpose necessary to sustain
soldiers in the stress of combat and in the ambiguities

which characterize conduct of nilitary operations in
conflicts when war has not been declared. From the high
ideals of the Constitution to the brutal realities of
combat, the Army ethic guides the way sre must live
our professional and private lives. It sets standards
by which .we and those we serve will judge our character
and our performance. Each leader is personally
accountable to ensure these standards are upheld ( L991,
p. 16).
Today the PAE remains continually visible in the Army

as it appears in such documents as a soldier's oath of
enlistment or officer's oath of office. In the officer's
oath r En officer swears or affirms to uphold the
Constitution of the United States against all enemies
foreign and domestic, to bear true faith and allegiance to
the same and to discharge well and faithfully the duties of

the office he or she is about to enter. The operative
ethical terms here are, upholding the Constitution, which
means the officer has become a trusted and responsible
steward or defender of the document on which this very
nation was founded and to bear true faith and allegiance,
which means practicing genuine, honest, loyal and steadfast
beliefs in the discharging of his/her duties.
The PAE is also ever present and enforceable in an
officer's evaluation or fitness report (OER) and in a noncommissioned officer's evaluation report (NCOER). Both
officers and NCOs receive these report cards at least
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annually which evaluates their job performance and
potential. Both reports include ratings on professional
ethics and values. On the OER, the officer doing the rating
is expected to make comments on the rated officers

professional ethics based on the eight elements of
dedication, responsibility, Ioyalty, discipline, integrity,
moral courage, selflessness and moral standards. These eight
principles include and are an extension of the four base
elements of the PAE of integrity, Ioya1ty, selfless service
and duty, and are equally important, EIS officers are
expected to live up to the highest standards each of these
principles represent both on and off duty.
NCOs, considered the |tbackbone of the Armyrr and the
Ieaders with perhaps the most influence on young,
impressionable enlisted soldiers, are also expected to live
up to the highest standards of the PAE as well. They are
evaluated by a yes or no rating on seven statements or
conditions which incorporate the PAE and individual
professional values. These seven conditions include: Placing
dedication and commitment to the goals and missions of the
Army and nation above personal welfare; Is committed to and
works as a member of
shows a sense of pride in the unit
the teami Is disciplined and obedient to the spirit and
Ietter of a lawful orderi Is honest and truthful in word and
deed; Maintains high standards of personal conduct on and
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off duty; Has the courage of convictions and the ability to
overcome fear
stands up for and does what's right and;
Supports equal opportunity/egual emplolrment opportunity.
As stated previously, the driving force behind this
study is the Integrity Audit and the Mode1 for
Organizational Integrrity. However, the researcher will
compare the four elements of the PAE and the four qualities
of individual professional values against the results of the
Integrity Audit Survey. This is in no way meant to formally
adapt, add to or change the llodel of orgranizational
Integrity. The purpose is to help in assessing the results
of the fntegrity Audit to see how urell the ARCOT{ lives up to
the tenets of Army ethics in addition to the factors of the
Model of Organizational Integrity. Unfortunately there is no
instrument available that formally measures the PAE.
Development of such an instrument may be a topic for further
research. However, the four elements of the PAE and the four
gualities of individual professional soldierly values do fit
nicely into the six factors of the UOI as illustrated below.
The researcher felt some of the elements fit into more than
one category. The below illustration is made to give the
reader a better understanding of how a subjective assessment
can be made about the elements of the PAE. Upon analyzing
the result of the survey and determining factor scores for
each of the six factors of the l{odel of organizational
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Integrity, a subjective evaluation can be made to determine
the corresponding Professional Army Ethic element. The PAE
elements and professional values are highlighted under each
corresponding factor.

Solving Probleus Directly and Reflectively
To take an ethical stance.
To use responsive and responsible pfocesses.
To commit and utilize resources.
To seek options.
Candor
Courage

Interacting Reslrcnsibly
To follow principles of justice and care To interact with trust, and respect.
To communicate openlY.
To encourage dissent.
Candor
Courage
Conpetence

llodelling Integrrity
To have ethical role models throughout the
organization.
To assume responsibility for actions.
Integrity
Sharing organizational Purlrcse and Direction
To create and implement an ethical organizational
mission.
To establish accountability.
DutY

Ioyalty

Comuritment

Self1ess Senrice

Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives
To act as stewards.
To consider/involve stakeholders.
Selfless Sernrice
Ioyalty
Practicing Personal Integrrity
To be consistent.
To act with courage.
Courage
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Integrity
In sunmary, the three key elements to understanding the
background to this research project have been addressed.
First, Bn examination of the rationale and logic behind
conducting a survey on the vitally important ethical climate
of an Army Reserve Command in the midst of unprecedented
change was discussed. Secondly t a problem statement was
presented along with four research questions to aid in the
measuring of the ethical climate of the ARCOI{. The third and
final section of this chapter illustrated the theoretical
framework of the Integrity Audit/Model of Organizational
Integrity and that of the Prof essional Atmy Ethic. The next
chapter will provide the reader with more background on Army
ethics and the Integrity Audit by reviewing the current and
available literature which pertains to both.
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Review

Literature pertaining to the study of Army ethics was
abundant and broad. However, it was quite limited when
searching for more specific past studies which addressed the
ethical climate of Army organizations. There was nothing
available about the ethical climate of USAR specific units
and as far as the researcher could determine, the Integrity
Audit has never heen used before to measure the ethical
climate of any type of military unit. This study would be
the first of its kind using the rntegrity Audit as the
.

instrument.

This chapter will revieru the pertinent literature on
Army ethics and the Integrity Audit in three sections.
First, it will compare and contrast three related studies on
the ethical climate of the Army conducted at the Army lilar
College during the 1980s. Then it will review the literature
pertaining to the development and validity of the Integrity
Audit survey and the Hodel of Organizational Integrity. This
chapter will end by reviewing the literature which stresses
the importance of ethics in the Army and the contribution
this study may make in the area of Army ethics -
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Related Army Studies

of the past studies pertaining to Army ethics,
stems from the era shortly after the Vietnam lilar when
incidents such as My f,ai , body count reporting procedures,
severe racial problems and widespread drug use, to name a
fel*, forced the Arny to reassess its leadership abilities
and ethicat climate. It was no secret back then that the
Army did have some serj-ous problenS, but these problems were
not exclusive to the Army. The entire nation was feeling the
effects of the controversial war, however, the Army because
of its direct roIe, became a scapegoat for many of the
Much

nations frustrations.
In his L984 Army War College essay, Ethics and the Army
Officer, LTC Richard N. Murray, addresses the criticism of
their declining ethical standards, which Army officers
received for the fifteen years following the war. Murray
supports the notion that the Arny and the Army officer corps
in particular, did have some significant ethical
shortcomings, but that during the Vietnam lilar and shortly
thereafter many of these misdeeds were exaggerated by a
sensationalist ruedia hungry for prime time coverage and
often lacking many of the pertinent facts to make a fair
story. I{urray states, rrwith this added media hype working on
a society desirous of precluding future Watergates, ABSCAIIs
and [Iy Lais, there has come to be growing ethical
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circumspection within our military forces over the last

fifteen yearsrr. (Hurray, L984, p. 7) Since that time there
has always existed a watchful eye over the ethical conduct
of the Army and the military in greneral because of the high
ethical standards that it believes in.
Murray also addresses the need for and the importance
of ethics by asking the questiorr "Why must an Army officer
be ethical when his nation's greatest adversary openly
demonstrates little regard for ethical conduct in the
affairs of state and mankind?rr (p. 2l He answers this
question from several perspectives. First of course, there
is the issue of mission accomplishment both on and off the
battlefield. The Army ultimately has the mission to fight
and win the nation's wars. This involves making split-second
life and death decisions during sartime and the allocation
of scarce resources in peacetime. I'Iurray ( L984 ) states:
Leaders must know without equivocation that the
information they have received is valid in order to
make correct decisions. The toughest job for any leader
is to make the right ca}l based on half truths. To
minimize the chances of this occurring, the corporate
in this
ethical characteristi.cs of the institution
case the Army officer corps must manifest the highest
form of integrity and trustworthiness. (pp. 3-4)

Murray also cites the important responsibility the

to society and the nation as a whole for which it
serves and that it must maintain credibility with the
American people and subordinate its self-interests to the

Army has
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greater good. Failure to do thLs, Murray ( L984 ) states,
ff ...would subvert the unified efforts of the people it is
sworn to servett . ( p. 4 )
Lastly t{umay (L984) , emphasizes the importance of
impeccable ethical practices and total candor within the
officer corps in order to allow change to occur.(p.4) This
observation certainly applied to the Army after the Vietnam
War, when it underwent drastic changes and healing, os well
as it does today as the Army and Army Reserve make
unprecedented cutbacks and force reductions to meet the
changing needs of our nation and the world. Ilurray's
observation also gives great credibility to the
justification of this study which will measure the ethical

climate of an Army Reserve Command during tumultuous changre
as it dutifully complies with mandates to restructure and
inactivate units, make personnel cuts and deal with limited
budgets. Murray (L984) again:
Without the ability to generate self-criticism or to
do honest soul searching, Ieaders would be unable to
correct the internal shortfalls that might jeopardize
national security. Candid and continuous self analysis
is essential amongr those charged to head the forces

protecting our nation. Failure to acknowledge problems
will ultinately reduce readiness and in turn will
compromise our security.(p. 4)

Administering the Integrity Audit to the ARCOIT{ will
a}low its members to generate self criticism and to do some
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the opinions of the
respondents about their organization's ethical climate. The
results of the survey will also allow the leadership the
opportunity to conduct an ethical analysis on their
organization and discover firsthand their ethical strengths

honest soul searching by soliciting

and weaknesses.

While Murray's comments are directed at the

Army

officer corps, the characteristics he talks about in
answering the question of why ethics is needed and important
for officers, apply equally as much to non-commissioned
officers and junior enlisted soldiers as weII. His last
point about change is also interesting. Without the
fostering of a positive ethical climate, change would be
difficult to implement in any organization. If the
leadership of an orgranization does not interact responsibly
or does not attempt to meet the challenge of change honestly
by solving problems directly and reflectively, it can expect
to lose the respect and trust of its subordinates and fail
to accomplish its mission. This is one area the Integrity
Audit survey specifically seeks out and the timing for
administering such a survey is right when considering all
the drastic changes which are occurring in the Army Reserve.
As the Army faced the challenge of changre during the
l-97os many extensive studies rflere done to find out what went
nronq during Vietnam, not so much in the tactical sense but
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more so in the moral sense. It was soon discovered through

several Army War Cotlege studies that ethics was directly
Iinked to leadership. Of particular note was the L97O Army
War College study which concluded that there was a wide
variance between the Army's -ideal values and the actual
values it practiced (Potts, 1986, P.1).
In L985, LTC Robert E. Potts further analyzed the
results of the L97O Army War College study in his oerrl study
entitled rtProf essional [Iilitary Ethics: Are lile On the Right
Track?rf Potts set out to validate the Army's current
approach to ethics, which was in large part shaped from the
L970 study, by examining two areas that have an impact on

the ethical condition of the profession. Those two areas
were the teaching of ethics and the problems the instruction
of ethics are expected to resolve. Potts analyzed these two
areas from three levels: examining the subject from outside
the military, primarily through the literature and past
studies of experts in the area of ethics,' looking at it
internally from the point of view of those responsible for
accomplishing the objecti.ves and goals of ethical
instruction in the Armyi and examining the material to see
if the internal goals are in line with the goals that the
material is intended to meet (p.32). The goals of these
three levels were all in close agreement with one another as
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Potts concluded that yes, the Army is on the right track.
Potts explains:
Yes! We are on the right track. The Army recogrnized
that many of the problems dealing with leadership were
in fact ethical problems. organizations were developed
to study, define and solve these problems. While the
process is not complete it is continuing and grrowing.
Army wide doctrine and guidance on ethics and
leadership has been incorporated into manuals and
regulations. l.Iaterials have been produced to
incorporate ethics instruction into the curriculum
throughout the military school system. Materials have
also been produced for use in the field from sguad
level through battalion level. . . Yes we are on the
right track. We may yet find our Army with soldiers
that not only know how to fight and win, but really
understand why and what they are fighting for; the
value of an individual, individual values, the values
of our Army, and of our Nation. (p. 45)
Like the Potts study, this study will in part attempt
to discover whether or not the Army Reserve is on the right
track and is practicing what it preaches. A positive ethical
climate would reveal that almost ten years after the Potts
study, the Army is still on the right track and would
further validate the findings of the 1970 Army lrlar College
study which was primarily responsible for the ethical
doctrine that was taught ten years ago and continues to be
taught and practiced today. A negative ethical climate might
indicate that the changes which are occurring today in the
Army and Army Reserve may in fact be more severe than the
Army has anticipated. It may also indicate that the Army has
possibly suffered a decline in its ethical standards, much
lilce that which is being raised about the decli"ne of ethics
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in society for reasons which are beyond the scope of this
study.

Unlike the Potts study, another Army War College study
done in 1988, by LTC William W. Braun entitl€d, rtAn Ethical
Army Leadership Real or Wantingtt , concluded that there was
much improvement to be made in the area of Army ethics.
Braun used the results of the same L97O Army [,'ilar College

study mentioned in Potts and a 1987 Army War College study
entitled, rtEthics Do Senior Of f icers lilalk Where They Talkrt

(York, L987), which also measured Army ethics, to develop
his own survey which rftargeted eleven specific behaviors to
determine if the senior leaders in question manifested
appropriate ethical standards and developed and sustained
ethical values within their commandsrr . ( Braun, 1988 , pp.4-5 )
Braun was surveying fellow students at the Army War College
on their opinions of their former conmanders and their
ability to foster an ethical climate. His hypothesis which
he later rejected stated, ttThat the ethical climate within
the Army is not in need of significant improvementrt (p. 4).
Braun found that the respondents to his survey reported

significantly lower level scores in four of the eleven areas
he measured. These four areas included a poor communications
ctimate, intolerance to understanding honest mistakes,
promotion oriented behavior and an inability to teach ethics
and values to subordinates. These results were reinforced by
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the findings of the 1987 survey which found the same four
areas as being rated the lowest by the respondents. The
seven other values which were scored higher includ€d,
competence, race relations, confronting subordinates,
loyalty to subordinates, accuracy in reporting, maintaining
organizational standards of ethics and personal ethics.
Braun contributes the low ratings in part to:
d military school system that does not
adequately address the tough and relevant issues of
ethics, to many of our senior commanders who are not
pro-active in the teaching of ethics or in ensuring
that ethical behavior is a key consideration in the
assessment of their subordinates and to our reward
system, the off icer evaluation report (OER) tt. (p. 29\
..

.

This finding would seem to contradict Potts whor fls we
sahr earlier, concluded that the Army now had the necessary
know how to conduct effective ethics training at all leve1s
and that while the process sras not complete it was
continuing to grow and was on the right track. (Potts, L986
p.45)
Perhaps the difference in the two findings resulted

from the two different methods used to gather data. Potts

qualitative method to gather and analyze
data by reviewing current literature on nilitary ethics and
by interviewing those responsible for the development and
implementation of the Army's doctrine on ethics. Braun on
the other hand took a guantitative approach by surveying
used a strictly
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students, all lieutenant colonels, who had
just finished commanding a battalion sized unit. These were
the individuals who would have been able to best telI the
true story of whether or not ethics were being practiced as
the Army had envisioned them to be. Potts may have been
partially correct in concluding that we were on the right
track as far as some of what needed to be taught about
ethics and developing the materials to teach it at all

Army War College

leve1s , but he is lrrrong, according to Braun's f indings , as

to the actual fuII implementation of the teaching of ethics
and in adeguately addressing the tough issues.
It is interesting to note that the Integrity Audit will
allow the researcher to accomplish what both Potts and Braun
set out to do. First it will be able to answer Potts'
question of whether or not the ARCOI,I is on the right ethical
track by analyzing the score for Factor fV, Sharing
Organizational Purpose and Direction. By indicating the
freguency of how often statements occur such os, a clear
sense of the organization's mission is shared and, the
organization's mission and goals reflect its ethical values,
we will be able to determine if the ARCOM's ethical
principles have been clearly established. Whether or not the
ARCOM,s ethics are real or wanting as Braun had asked in his
study or, whether or not the ARCOU is practicing what it
preaches can be determined by analyzing such factors as
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Factor T, Solving Ethical Problems Directly and Reflectively
and Factor VI , Practicing Personal Integrity. AgaS-n by
indicating the frequency of occurrence to statements such
ES r issues are talked about from an ethical viewpoint. 6rd,
the values of individuals are consistent with those of the

organization, respondents will telI us to what degree the
ARCOM practices its ethical principles.
If the overall results of the Integrrity Audit survey
indicate a high ethical climate, we can conclude that the
ARCOIT{ is on the right track and that the Professional Army
Ethic is real and actively being practiced in the USAR. If
the results are low and many weaknesses are reveal€d, then
significant recornmendations would need to be made for
improvements, just as Braun did upon the result of his
study.

fire Integrrity Audit
The literature research did not reveal much in the way
of published past studies using the Integrity Audit. Had
such studies been available, they could have been analyzed
against the results of this study. It is assumed that
because the Integrity Audit is used in organizations to
determine their ethicat climate, the results remain inside
the organization and are probably confidential and not made
public.
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did reveal the extensive
research put into the development of the Integrity Audit in
The
order to establish its significance and reliability.
research began in 1985 when the co-authors sought to
discover what characteristics made up ethical organizations.
(White-Newman, 1993, p.16) In her Integrity Audit
Educational Workbook, Julie BeIIe White-Newrnan, PhD,
outlines the major steps which went in to validating the
survey. After extensive interviews and case studies to
identify the most prominent ethical characteristics of an
organization, the preliminary versions of the Integrity
Audit were developed. Through further surveys and analysis
using a variety of statistical methods to insure
significance, the Integrity Audit was refined and finalized.
White-Newman /WaLIace also enlisted the help of several
ethical experts in the validation process. Ifhite-Newman
states that, ttA final pilot study confirmed the validity and
reliability of the final version of the Integrity Audit,
which is the one currently availableil. (p. 16)
The Integrrity Audit survey is designed to identify many
of the ethical trends in organizations similar to what
Murray, Potts and Braun set out to find in their Army
studies. tlurray ( 1988 ) explained vrhy an of f icer needed to be
ethical and the importance of impeccable ethical standards
during war, peace and during times of change. The Integrity
However, the literature
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Audit seeks to find out similar facts about the ethical
leadership of an organization but takes it even further than
just the leadership. The Integrity Audit seeks out the
opinions of the stakeholders as weII. The co-authors of the
survey explain:
Having people with integrity in the. orgranization is
necessaiy bul not sufficient, The audit shows that
rsithout L1ear visible commitment from top management,
integrity is obviously at risk but, bY themselves
leaders witn integrity are not enough if the

organization lacki other essential characteristics such
as trust, openness, top to bottom involvement,
responsibility and integrity in the ranks.
(Wallace/White, 1988 , P. 31 )
One significant shortcoming of all the military studies

mentioned was that they ignored the ethics and the ethical

perceptions of junior officers

lieutenants, captains,
majors) non-commissioned officers (NCOs or sergeants) and
junior enlisted soldiers (private through specialist). These
groups not only play an important role in the daily
functioning of the Army and the Army Reserve as an
organization, they make up the majority of the ranks and the
population. NCOs f or example are considered the trbackbone of
the

(

Armytt.

There was also little

mention in the previous

Army

studies of gender as a variable in determining the ethical
climate of the Army. This study will use gender as well as
differences in rank, ds variables in the survey. This will
allow for an ethical analysis by both variables and will get
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the perceptions of all mernbers of the organization
regardless of leadership position,
It is also interesting to note where Potts and Braun
differed in their assessment of Army ethics, Potts believing
that the ethical principles were in place and Braun claiming
that the Army needed significant improvement in processing
ethical principles, the Integrity Audit attempts to reveal
the organization's ethical principle/process relationship.
rt does this by seeking out perceptions of responsibility.
ruResponse-ability' only exists when we have choices based
on principles of right and wrong, rt say lilallace and WhiteNewman (1988r p.32). The two authors attempt to dispel the
myth that I rrAll one really needs is a set of good ethical
principlestt. (p.34) This is what Potts discovered in his
study, that the Army was on the right traek in the ethical
principles it was defining. But the reality of it according
to Wallacer/$lhite and what Braun concluded in his studyr was
that both ethical principles and process are needed.(p. 34)
Again the co-authors explain:
Principles alone, without processes that help people
to wrestle with competing stakeholder claims, are never
sufficient. Although principles can take on the
appearance and promise of delivering ethical answers,
they do not foster development of the critically needed
skills that enable the organization to cope with
ambiguity. Principles without process will be
ineffectual, Et best, and destructive, dt worst.
Response-ability integrates both processes and
principles (p. 34 ) .
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Another interesting characteristic of the Integrity

Audit and what makes it different from the surveys used in
the Army studies and other ethics surveys says hlhite-Netrman,
rr...is that it's based on positive examples of what worksrt
in solving ethical dilemmas, trnot on worst case scenariosrr .
( Dean , November t L99L I p. U3 ) lrlhite-Newman also
characterizes the solving of these ethical challenges as
rrgood nehlsrr stories which involved trseveral people or a
group, not just one lone rangerrr (White-Newman, L993 p.15).
The group characteristic is important to point out because
of the emphasis the Army puts on teamwork in accomplishing
its missions. Whether it be a tactical mission or an ethical
dilemma within the organization, the Army must puII together
in order to accomplish the mission or solve the dilemma. One
conmander or individual soldier cannot do it alone. This is
true for most organizations with the size and
responsibilities of the Army.
of the Integrity
The depth, versatility and reliability
Audit should prove to be a thorough assessment of Army
ethics or more specifically the ethical climate of an Army
Reserve Command. We have seen that a great deal of work has
gone into both the development of the Integrity Audit survey
and the creation of a professional Army ethic that can stand
the test of time. As we will see in the next section, the
Army, like most other successful organizations, puts great
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Integrity Audit will give us an accurate indication of
whether or not the ARCO!{ is practicing those beliefs and
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living up to its standards.
Itre Iulrcrtance of Amy Etttics
In the analysis of all past studies and literature
written ahout ethics, one thing stands clear: that ethics is
a vital ingredient for any organization to succeed
regardless of the line of work or mission statement of that
organization. rf lntegrity is related to productivity and
happiness. It's very pragrmatic to have an ethical workplace, rr says White-Newman. ( Dean, L99L , p. U3 )
The Army has also made it abundantly clear that ethics
is vitally important in the daily functioning of the Army
and in carrying out its mission of the nations defense.
According to Army Field l{anua1 22-LOO, },[ilitary Lgadershi.p,
frfhe professional Army Ethic sets the moral context for
service to the nation and inspires the sense of purpose
necessary to preserve the nationrt. (1990, p. 29) Fie1d
Manua1 L00-1, The Army, explains the importance of the Army
ethic further:
The Army ethos, the guiding beliefs, standards and
ideals that characterize and motivate the Army, is
succinctly described in one word DUTY. Duty is
behavior required by moral obligation, demanded by
custom, or enjoined by feelings of rightness. Contained
within the concept of duty are the values of integrity
and self less servj,ce, which give moral f oundation to
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the qualities the ethos demands of all soldiers from
private to general officer.(1994t p- 6)
The idea of the Army ethic was also captured in the
famous words of General of the Army Douglas I'IacArthur when
he said to the 1963 lf,est Point graduating class, rrDuty,
honorf country: Those three hollowed words reverently
dictate what you ought to b€, what you can b€, what you will
betr. (FlI lOO-L, The Army, !994, p.6) Those words are now the
motto of the U.S. Uilitary Academy. Another noteworthy
ethical characteristic which stems from West Point is the

school,s honor code, which states that cadets will not lie,
cheat, or steal, or tolerate those that do.
But ethics in the military and, in this case, the Army,
take on a special significance, different than that of the
organizational ethics of an IB!{, Chrysler or Microsoft for
example. Because of the very nature of the Army's ultimate
mission, lshich is to kill an enemy in the def ense of our
nation, the knowledge and practice of good and evil , right
and wrong behavior (Toner, L995, p.9) is paramount among all

of its members. Not only is knowing the difference between
killing combatants and murdering innocent civilians
important in times of war, but it is equally important that
the Army understand and practice ethical conduct in
peacetime.

Noted military ethics author James H. Toner, clearly

explains the importance of ethics in the military as well

as
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the paradox which rrmilitary ethicsrr may imply to some, in
his book entitled True Fa-tEh and Allegiange: The Burden of
ltilitary Ethics-;
...Against a backdrop of violenc€r they must adhere
to the highest standards of personal and professional
integrity, even as they pursue a life's work often
Iittle appreciated or understood hy the civilians to
and for whom the soldier is responsi.ble. There will
always be ethical tension in the military because its
primiry purpose is armed service - occasionally carried
on in Lircumstances seemingly hostile to the very idea
of virtue. (Toner, 1995r P. 4)
Toner also quotes Aristotle as once having said that

we

are the product of our practices. ( L995, F. zLl
Administering the Integrrity Audit survey will accurately
portray what kind of ethics the ARCOI{ is practicing by
evaluating its ethical climate. This evaluation could not
come at a more critical time as the Army and Army Reserve
implement drastic changes and face unprecedented challenges.
The implications of this study could very well play a
critical role in determining future policies and practices
for the

ARCOM

and possibly the Army Reserve.
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Research Procedures
Research llettrodoloqry
The research methodology involved four steps. Having

identified the research topic of ethics in the Army Reserve
and an instrument, the Integrity Audit, for which to
evaluate the ethical climate, the first two steps required
before beginning the collection of data were to get
permission to conduct the study from the Commanding General
( CG ) of the ARCOIT{ and f rom the Institutional
Review Board
(IRB) of Augsburg College. The third step included
developing a plan for data collection and the random
selection of enough subordinate units from the ARcoI.{ to
guarantee an adeguate sample. Surveys were distributed
through unit commanders along with detailed instructions on
adninistering the survey, collection and returning of the
surveys. Once aII of the surveys had been received, the
fourth step would include data input and analysis. The data
would be loaded into a computer using the Irlicrocase
Statistical Analysis Progrram and the results would he
analyzed by establishing percentages, means, medians and
standard deviations for the six factors of the Model of
Organizational Integrity. The statistical results along with
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the manipulation of certatn variables would allow for the
answering of the four research guestions. An analysis of
variance using f tests would also be used to determine the
significance level of any existing differences when
comparing groups for each of the research questions. Results
would also be used to brief the CG on the ethical strengths
and, weaknesses of the ARCOM as well as for making
recommendations for sustaining strengrths and improving
weaknesses.

Specific Procedures
A search was conducted for an instrument measuring

ethics in an organization. The instrument selected was the
Integrity Audit. Permission to use the fntegrity Audit was
granted by co-authors Doug WaIIace, PhD and Ju1ie Belle
White-Newrnan, PhD, who also provided a copy of the Integrity
Audit lilorkbook. fhe next step was to gain permission from
the coilrmanding general of the ARCOM in order to use the
ARCOI{I as the sample population.
The process of obtaining the CGs authorization first
involved providing him with a fact sheet/proposal (see
Appendix A) of the purpose of the research which included
the fact that this project was in partial fulfillment for
completion of a l{aster of Arts in Leadership degree. The CG
enthusiastically supported the proposal which lead to a more
in depth, 15 minute desk side briefing which allowed the
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researcher to go into more details about the Integrrity Audit

itself and the I*IodeI of organizational Integrity. Discussion
rras made about the importance of the Professional Army Ethic
and although the Integrity Audit did not specifically
measure this component of ethics, w€ could possibly try
incorporating the elements of the PAE and professional
values into the interpretation of the results. This would be
accomplished by overlaying the elements of duty, Ioyalty,
integrity, selfless service, candor, commitment, competence
and courage into the t{odeI of Organizational Integrity as
illustrated in Chapter L. Final approval was granted by the
conmanding general with the agreement that all participants,
both individual and organizationol , would remain anonlmous
in the reporting of the f indingrs. The CG of course would be
briefed upon the conclusion of the study and provided a
sunmarized copy of the results to use as he saw fit.
A letter authorizing the research was signed by the CG
and submitted to the Augsburg IRB as part of the IRB
proposal. The second step before beginning the actual data
collection was to gain IRB approvat which reguired the
completion and submission of the IRB research proposal form,
along with a copy of the CGs approval letter, the Integrity
Audit Survey, demographic questions and the consent
statement to be used. The IRB approved the research proposal
with only two concerns both of which were immediately
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concern involved the guarantee that

identif ication of participants nould remain anonlrmous. This
was assured by the fact that no names would be asked for on
the surveys. AIso there would be no attempt to identify
individual respondents as that would defeat the purpose of
this research, which is in part trying to get individuals to
respond about the ethical climate of their organization in
an honest, professional and trusting manner. Any disclosure
of unit or personal identities could very weII destroy any
aspect of existing organizational integrity.
Secondly, the IRB was concerned the CGs authorization
letter indicated that the results of the survey were
confidential when in fact they would be published in a
thesis ruhich would be available at Augsburg CoIIege. This
concern was resolved by clarifying to the cG that the
confidentiality of the results actually meant that unit
identifications used in the reporting of results would
remain anonymous. (See Appendix B, rRB Proposal and
Approval ) .

tlre Sample
The third step of the research procedures involved
selecting the sample and subordinate units to be surveyed,
contacting those respective unit commanders, and
distributing and collecting the surveys.

Randomly Selecting
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At the time the research began for this study there
were approximately 7530 soldiers assigned to the ARCOU.
A profiled breakdown of the ARCOU population by rank is in
Appendix C. Based on a table for determining sample size
from a given population (see table Appendix D), it was
established that for a population of 7530 approximately 37O
surveys would be needed to make the study significant
(Krejue & Morgan, L97O, pp. 30, 607-610). In order to
guarantee at least 370 responses it was conservatively
estimated that with a sOt response rate at least 825 surveys
should be sent out. Eleven units where randomly selected
with an average of about ?5 personnel per unit. A 5oB return
rate would have provided 4LZ surveys, comfortably exceeding
the goal of 370. The 50* response rate was based on the
assumption that there will be absentees during the drill
weekends, the voluntary nature of the survey, availability
of individuals who are present for drill but preoccupied
with other duties and the lack of any real assurances that
all commanders would cooperate and return the surveys.
Although the study had the CG's endorsement, it was still
voluntary for the selected units to participate. No
retribution could be taken against any unit or commander
selected for the survey who decided not to participate. This
was explained to each of the coiltmanders during the
researcher's initial contact with each of them. As it turned
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out, nine out of LL units returned the surveys for a total
return rate of 382 surveys which exceeded the goal of 370.
The eleven units tfere randomly selected by sinply
placing the unit designations or names on a one inch by one
inch slip of paper and rnixing all subordinate units of the
ARCOM into a shoe box and randomly selecting the first
eleven units out of the box.

selected, commanders of each unit were contacted
by telephone by the researcher to inform them of their
unitrs selection and to explain the purpose and importance
of the survey, the CG's support of the survey and
instructions for adrninistering the survey. Packets were then
mailed to unit commanders with a cover letter reiterating
Once

the above and a consent statement which explained the
background information on the survey, procedures, risks,
benef its, the gruaranteed anonlrmity of the participants, the
voluntary nature of the survey and a point of contact should
anyone have any questions or concerns regarding the survey.
Corumanders were instructed to read the consent statement to
their units prior to administering the survey. AIso included
in the packets were enough surveys for the unit to complete
based on its assigned strength. Each survey had the
demographic guestions attached along with a letter signed by
the cG addressed to the soldiers about the importance of the
survey, the importance of the Professional Army Ethic and
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for answering the survey honestly and
professionally.
The setting for actually taking the survey would be
sometime during each selected unit's drill weekend at the
unit Reserve center, when the coilmander could gather the
majority of his/her unit together without detracting from
scheduled unit training. All packets were mailed out on July
29, L994 and commanders were given a deadline of September
encouragement

30, L994 to have the surveys completed and returned.
It was recommended to unit commanders that they
administer the surveys to the unit as a whole, to include
all ranks, Ert one time and in one location if possible. Most
Army Reserve centers are eguipped wlth classrooms, which
would have been the obvious choice for a location to
administer the survey. Commanders rilere instructed to read
the consent statement to all survey participants prior to
their taking the survey. Upon completion, commanders would
collect all surveys and return them in a self addressed
envelope which was provided for them. (A complete sample of
the packet which was sent out to all the units can be found
at Appendix E. )
Data Input and Analysis
The fourth procedural step involved the planning for
the data input and analysis. This step was accomplished with
the help of [Iike Hazlett, PhD, of the Law Enf orcement and
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Justice Administration Department at Western lllinois
University. Dr. Hazlett has an extensive background in
statistical analysis and was sought out by the researcher
for help in developing a program to best analyze the data
from the surveys.

Analysis Progrram lilas
recommended as the best tool available to process the data
from the Integrity Audit surveys. This program provides for
all the standard methods of statistical analysis and tests
The l,licrocase Statistical

for significance to include univariate distribution,
regression analysis, analysis of variance and f tests.
Ttre Variables

The program analyzed the Integrity Audit from several

perspectives. There were a total of 55 variables loaded into
the program. Variable one was simply the seguence or
tracking number for each survey. Variable Two lras the coded

of the respondent and Variables
Three through Nine represented the seven demographic
questions asked of each respondent. These will be explained
shortly. (A copy of the demogrraphic questions can be seen in
Appendix E.) Variables L0 through 52 represented the 43
guestions asked on the Integrity Audit and Variables 53
through 58 represented the six factors of the IIodeI of
Organizational Integrity. Variables 59 through 64
represented the averages or factor scores of factors one
company/unit affiliation
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through six. These six variables were created by adding the

of all the respective survey questions which feIl
under that particular factor, thus computing the mean of the
means. For example, in order to get the factor score for
Factor l-, Solving Ethical Problems Directly and
Reflectively, the means from questions 3, 5 r 9 | 11, 13, L6,
L9, 22, 27, 32, 38, and 39 were added and averaqed out.
These LZ questions all applied to Factor one.
One last variable was added, Variable 65, which was a
recode of Variahle Three which asked for the respondents
military rank. There were 25 different responses which
represented the Army rank structure. The recoding of the
variable simply grouped the 25 different ranks into two
separate groups, officer and enlisted. This would allow for
an analysis between the two qlroups when looking for
differences in ethical perceptions. (An entire listing of
the variables is located at Appendix F. )
There were seven variables selected. for this study,
which were asked.in the form of the demographic guestions.
These variables would later make it possible to compare the
differences between groups and their perceptions of the
organizations ethical climate.
As mentioned above, the second variable was the coded
company affiliation
of the respondent. To ensure unit
anonlrmity, respondents never indicated their unit
means
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designation on the survey. However, in order to maintain
control and organizational groupings of the surveys, each

unit mailed back their completed surveys in one envelope
which upon receipt hlas coded as company A, B , C through I .
This represented the nine out of 1l- units which returned
completed surveys. Encoding the data for unit affiliation
would allow two types of analyses. First, a ro11 up of the
entire ARCOI{ without regard to sub-unit affiliation could be
done by computing the mean or factor score for each of the
six factors under the IIodeI of Orgranizational Integrity.
Secondly, the six factor scores or means of each of the nine
companies could be compared against one another in order to
identify any differences in ethical perceptions between the
groups. An analysis of variance or f test would determine
the significance of any difference which may exist between
the different companies. This is critical because if there
are significant differences between any of the companies
then there could possibly be some inconsistences in unit
management being practiced throughout the command, or, if
one unit has consistently low factor scores there could be a
leadership problem within that unit or possibly a specific
unresolved ethical dilemma. ft is also important to remember
that this ARCOM and the Army Reserve as a whole is
undergoing significant change. Some of this change involves
unit inactivations and unit restructuring. I,tany of the
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soldiers within the units being surveyed have been affected
in some way or another by these changes. Some for example
have had to change their military occupational specialty
(tlOS ) , which is basically their job, because their unit has
been inactivated and they now belong to a new unit t*ith a
different mission and with different job requirements. The
so,Idier, in order to remain in the Army Reserve had to
change units and change his UOS. His only other option would
have been to get out of the Army Reserve if he did not like
the choices. Other soldiers are still unsure about what the
future holds as far as their part time Army Reserve career
goes because the changes are still occurring and there are
plans for further cuts and increased unit inactivations. The
Army Reserve is also offering incentives for soldiers to
retire early or to get out of the Army Reserve in order to
meet its downsizing mission. Some soldiers are faced with
the choice of either voluntarily taking the incentive pay to
get out, retire early, or, b€ forced out later with no
separation pay. These are extremely tough choices for many
of the officers and NCOs of the Army Reserve, especially
after some of them have ten or 15 years of service to their
credit. These are all factors which need to be considered
when examining the ethical climate of the individual units.
While it is not in the purview of this study to specifically
identify all those problems which a unit uay be
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experiencing, it is part of this study to at least identify
units which may be experiencing ethical challenges.
The next variahle and the first item asked on the
demographic questions lfas that of rank. There !ilere 25
different responses for rank ranging from the lowest
enlisted rank of private first class to the highest officer
rank of colonel. Rank in the military is in large part
determined by years of service, age and civilian

and

military education. The 25 different categories, which were
later recoded, essentially break down into two groups as
mentioned earlier, being enlisted and officer. Enlisted
soldiers normally begin their careers as high school
graduates at LB or 19 years old and upon completion of basic
and advanced individual training (AIT) report to their units
as privates. After a few months most are automatically
promoted to private first class. Promotion through the
enlisted ranks continues with successful completion of
military and civilian education, time in grade and years in
service as the primary criteria. Increased responsibility
accompanies promotion and when an enlisted soldier attains
the ranlc of sergeant (the first rank of a non-conrnissioned
officer or NCO) he or she is then formally evaluated on the
seven statements or conditions of the PAE and professional
values as described in Chapter 1. This evaluation will occur
at least annually for the remainder of that NCO's career.
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Officers usually have an associate or bachelor's degree
when they begin their careers as second lieutenants. They
are usually between 22-25 years of age and upon their
commissioning assume a great deal of responsibility. This in
part is due to the higher civilian and mititary education
the officer has undergone and the increased leve1 of
maturity he or she has developed. Like their NCO
counterparts, officers now begin to receive their formal
evaluations on professional ethics as described in Chapter
J- . ( Copies of of f icer and non-cornmissioned of f icer
evaluations reports are at Appendix G).
The rank variable is very important because of the
different roles and responsibilities between the two groups.
The NCOs and enlisted soldiers represent, for the most part,
the group that carries out the day to day missions of the
Army. While they are sworn to obey the orders of the
officers appointed over them, they also assume a great deal
of responsibility in carrying out those orders and they get
a great deal of authority handed down to them from their
officers in order to accomplish their jobs. NCos and
enlisted soldiers make up a majority of the Armyr eiS they
did in this survey representing about 87 percent of the
respondents.

Officersr or1 the other hand, are entrusted with much
more responsibility and accountability and they hold the
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Iegal authority for carrying out the order of the President
through their corumission. Of f icers are expected to conduct
most of the Army's planning for operations, training and
readiness during both peace time and war However, while most of the differences between officers
and NCOs stem from legal authority, there are also many
sirnilarities between the two. Perhaps the most iruportant is
the responsibility that the units, and the soldiers which
comprise those units, are prepared to fight and win on the
battlefield at a moment's notice in the defense of our
nation. Accomplishing this awesome task could create many
conflicts between the two groups should mutual respect and
understanding not exist. Army Field Manual 22-100, l,Iilitary
Leadership explains:
rtNo

sharp, def initive lines separate
officer and NCo responsibilities. In general,
commanders set the overall policies and standards.
Officers lead HCOs and help them carry out their
simply sdY,
responsibilities. officers cannot
frThat's sergeants' business , rr nor should they do
NCOs' work for them. Officers must give NCOs the
necessary guidanc€r resources, assistance and
supervision necessary for them to do their duties.
By the same token, NCos are responsible for
assisting and advising officers in carrying out
their duties. I'Iissions demand that off icers and
NCos work together and advise, assist and learn
f rom one anothertt ( L990 , p.74 ) .

This passage clearly emphasizes the necessity of a
mutual dependency between officers and NCOs. This could not
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be more true or more important than in a time of war. If

this cohesiveness does not exist between officers and
NCos/entisted soldiers, then the Army simply could not
perform its mission. If it tried to do so while a division
of mistrust and lack of respect existed between the two
groups, it could result in the loss of many lives in a war
time scenario. The same holds true if significant
differences of ethical perceptions within the organization
exist between the two groups. If, for example, the officers
surveyed felt strongly about their commitment to Factor L,
Solving Ethical Problems Directly and Reflectively, while
NCOs felt that the organization did poorly in this area
hecause they are not included in the ethical decision making
process or that they don't feel adequate time is devoted to
solving ethical problers r then a serious division could
occur between the groups, splitting the organization in half
and causing great dissention. It should also be noted here
that since officers maintain the legal cornmand authority inA
hold most of the organization's formal leadership positions,
they set the standard for ethical behavj.or within the
organization. Their ability to carry out and practice openly
the element of the PAE and professional values will reflect
directly on the ethical perception the NCOs and enlisted
members have of their organization. So, a detailed analysis
between the difference of the ethical climate as perceived
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by officers and enlisted members should reveal some
interesting facts about the overall ethical climate of the

entire organization.
Research Question #l asks if there is a difference in

the perceived ethical climate hetween males and females in
the ARCoI{ and if so is this dif f erence signif icant. Alt
analysis of ethical perceptions based on gender differences
is important for two main reasons. First is the issue of the
increased role women are playing in today's Armed Forces,
specifically in the area of serving in jobs which are
directly involved in combat. Women have recently gained
unpreeedented opportunity to fly combat aircraft for the
Army and Air Force and are now allowed to serve on some
battleships in the t'Iavy. Women have also gained entry into
some of the conbat arms branches of the Army such as field
artillery, air defense artillery and combat aviatior,
branches which were previously closed to women by law
because of their direct involvement in combat during war.
This advancement for women has sparked the debate as to
their physical and mental ability to perform under the
stress of combat and the implication of their increased risk
of capture and treatment as prisoners of war. But women in
combat is not the only military gender issue making
headlines recently. The treatment of women in the military
workplace is another ethical dilemma which all branches of
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the service are having to contend with. As rromen gain more
opportunities, there seems to have been an increase in
charges of sexual harassment. The Navy Tailhook scandal is
the most prominent case which involved charges on several
Naval and Marj.ne Corp pilots for sexually assaulting several
females, some of which were also Naval officets, in the Las
Vegas Hilton during the 1991 Tailhook Convention (Army
Times, L994t p.29). Certainly, this is unethical behavior by
most people's standards, but for professional Naval and
Marine Corps officers to behave in this manner was a public
disgrace and a bitter embarrassment for the Hav1r. The
ethical j-ssues of this case alone go far beyond the
unacceptable behavior of the implicated officers, ds the
case dragged on for months without being properly
investigated and resulted in the resignation of several
senior ranking Naval officers, includingr the Secretary of
the Navy (Army Times , L994, p. 29) . But this incident
renewed the ethical debate of sexual harassment and how
women are treated in the workplace. Thus, with these gender
issues in mind, a comparison of the ethical perceptions
between men and women within this organization should also
reveal some interesting facts about the overall ethical
elimate of the ARCOI{.
The variables of civilian and military education and
the number of years of service a soldier has were selected
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as demographic questions because of the importance education

plays in the development of r*ho we are and the importance
that time spent in an organizatj.on has on the way we
percej.ve the unit and its members. Originally these
variables were going to be used to analyze the impact, if
any, that education and years of service have on a soldier's
ethical perception of his or her organization. However, this
study was already large in scope with the four research
questions already selected and the researcher felt that more
analysis would only result in paralysis, therefore they were
eliminated as potential research questions. The data is
available though if the CG or any other interested party
would care to see the results.
Suemary

This chapter was an explanation of the research methods
used for this study. It detailed the specific procedures
from obtaining approval to conduct such a study to the plan
for data collection, data input and analysis. The 65
variables were explained along with the rationale for
selecting certain demogrraphic questions to facilitate the
analysis of data.
Chapter 4, Findings, will show the reader the results
of the above methodology and tuill pave the way for answering
the research guestions and addressing the problem statement.
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4

Findings

This chapter will begin with a summary of the
procedures used for the collection of data and how that raw
data was converted into a descriptive statistical analysis.
AIso included will be an explanation of one unanticipated
result which is interesting and noteworthy, especially for
.

an ethics survey. Then, each of the four research guestions

will be addressed along with its accompanying findings. Each
research guestion is analyzed by each of the six factors.
The last part of this chapter will include a brief content
analysis from the tsro short answer questions from the
survey. The content analysis will play a more significant
role in Chapter 5, Conclusions.
Collection of Data
Unit commanders were given a deadline of September 30,
1994 to return all completed surveys in the self addressed
envelope provided. Since all surveys were mailed by August
L, L994, the September 30th deadline gave unit commanders at
least tr*o months to administer the surveys. Most reserve
units meet one weekend a month so there were at least two
drill weekend opportunities for them to assemble their units
for taking the surveys. The majority of the units were being
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surveyed in outlying areas and it was important that the

unit commanders had specific instructions on where and how
to return the surveys. This was accomplished by providing
them the self addressed envelope back to the researcher. In
the end, nine of the LL units returned the surveys before
the September 30th deadline.
Once all the surveys were receiv€d, the next step was
to convert all the raw data into a statistically meaningful
product which would enable the answering of the research
questions, A total of 382 surveys were received which were
converted into 382 cases to be loaded into the l{icrocase
Survey Analysis Program, As mentioned in Chapter 3, Research
A 65th was
Procedures , 64 variables were created initially.
created later to analyze the differences betrseen enlisted
soldiers and officers. This was accomplished by recoding
Variable Three which was the rank of the respondent.
The raw data from each case was manually loaded from a
computer keyboard into the first 52 variables. Variables one
through nj.ne recorded seguence number, coded unit
ranl<, years of service, age, level of military
af f iliatioil,
education, Ieve1 of civilian education, gender and type
unit. Answers to each of these demographic guestions were
assigned a numerical value in order to convert it into
something statistically meaningful. Variables ten through 52
represented the 43 questions from the survey. The responses
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from the surveys were also recorded as numerical values
based on the respondent's answer to each statement;

1

occasionally, 3 usually, 4 almost
alruays. Variables 53 58 represented cumulative scores for
each of the six factors from the Model of Organizational
Integrity and variables 59 64 represented the means for
almost never, 2

each of the f actors. These last LZ variables vf,ere calculated

automatically by the computer program and required no manual
input. (An example of Case #t and the values of all 65
variables is at Appendix H).
The Integrity Audit Survey also included two shortanswer questions. The responses to these guestions were all
organized by unit and individual respondent and typed

verbatim into a word processing file.

They would later be

analyzed for comments which may correlate with and support
the findings of the statistical analysis. (A copy of the

questions and responses are at Appendix I ) .

After the conversion of the raw data into the
statistical program, came the manipulation of the data. This
was accomplished by one of two ways. The first method was
designed in order to answer Research Question #L, measuring
each of the six factor scores ( expressed as a numerical
mean ) f or the ARCOI{ as a whole , fhis required calculating
the mean for each factor for the entire ARCOM regardless of
sub-unit affiliatiorl. The second method required computing a
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one way analysis of variance using an f test at 95 percent

confidence in order to test the mean differences between two
or more groups. This enabled for the analysis of Research

euestion #2, which measures the mean differences for each
factor between officers and enlisted, Research Question #l
which measures the mean differences for each factor between
males and females and Research Question #+ which measures

the mean differences for each factor between subordinate
units or companies.
Unanticipated Findings
There was one incident during the review of the

returned surveys which remains pure speculation on the part
of the researcher, but, is certainly worth mentioning
because of the nature of this study, which is, of course,
ethics. The unit which was coded as Company G returned a
total of 89 surveys. There was nothing unusual about that
except for the fact that the first

Lz surveys received in

the envelope were all answered identically. Each of the 43
guestions on the Integrity Audit received the same response
for all LZ surveys, with identical pencil markings r aII
coded with an rrXtr for the respective answer and all of
identical impression or intensity for pencil markingrs. The
Xs for each of the 43 guestions on all LZ of the surveys
were made in a suspiciously precise manner in what appeared
to be exactly the same handwriting. Another similarity which
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stand out was that none of the demographic

guestions were answered on any of the first

Lz surveys.

There did not seem to be any intentional skewing of the
survey to affect the results either in favor for, or

against, the ethical climate. The questions did receive
random rankings most of which fell into the ttusually" or
Itoccasionallyrr categories. There were a f ew rankingrs f or
almost always and almost never. Although this finding is
still speculative in nature, it came as guite a surprise and
seemed almost too obvious to overlook. Whether it was a
company commander or a young unit clerk conscientiously
thinking that he had to answer all surveys that were sent to
hin, but did not have the people available to complete them,
oE r if it was someone just too lazy to distribute the
surveys to others, remains to be seen. If either situation
is even partially true then we have a case of poor judgement
and guestionable ethics of the first degree. It is important
to note that the statistics for the ARCOH factor scores were
run both with and. without the LZ guestionable surveys. When
ran without the LZ surveys, Factors L, 5 and 6 were each
affect€d, but only by .O1 of a point which does not
significantly change the overall rating of the factors.
However, when a comparison of the factor Ecores with and
without the LZ guestionable surveys was made for Company G
alone, the differences are more significant. For example,
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Factors L and 6 went down by as much as .06 of a point,
while Factor 5 went up .04 of a point vrhen computed without
the LZ questionable surveys. While the differences, when
comparing the factor scores with and without the Lz
questionable surveys, are significant for Company G as an

individual unit, they did not affect the results of Research
Question 4 | which analyzed the significance of difference
between all I subordinate units participating in the survey.
As the reader will see, there is a significant difference
hetween companies for all six factors when using the Lz
questionable surveys. This did not change when the Lz
questionable surveys were left out. Because of the
speculative nature of the researcher's assumption that these
surveys were all done by the same person, and due to the
fact that using them has no significant inpact on the
overall factor scores, they were allowed to stand. This was
the only unanticipated finding and an unfortunate one at
that for Company G, especially during an ethics survey. (A
further comparison of the factor scores for both the ARCO!,I
and Company G, with and without the Lz questionable surveys
can be seen at the end of Appendix F, Variables and
Univariate Statistics ) .
Research Qrrestion Findings

follows next are the statistical findings for each
of the four research guestions. First the research question
Vilhat
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will be proposed followed by each of the six factor scores
for the ARCOU. The factor scores are represented as a mean
based on the means for each corresponding statement score.
For Research Question #L, after illustrating all the ARCOM
factor scores, each factor score will be presented
independently along with its corresponding statement scores
represented as a mean, median and standard deviation. Both
mean and median are displayed to give the reader the fuII
impact of each of the statement scores. The statements are
listed from highest to lowest based on the median score.
Research Questions 2 | 3, and 4 will also first be displayed
by each of the ARCOU factor scores and then separately by
factor using an analysis of variance using and f test at 95*
confidence leveI to determine significance of difference.
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1 lltrat are each of tlre six factor scores
based on ttre llodel of Organizational Integrity, for ttre
ARCOTI as a rhole? I{hat ettrical strengrtlrs and wealrnesses can
be interpreted from these seores? (What follows is a
breakdown of each factor followed by the ARCOI{ factor score
represented as a mean. Then, the following pages wiII
present each of the six factors expressed separately along
with each corresponding factor statement, its mean, median
and standard deviation. The statements are listed from
highest to lowest based on the median score).
TABLE ].. ARCOI{ FACTOR SCORES

Researc.h Ouestion

FesLer

IIEM SD
High Lory

l,Iean

SD

2.7L

.525

. 818

.7 07

2.81-

.544

.926

.7 39

2.84

.576

.887

.7 54

2.96

.567

.958

.746

Perspectives

2.70

.592

.

907

.7 47

6. Practicing Personal
Integrity

2

.82

.555

.848

.703

f-. Solving Problems
Directly and Reflectively
2. Interacting Responsibly
3. Modeling Integrity
4. Sharing Organizational
Purpose and Direction
5. Valuing Stakeholder

Integrity Audit Scale

Almost Never l- Occasionally 2 Usually 3 Almost Always

4
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SCORES

FACT()R.
f.
E:TEIICAIPR.OBI-E}4[S
DIR.ECTI-Y
R.EFI-ECTTI\jrEI-Y

Factor Ouestions

L6. Decision makers use the information
necessary to solve an ethical problem.
22. Those involved remain conmitted to
solving an ethical problem.
32. The organizations priorities
reflect its ethical standards.
5. At the time an ethical challenge
arises help is sougrht.
3. The means to solve ethical problems
are considered as important as the
desired ends.
9. Alternative courses of action are
considered by those dealing with an
ethical problem.
27 . Tirue is taken to resolve ethical
problems.

39. There is a search for options when
dealing with an ethical problem.
38. Individuals and groups are willing
to tackle ethical problems.
13. Individuals dealing with an
ethical problem are willing to accept
conseguences, including negative ones.
19. Issues are talked about from an
ethical viewpoint.
L1. Money is spent to resolve ethical
problems.

Ethics

llean lledian

SD

2.92

2.96

.760

2.93

2.96

.75L

2.90

2.95 .795

2.8J-

2.86

.780

2.82

2.88

.809

2.77

2.79 .707

2.76

2.80

2.85

2.80 .729

2

.69

2.68
2

.60

L.93

.818

.72

.739

2.72

.gl-5

.68

.7 69

2

2

1.

gg .913
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TABLE
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FACTOR

2

SCORE AND
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SCORES

2
FACTOTT
ETESPODIS T E}I-Y
I}ITEETACITII\TG
2 -ElfAEtCOtrlf FACTFOR.. SCOR.E=
Factor Questions
7. Bad news as weII as good
is conmunicated.

Iilean ltedian
news

SD

3.15

3.20

.79L

2.98

3.03

.828

.93

2.98

.937

2.83

2.94

.926

2.96

2.90

.739

.8L

2.89

.836

each other.

2.82

2.86

.844

14. Champions for ethical causes
are allowed to voice their concerns.
2L. Dissent is a1lowed.

2.80

2

.84

.820

2.23

2.L8

.870

25. Honesty and openness
characterize relationships .
37. There is respect for the
views of others.
L7 . People are treated fairly,

L. People freely share thoughts
and feelings.
23. Individual concerns are
treated with sensitivity.
L2. People and groups trust

2

2

Integrity Audit Scale

Almost Never L occasionally 2 Usually 3 A1most Always

4
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3 SCORE AND ITET{ SCORES

FAGTT(}ET 3
!4[ODEI.,T DTG I }UTEGFTI TTY
SCOFIE = 2. A4
A TCO[{[ FACTOTT
Hedian

sD

3 . L3

3.18

.790

3.04

3 . 06

.754

l{ean

Factor Qrrestion

35. The head of the organization
publicly practices ethical values.
8. Throughout the organization there
are examples of individuals who act
out their commitment to do the
right thing.
L8. Leaders in the organization
serve as good models of ethical
behavior.

2

.88

2.92

.820

28. Throughout the orgranization
individuals assume responsibility
for ethical decision makingr.
29. Peop1e freely admit their

2.72

2.78

.789

mistakes.

2

.42

2

.44

,

887

Integrity Audit Scale

Almost Never 1 Occasionally 2 Usually 3 Almost Always

4
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TABLE

5.

FACTOR

4

SCORE A}.ID

FACTOFT
PIJR.POSE
A}[D
AlFTCCTtr,lI FACTtrOFT

ITEU
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SCORES

4
I)IFLECTIO}U
SCOR.E=
?|-96

Factor Orestions
30. The organization insists on
compliance with laws and regulations.
43. Organizational ground rules for
acceptable behavior are communicated

Hean

.29

3

I,Iedian

SD

.37

.7 46

3

and enforced.

3.02

3.

06

.797

42. Throughout the organization
people are held accountable.

2.99

3.03

.817

36. The organization's mission and
goals reflect its ethical values.

3.00

3.02

.77L

.93

2.96

.858

2.90

2.94

.805

2.79

2.84

.833

2.73

2.75

.797

3L. A clear sense of the
organization's mission is shared.
15. The organization states and
promotes its ethical values.
34. The structure of the organization
makes clear where ethical
responsibility lies.
2. The organizational structure
encourages adequate planning
and participation.

2

Integrity Audit Scale

Almost Never L Occasiona1ly 2 Usually 3 Almost Always

4
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TABLE

6.

VAI-IJI
AlFtCOIlf

FACTOR

5

70

SCORE AHD ITE},I SCORES

5
FACTOR}TG ST]AI(EITOI-DEFL
PEETSPECTI\TES
2-7O
SCOR.E=
FACIIOFL

Factor Qnestions
20. The organization helieves in
stewardship acting to Proteet the
welfare of others.
24. Plans are made to deal with the
possible conseguences of a decisioll.

41. The organization keeps in mind
the perspective of those who have
a stake in its decisiolls.
L0. Those affected by a decision
are involved in the decision
making process.

Ethics

llean

lledian

2.94

2.97

.77 4

2.73

2.80

.747

2.7L

2 .7

4

.777

2.5L

.907

2

.47

Integrity Audit Scale

SD

Almost Never 1 Occasionally 2 Usually 3 Almost Always

4

ARCOM

TABLE

7

.

FACTOR

6

Ethics

7L

SCORE A}{D ITEIIIS SCORES.

E-ACTOET 6
PTT.ACITI C TTfrG PER-ISOIiTAI- II\TTEGR.:TTY
2-A2
SCOFTE=
AR.COTfi FACTOR.
Factor Questiolrs
6. Individuals are true to their own
personal ethical values.
4. Individuals practice the ethical
standards of the organization.
40. People know what is the right
thing to do and do it,
26. The values of individuals are
consistent with those of the
organization.
33. Individuals are wiIli ng to
ntpay the pricerr in order to do
the right thing.

Integrity Audit

l{ean

lledian

SD

3.04

3.06

.724

.84

2.90

.720

2.80

2.85

.703

2.72

2.77

.732

.67

2.72

.848

2

2

Sca1e

Almost Never l" Occasionally 2 Usually 3 Almost Always

4
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Research Ouestion 2 - Is ttrere a difference in tlre perceived

ettrical cliuate betseen comissioned officers and enlistd
soldiers of ttre ARCOI,I? If so is ttris difference sigmificant?
(As we saw in Research Question L, this guestion will be
measured against each of the six factors, first depicted
collectively, then separately by eash factor as a test for
significance).
TABLE 8. COI,IPARISON OF FACTOR

SCORES BETWEEN OTFICERS AND

ENLISTED

Fastor
f.. Solving Ethical Problems
Directly and Reflectively
2. Interacting Responsibly
3. Modeling Integrity
4. Sharing Orgranizational
Purpose and Direction
5. Valuing Stakeholder

gfficer

lfean

Enlisted

.87

2.70

2.88

2.80

.07

2.83

3.08

2.96

2

3

Perspectives

2

.84

2.7L

6. Practicing Personal
Integrity

2.98

2.79

Integrity Audit Scale

Almost Never 1- Occasionally 2 Usually 3 Almost Always

4
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Research Ouestion 2 - Is there a difference in ttre perceived
ethic'al climate between comissioned officers and enlisted

soldiers of the ARCOH? If so is tlris difference sigrnificant?
Factor 1: Sotving Ethical Protrlems Directly and Ref lectively
THE INTEGRTTY AUDIT AND DEUOGRAPIIIC QUESTTONS
!{EAI-IS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 1 WITHIN CATEGORIES
OF RANK-RC
ENLISTED
OFFICERS

STANDARD DEVIATTON

MEAH

CATEGORY

(N=

(N:

N. UISSING =

0.54
0.53

2.7A
2 .87

2or. )

34)

L47

THE INTEGRITY AUDIT AND DE!,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
INDEPENDEHT VARIABLE:
DEPEHDENT VARIABLE:

RANK-RC
FACTOR 1

SS

SOI.IRCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

PiIITHIN

65
59

GROUPS

TOTAL

DF

HS

0.8633

l-

0.863334

69 , 0 47 4

233
234

4.296341_

69.9108

F

2.9L33

P= .09
ETA

SQ. = o.o12

NuII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor L t Solving Ethical Problems Directly and Reflectively
between officers and enlisted soldiers.
Interpretation of Factor 1; An f statistic of 2.9L33 does
not reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error). Therefore rre accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 1 betvreen officers
and enlisted soldiers.
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Reseflrch ouestion ? - Is there a difference in tlre perceived
ethical clirnate betryeen sormissioned officers and enlisted
soldiers of ttre AReOil? If Bo is ttris difference sigmificant?

Factor 2; Interacting

Respons

ibly

THE INTEGRITY AUDIT AI{D DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
I'IEANS AHD STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 2 WITHIN CATEGORIES
OF RAHK-RC
CATEGORY

(N=

ENLISTED

(N:

OFF'ICERS

N. MISSIHG =

STANDARD DEVIATIOH
o. 56

I.IEAH

2.80

2o5 )
43 )

2.

0,58

B8

134

THE INTEGRITY AUDIT AHD DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIOHS
AIIIALYSIS OF VARIAHCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

GROUPS

TOTAL

Fisn
ETA

SQ

RANK-RC

FACTOR 2

SS

SOURCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

WTTHIH

65
60

0.2499
78.697L
79.9470

DF
1

246

MS

F

o.249888
0.319907

o.7 811

247

Dr

: O.003

HuII Hypothesis; There is no significant differense for
Factor 2 r Interacting Responsible, between officers and
enlisted.
Interpretation of Factor 2= An f statistic of .781L does not
reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error). Thereforer w€ accept the nuII hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 2 | between officers
and enlisted.
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Research otrestion 2 Is ttrere a difference in ttre perceived
ettrical cliuate between comuissioned officers and enlisted

soldiers of tlre ARCOI{? If so is ttris difference sigmificant?
Factor 3: Irlodeling Integrrity

THE IHTEGRITY AUDTT AND DET.IOGRAPHIC QUESTTONS
MEANS AIIID STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 3 WfTHIN CATEGORIES
OF RANK-RC
CATEGORY

EHLISTED
OFFTCERS

STAI{DARD DEVIATTON

It{EAN

(H=
(N=

N. I'{ISSING =

0.59
o.54

2.83
3.07

2Le )
43 )
120

THE INTEGRTTY AUDIT AI{D DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
AHALYSIS OF VARIANCE
TNDEPENDENT VARTABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

55
6].

RANK-RC

FACTOR

SOTIRCE

SS

BETTilEEN GROUPS

2 . 0L56

WITHIN

GROUPS

TOTAL

89 .7 62L

9L.7777

3

DF
1_

260
26L

US

F

2.415560
o. 345239

5.8382

P : .02
ETA SQ. = 0.022

NuIl Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 3, Modeling Integrity, between officers and enlisted.
fnterpretation of Factor 3: An f statistic of 5.83 does
reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error) . Therefore we reject the nuII hypothesis. There is a
significant difference for Factor 3, between officers and
enlisted. Howeverr dn eta sguared coefficient of .A22 states
that we can only predict the ethical climate of officers or
enl isted f or Factor 3 , DIodeI ing Integrity , only 2 .2+ of the
time,
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Research Otrestion 2 Is ttrere a difference in tlre perceived
ettrical climate between co,ntmissioned officers and enlisted

soldiers of ttre ARcou? If so is ttris difference significant?
Factor 4t Sharing organizaticnal Purpose and Direction
THE IHTEGRITY AUDIT AI{D DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
I,IEAI{S AND STAT{DARD DEVTATIONS OF TACTOR 4 WITHIH CATEGORIES
OF RANK-RC
CATEGORY

EHLISTED
OFFICERS

N:
(N=

(

N. tfiSSING :

STAHDARD DEVIATION

I'[EAt{

0.59
0.52

2.95
3.08

216 )

43)

L23

THE INTEGRITY AUDItr AHD DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
AHALYSIS OF VARIANCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

RANK-RC
FACTOR 4

ee

SOI.IRCE

LJ rJ

BETWEEN GROUPS

WITHIN

65
62

GROUPS

TOTAL

0.5330
87.2538

g7 .7 968

DF
1

257
258

!{s

0.533038
0.339548

F
L . 5598

P = .21
ETA SQ. = 0'006

HuII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 4t Sharing Organizational Purpose and Direction,
between officers and enlisted.
Interpretation of Factor 4: An f statistic of l-.5698 does
not reach or exceed the critical value of 3 .84 ( 58 sampling
error). Therefore, w€ accept the nuII hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 4, between officers
and enlisted.
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Research Ouestion 2 Is ttrere a difference in ttre perceived
ettrical cliuate between corrmissioned officers and enli.sted

soldiers of tlre ARCOII? If so is this difference sigmificant?
Factor 5: Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives
THE IT{TEGRITY AUDIT AND DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
OF FACTOR 5 I{ITHIN CATEGORIES
OF RANK-RC

I'TEAI.IS AT{D STANDARD DEVIATTONS

CATEGORY

(H=
(N=

ENLTSTED
OFFTCERS

H. I'IISSING :

I-IEAH

STAT{DARD DEVIATION

0.62
0.50

2.7L
2 .84

2L7)
43)
L22

THE INTEGRITY AUDIT AND DEMOGRAPHTC QUESTTONS
AilALYSIS OF VARIAI.ICE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

ss

SOTIRCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

I|IITHIH

GROUPS

TOTAL

P = .18

65
63

ETA SQ.

RANK-RC
FACTOR 5

0.57L5
97.8370
99.5087

DF
L

258
259

US

0.67L545
0.3792L3

F

L.77L2

= 0.007

NuIl Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 5 , Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives, between officers
and enlisted.
Interpretation of Factor 5: An f statistic of L.77LZ does
not reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 58 sampling
error). Therefore , wE accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 5, between officers
and enlisted.
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Rgsearch Ouestion 2 Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate hetween commissioned officers and enlisted

soldiers of the ARCOM? If so is this difference significant?
Factor 5: Practicing Personitl Integrity
THE TNTEGRITY AUDIT Al{D DE:ITIOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 6 WITHIN CATEGORIES
OF RANK-RC

IITEANS

CATEGORY

(N:
(N=

EHLISTED
OFFICERS

N. UISSING =

STANDARD DEVIATION
0. 58

UEAN

2.79
2.98

2L4)
42)

0.50

L26

THE INTEGRTTY AUDIT AI-ID DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
A!{ALYSIS OF VARTANCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPEHDENT VARTABLE:
SOURCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

WITHIN

GROUPS

TOTAL

P : .05
ETA SQ. =

65
64

RANK-RC

FACTOR 6

ss
L .2220
82.6980
83.9200

DF
L

254
255

US
L .221967

0.325583

F

3.7532

O.Ol-5

NuII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 6 | Practicing Personal Integrity, between officers
and enlisted.
Interpretation of Factor 6: An f statistic of 3.7532 does
not reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 58 sampling
error). Therefore, w€ accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 6, between officers
and enlisted.
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Researgh Ougstion 3: Is there a difference in the perceived

ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOI{? If
so is this difference significant? As we saw in research
questions 1 and 2, this guestion will be measured against
each of the 6 .factors, first depicted as a ro11 uP, then
separately by each factor as a test for significance.
TABLE

9.

COUPARISON OF FACTOR SCORES BETWEEN T,IALE AND FEMALE

l{a1e

Fac,S.p_r

1. Solving Ethical Problems
Directly and Reflectively
2. Interacting Responsibly
3. llodeling Integrity
4. Sharing Organizational
Purpose and Direction
5. Valuing Stakeholder

Uean

Female

2

.69

2.77

2

.80

2.86

2

.84

2.94

2

.95

3.09

Perspectives

2.7L

2.75

6. Practicing Personal
Integrity

2.81

2

A1most Never

.86

. Integrity Audit Sca1e
L Occasionally 2 Usually 3 A1most Always

4
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3: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOM? If
so is this difference significant?
Factor 1: Solving Ethical Prohlems Directly and Reflectively

Resear$h, Ouestion

THE THTEGRITY AUDIT AND DEIIIOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
Ir{EANS AHD STAI.IDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR L WITHIN CATEGORIES
OF GEHDER
CATEGORY
(N
(N

I-TALE

FEI'IALE

N. UISSIHG

=

STANDARD DEVIATIOH

I.[EAN

: 27Ll
= 36)

0.53
0.54

.69
2.77
2

75

THE INTEGRTTY AUDIT AND DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
AHALYSIS OF VARIANCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARTABLE:

BETWEEN GROUPS
GROUPS

TOTAL
F

is

ET A

GENDER

FACTOR

SS

SOTIRCE

WITHIN

8
59

].

DF

0.2?LL

1

85. L630
86.384L

305
306

HS
o .22LL37
o

.28250

F

o.7828

2

D.S.

SQ' = 0.003

NulI Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor L, Solving Ethical Problems Directly and
Reflectively, between males and females.
Interpretation of Factor l-: An f statistic of .7828 does not
reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error) . Therefore we accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor L I between males and
females,
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ouestion 3: Is there a dif ference in the perceived
ethical cliraate between males and females of the ARCOIII? If
so is this difference significant?

Res-gargh

Factor 2= Interacting Respensibly
THE TNTEGRITY AUDIT AND DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
I'{EANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS oF FACTOR 2 WfTHIH CATEGORIES

OF

GEHDER

CATEGORY
II{ALE
FEI,TALE

N. UISSIHG :

STAI{DARD DEVIATION
0. 56

MEAN

(N= 286)
(N= 41 )

2.80
2 .86

0.5J-

55

THE TNTEGRITY AUDIT AND DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARIA}ICE
INDEPENDENT VARTABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

8
60

GENDER

FACTOR 2

SOURCE

SS

BETTilEEN GROUPS

0.LL74

t-

l_00.0359

325
326

WITHIH

GROUPS

TOTAL

is

F
ET A

100 . 153

DF

3

US

F

0.1L742L
o. 307803

0.3815

fl.s.
SQ. = 0'00L

NUII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 2, Interacting Responsibly, between males and
females.

Interpretation of Factor 2z An f statistic of .3815 does not
reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5* sampling
error). Therefore we accept the nuII hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 2 r between males and
females.
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3 r Is there a dif ference in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOI{? ff
so is this difference significant?
Factor 3: I*Iodeling Integrity

ResigBrch Ouestion

THE II*ITEGRITY AUDTT AHD DE}-TOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
UEANS AND STAI{DARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 3 WTTHIN CATEGORTES
OF

GEHDER

CATEGORY
MALE

(il=
(N=

FET,IALE

N. I{ISSIHG

=

STANDARD DEVIATTON

IT{EAN

0.59
0.59

2.84
2 .94

298 )

44)

40

THE IHTEGRTTY AUDTT AND DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
THDEPET{DENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARTABLE:

SOTIRCE

GENDER

FACTOR

SS

BETWEEN GROUPS

WITHIN

8
5].

GROUPS

TOTAL

P=.27

ETA SQ.

=

0.4200
117.5749
LL7.9950

3

DF
1

340
34l-

US

0.420016
o.345809

F
L .2146

O.OO4

NUII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 3, Modeling Integrity, between males and females.

Interpretation of Factor 3: An f statistic of L.21,46 does
not reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 58 sampling
error) . Therefore we accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 3 r between males and
females.
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3: Is there a dif f erence in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOU? If
so is this difference significant?

Re-Sea.rch Ouesti-en

Factor 4= Sharing Organizational Purpose and Direction
THE IHTEGRITY AUDTT AT{D DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTTONS
DEVIATTOilS OF FACTOR 4 WITHIN CATEGORIES

T,IEAHS AilD STAT{DARD
OF GEUDER

CATEGORY

!,TEAN

(N=
(N=

I{ALE
FE!,IALE

N. UISSING =

2e8

STANDARD DEVIATTON

0.58
0.57

.95
3.08

2

)

43)
4L

THE INTEGRITY AUDIT AI.ID DEI'TOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARIAI-ICE
IilDEPEilDENT V}iRTABLE :
DEPENDEHT VARIABLE:

8
62

FACTOR 4

SS

SOURCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

WITHIN

GENDER

GROUPS

TOTAL

P : .L7

ETA SQ.

0.6280
LL3.1453
1_1_3.7733

DF
1

339
340

I,IS

F

0.527977
o.333762

L.881_5

: 0.006

Hull Hypothesis: There 1-S no significant difference for
Factor 4, Sharing organ Lz ational Purpose and Direction,
between males and femal es

Interpretation of Factor 4: An f statistic of 1.8815 does
not reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error). Therefore we accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 4 t between males and
females.
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Research Ouesti-gr,n 3: Is there a dif f erence in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOM? If

so is this difference significant?
Factor 5: Valuing Stakeho.Lder Perspectives

THE IHTEGRITY AUDIT AI{D DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
},IEANS AND STA}IDARD DEVIATIONS OF FAETOR 5 WTTHIH CATEGORIES
OF

GENDER

CATEGORY
ITTALE

(N-

FEI,IALE

(N=

l{.

Uf SSING =

STANDARD DEVIATIOH

MEAN

o.60
0.5L

2.7L
2.75

300 )
43 )
39

THE IT{TEGRITY AUDTT AilD DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
AT{ALYSTS OF VARIANCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPEHDENT VARTABLE:

8
63

GENDER

FACTOR 5

SOURCE

SS

BETWEEH GROUPS

o. 0577

WITHIN

GROUPS

TOEAI,

.2273
L24.2850
L24

DF
t-

341

MS

0.057694
o.354303

F
0 . L584

342

F is D.s.
ETA SQ. = O. O00
NuIl Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 5, Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives, between males
and females,

Interpretation of Factor 5: An f statistic of .1584 does not
reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error). Therefore we accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 5 t between males and
females.
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Research Ouestign 3: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOI{? If

so is this difference significant?
Factor 6: Practicing Personal Integrity

THE IHTEGRITY AUDIT AI{D DEX.IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
I'IEA}.IS AI{D STAT{DARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 5 WTTHTN CATEGORIES
OF GENDER

CATEGORY
MALE
FE},IALE

N.

=
( N=
(N

ITIISSING =

STAIIDARD DEVIATIOH
o. 56

UEAI*I

2.81
2 .85

293)
43)

o.55

46

THE IHTEGRITY AUDIT AND DE}IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
INDEPET{DENT VARIABLE :
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

8
64

GEI'TDER

FACTOR 5

SOI.]RCE

ss

BETWEEN GROUPS

0 , LLo6

IiITTHIN

GROUPS

TOTAL

.23L7
L06 .3424
1_05

DF
L

334
335

MS

F

0. L10648
0.3L8059

o.3 479

F is fr.s.
ETA SQ. : 0.00L

HuII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 6 | Practicing Personal Integrity between males and
females.

fnterpretation of Factor 6t An f statistic of .3479 does not
reach or exceed the critical value of 3.84 ( 5t sampling
error). Therefore we accept the null hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference for Factor 6, between males and
females.
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Besearch Qluestion 4: Is there a dif ference in the perceived

ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of
the ARCOI{? If so r is this dif f erence signif icant? ( This
research guestions will be depicted first comparatively by
each company and then separately by each of the six factors
along with a test for significance.
TABLE

].0.

COUPARISON OF FACTOR SCORES BETWEEN COT,IPAI-IIES

. rACTqRl FACfi)Rz FAerOR3
2.82
couPAt{Y A 2.68
2.85
CoI,IPANY B
2.68
2.83
2.89
COI,IPAI-IY C
2.79
2.99
3.19
col,IPANy D 2.42
2.53
2.8L
col,tPAl{Y E
3.J-3 3.17
3.L5
COII{PANY F
2.82
3.02
2.95
COI.{PANY G
2.79
2.79
2.80
CoHPANY H
2.79
2.68
2.96
col,IPAl{Y r
2.53
2.66
2.69
2.7L
ARCOI,I
2.81
2.84
coJipAlry

FACIOR4 rAsIERs. FACtt]86

2.97
2.92
3 . L4
2.59
3.L0
3,06
3.06
3.O3
2.78
2.95

2.74
2.80
2.83
2,55
3.00
2.88
2.73
2.59
2..49
2.70

2.70

2.87
3. 03

2.6L
3.09
2.97
2.83

2.90
__,L._As

2.82

Integrrity Audit Scale

Almost Never 1 Occasionally 2 UsuaIIy 3 Almost Always

4
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Researgh ouestion 4: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of
the ARCOU? If so, is this dif ference sigrnif icant?

Factor 1: Solving Probklms Directly and Ref lectively
THE INTEGRITY AUDIT AIID DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
UEANS AND STAHDARD DEVIATTONS OF FACTOR 1 WITHIN CATEGORTES
OF

COT,TPAI{Y

CO!,IPAHY
COMPANY
CO}IPANY
COUPAI{Y
COI.IPANY
COMPAT{Y

C
D

( H( |i[:
( [i[=
( }i[=

E

( }{=

F

( [i[=
( l{=

B

G

CO}-TPAHY H

( }[=

COHPANY

( fl=

N.

I

UTSSIHG

STANDARD DEVIATION

MEAN

CATEGORY
COI,TPAHY A

-

.68
2 .58

45)

0.51,

2

35 )

le)

2.79
2.42

22\

2

14)
10)

0.40
o.4L
o.29
0.44
o.46
0.58
0.55
0.51

3. L3

.92

2.79
2.79
2.53

86)
3e)
s7)
54

THE INTEGRTTY AUDTT AND DEMOGRAPHTC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARTAHCE
INDEPEHDENT VARIABLE:
DEPEHDENT VARIABLE:

BETWEEN GROUPS

TOTAL

P:

COUPANY

FACTOR 1
DF

SS

SOTIRCE

WITHIN

2
59

GROUPS

5.9632
84.48L9
90.4451

I

3

r.9

t{s
o.7 45404
o.264834

F

2.8146

327

.oo

" : 0.066
NulI Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
ETA SQ

Factor L, Solving Ethical Problems Directly and
Reflectively, between companies.
Interpretation of Factor l-: An f statistic of 2.8L46 does
reach or exceed the critical value of L.94 ( 58 sampling
error) . Therefore we reject the nulI hypothesis, there is a
significant difference for Factor L, between companies,
Hotrever, an eta sguared coef f icient of . 066 states that only
6.6t of the time can r,re predict a companies perception f or
solving ethical problems directly and reflectively.
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Research gueqtion 4: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of

the ARCOM? If so, is this difference significant?
Factor 2= Interacting llesponsibly
THE IHTEGRITY AUDIT AI-ID DET,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
MEANS AND STAHDARD DEVTATIONS OF FACTOR 2 WITHIN
OF CO},IPANY
CATEGORY
COITPAHY A
COI.TPAHY B
COI.IPANY C
COI,IPANY D
COMPAHY E
COUPAilY F
COI,IPA}IY G
COMPANY H
COMPANY I

STANDARD DEVIATION

I.tEAN
( Itf=
( lrf=
( f{=
( H-

( f{:

20)

13 )

11)

22',)

( !i[:

84)
so)
54)

( [i[:
( Itf=

N. MISSING :

2

37 )

( N-

0.46
o.4l0.45
0. 31
0.52
o.57
0.64
0.56
0.50

.85
2 .89
2.99
2.63
3.L7
3.02
2.80
2 .68
2 .69

46)

CATEGORTES
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THE IHTEGRITY AUDIT AND DEMOGRAPHTC QUESTIOHS
ANALYSTS OF VARTANCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:
SOTIRCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

WITHIN

GROUPS

TOTAL

2
60

COI,IPANY

FACTOR 2

SS
5 .57 23

97.Lgg7
102.7720

DF

I

338
346

US
0 . 5 96542

o.287573

F
2

.422L

P = .01
ETA SQ. = 0.054

Null Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 2, Interacting Responsibly, between companies.
Interpretation of Factor 2'. An f statistic of 2.4221 does
reach or exceed the critical value of L.94 ( 5t sampling
error). Therefore hle reject the nuII hypothesis, there is a
significant difference for Factor 2 between companies.
However, an eta squared coefficient of .054 states that only
5.48 of the time can we predict a companies perception for
interacting responsibly .
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Research oueation 4: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of

the ARCOM? If so r is this difference significant?
Factor 3: Modeling Integrity

THE INTEGRITY AUDTT AND DEI,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
},IEANS AHD STANDARD DEVTATTONS OF FACTOR 3 WTTHIN CATEGORIES
OF

COI,IPAHY

CATEGORY

COMPANY
COI.IPANY
COI,TPA}IY
COIITPANY

STANDARD DEVIATTON

IIIEAN

A
B
C

D

COUPAilY E
COIIIPANY F
COI,IPAI{Y G
COI{PANY H
COUPANY I

(N=
(N=
(H=
(N=
(N=
(N=
(N=

(N:
(N:

H. HISSING :

2.8L
2.83
3.19
2.gL
3.15
2.95
2.79
2 .96
2 .66

4e)
3e)

22)

15)
11)
23 )

88)
50)

67 )

0.53
0.52
0.51
0.40
0.55
0.44
0.64

o.6l_

0.54
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THE IHTEGRTTY AUDIT A}ID DEUOGRAPHIC QUESTTOHS
AI{ALYSTS OF VARIANCE
INDEPEHDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDEHT VARIABLE:
SOURCE

BETWEEN GROUPS
WTTHTN GROUPS
TOTAL

P:
ETA

2
61SS

COMPANY

FACTOR

7.2490
LL3.7L63
L20.9653

3

DF

I

3s5
363

t{s
0.906L21_
0 . 3 20328

F

2.8287

.o0

SQ. : 0.060

NuII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 3, Modeling Integrity, between companies.
fnterpretation of Factor 3: An f statistic of 2.8287 does
reach or exceed the critical value of L.94 ( 5S sampling
error). Therefore we reject the nuII hypothesis, there is a
significant difference for Factor 3 between companies.
However, an eta sguared coefficient of . 060 states that only
68 of the tirne can we predict a companies perception for
modeling integrity.
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,4: Is there a dif f erence in the perceived
ethical ctimate between companies or subordinate units of
the ARCOU? If so, is this difference significant?
Factor 4; Sharing'Organizational Purpose and Direction

Rgs-earch Ouqstion

THE INTEGRITY AUDIT A}ID DEI'TOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS
4 WITHIH CATEGORIES
OF COMPANY

UEAHS AT{D STAHDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR

(N=
( lif:
( Irf:
( !i[=
( }{:

couPAI{Y c
COUPANY D
COI,TPANY E
COUPANY F
COI,IPANY G

N.

I

HTSSING

:

0.54
o .47
o .47
0.45

.97
2 .92

48)
38)

2

23 )

3. L4

2.59
3.10
3.06
3.06

15)
11)

( !{=
( [{-( !f=
( !i[=

COITTPANY H

COI,IPANY

STANDARD DEVTATION

UEAN

CATEGORY
COUPAHY A
COI,TPANY B

241

88)
51)
65)

0. 55

o.54

0. 58

0.59
0.59

3 . 03

2.78
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THE INTEGRTTY AUDTT AND DEI.{OGRAPHIC QUESTIOHS
ANALYSTS OF VARIANCE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPET{DENT VARIABLE:
SOTIRCB

BETT{EEN GROUPS

WTTHIN

GROUPS

TOTAL

P:
ETA

2
62

COUPANY

FACTOR 4

SS
6 . 5075

DF

!,ts
0 . 8 L3432

1L0,2010
LL6.7084

3s4
362

0.3L1_302

I

F

2.61,30

. oL

SQ. = 0.056

NuII Hypothesis: There 1S no significant difference for
Factor 4, Sharing Organ Lz ational Purpose and Direction,
between companies.

Interpretation of Factor 4z An f statistic of 2.6130 does
reach or exceed the critical value of 1.94 ( 5t sampling
error). Therefore we reject the nuII hypothesis, there is

a

significant difference for Factor 4 between companies.
However, an eta squared coefficient of .056 states that only
5.68 of the time can we predict a companies perception for
sharing organizational purpose and direction.
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Research otrestion 4: Is there a dif ference in the perceived
ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of

the ARCOI{? If so, is this dif f erence signif icant?
Factor 5: Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives

THE INTEGRITY AUDTT AND DEUOGRAPHTC QUESTIONS
I,IEANS A}{D STAI.IDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 5 WITHIN CATEGORIES
OF COMPANY
CATEGORY
CO}TPAHY A

CO},IPANY
COI'IPAI{Y
COUPANY
CO!,IPANY

B

fl:

(
( li[:

C
D
E

COT,TPANY F

( !i[:
( |i[:

CO!,IPANY G
COMPANY H
COI.IPANY I

( [i[=
( fi=
( Itf=

N. HfSSING

STANDARD DEVIATION

I'TEAN

( !i[=
( [i[=

=

0.49
0.50
0.56
o .37
0.51
o .47
0.65
0.65
0.61

2.74
2.80
2 .83
2.55
3.00
2.88
2.73
2 .69
2 .49

4e)
3e)
21)
16)
11)
241

86)
50)
6e)
L7

THE IT{TEGRTTY AUDTT AND DEI,IOGRAPHTC QUESTIONS
ANALYSIS OF VARTANCE
IHDEPEHDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:
SOURCE

BETWEEN GROUPS

WITHIN

GROUPS

TOTAL

P = .02

ETA SQ.

2
53

COMPANY

FACTOR 5

SS
6 .2L75

LzL.9907
128.2082

DF

I

356
364

HS

F

.777 LgL
o. 3 42670

2

o

.2680

: 0.048

NuII Hypothesis; There is no significant difference for
Factor 5 t Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives, between
companies.

Interpretation of Factor 5: An f statistic of 2.2680 does
reach or exceed the critical value of 1.94 ( 58 sampling
error). Therefore we reject the nul1 hypothesis, there is

a

significant difference for Factor 5 between companies.
However, an eta sguared coefficient of .048 states that only
4.88 of the time can we predict a companies perception for
valuing stakeholder perspectives.
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Researeh Ouestion -4: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of

the ARCOU? If so, is this difference significant?
Factor 5: Practicing Personal Integrity

THE INTEGRTTY AUDIT AND DEI.TOGRAPHIC QUESTTONS
Ir{EAHS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FACTOR 6 WITHIN CATEGORIES
OF

COT,IPANY

CATEGORY

COT,IPAHY

STAHDARD DEVTATTOH

I'TEAN

COI{PAI'IY A
COI,IPANY B
COI,IPANY C
COI,IPANY D
COUPANY E
COUPANY F
COI,IPA}IY G
COI,IPAHY H

I

( Itf=

( Itf=
( [i[=

( [i[=
( fi=
( fi[=
( N( li[:
(

}{:

N. MISSING -

46)

37)

2.70
2.87

23 )

3

11)
24)

3. 09

.04
2,61

ls)
8s

0.58
0.49
0.40
0.3L
0.50
0.51
0.60
0,57
o.54

2 .97
2.83
2.ga
2 .65

)

4e)
68)
24

THE IT{TEGRTTY AUDTT AND DE!,IOGRAPHIC QUESTIOHS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
IHDEPENDENT VARIABLE:
DEPENDENT VARTABLE:

2
64

COI{PAHY

FAETOR 6

SOURCE

SS

BETWEEN GROUPS

6. 0536

I

1L0.4260

349
357

WITHIH

GROUPS

TOTAL

104 .3724

DF

l,IS

0.756706
0,29906L

F

2.5303

P = .0L
ETA SQ. = 0.055

NuII Hypothesis: There is no significant difference for
Factor 6, Practicing Personal Integrity, between companies.
Interpretation of Factor 6: An f statistic of 2.5303 does
reach or exceed the critical value of 1.94 ( 58 sampling
error). Therefore we reject the nuI1 hypothesis, there is a
significant difference for Factor 6 between companies.
However, an eta squared coefficient of .055 states that only
5.5+ of the time can we predict a companies perception for
practicing personal integrity.
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Sunrey Cornents Content Analysis

Approximately 20* of the respondents answered the
narrative questions at the end of the survey. A copy of the

at Appendix I. Survey comment Question
One asks the respondents to reflect back on an event or
incident whictr raised ethicat guestions. The guestion then
asks the respondents to explain what events led up to the
incidert, r,lhat happened and what were the long term
conseguences of how the situation was handled. The
overwhelming majority of comments expressed the respondent's
concern over violations of Army standards and the
Ieadership's failure to take corrective action. For example,
the failure to enforce Army Physical Fitness Testing
standards and weight control standards was mentioned several
times. This issue has been a concern in the Reserves as weII
as the Regular Army since physical fitness and rueight
control standards have been enforced. The researcher
interprets this concern over enforcing standards as more the
exception than the rule based on the small percentage of
lsritten responses , however it does warrant mention. The
argumeilt, made by several of the respondents, is that the
standards are not enforced egually across the board for all
unit members. To illustrate an example of what the
respondents are generally talking about, w€ can look at the
annual Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT). The APFT consists
comments can be found
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of push ups, sit ups and a two mile run for time. The push
ups and sit ups reguire the soldier to do as many correct
repetitions as possible within a two minute tine period.
There are minimum and maximum standards for all three events
which are based on gender and age. Graders for each event
are usually chosen from either the leadership within the
unitr or, from an adjacent unit. If a soldier, who is
already perceived by unit merubers to be weak at physical
trainiDg, passes the APFT with a minimum score and there are
.

guestions as to the standards to which he/she was graded,
then he/she may in fact be identified as not having met the
standards. A similar problem then exists for the individual
doing the grading. For example, if a soldier is not doing a

correct repetition of a push up, yet the grader continues to
count incorrect repetitions, there is a violation and
lowering of the standard. This frustrates those who do
strive to meet the standard and pass the APFT, knowing they
have done so f airly. l{hy did the grader, who in most cases
is also part of the leadership, dllow the standards to be
lower for that particular soldier? This is a difficult
question to answer and may vary from case to case, but most
of the time it may be because of preferential treatment due
to friendship, acquaintanc€, rank or gender. Thus, the
standards are lowered for some, or reports are falsified on
their behalf so they may be retained in the Army. A sinilar
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argument may be made about the soldier who seems to get sick

or injured every year at the same time the APFT is
administered. That soldier usually receives a profile, or, a
temporary excusal granted by a military doctor, restricting
hirn/her from doing any physical activity. Their alleged
malingering exempts them from having to take the APFT once
again, but they are retained in the system while their
peers, subordinates and leaders are expected to continue to
meet the standards.
This theme of failing to enforce standards was follorued
by a similar theme identified from the comments made in
response to Question Ttro. This question asked the
respondents to briefly describe the most serious ethical
problem(s) or issue(s) that you think your organization must
confront. Again, failure to enforce physical fitness and
weight control standards were common remarks, as well as
cornments made in reference to unfair treatment and
victimization of the good old boy system. Many of the noncommissioned officers and offi-cers have been in this ARCOM
and perhaps in the same unit for their entire careers, some
of which may span L5 to 20 years. The drastic changes
oceurring in the Army Reserve has forced many soldiers to
change units and jobs. Additionally with the downsizing of
the Regular Atmy, many soldiers are getting of f active duty
and wanting to finish their careers in the Reserves. These
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tumultuous personnel changes may be threatening those

who

have been loyal members of their respective units for

many

years and may now be trying to protect their sareers in

an

increasingly competitive job market. Their attitude may weII
in fact reflect that of a good old boy as they look out for
one another and project a sense of ownership about frtheirtr
unit and reject newcomers.
Other isolated comments were made about incompetence,
poor communications and issues involving gender. These
comments were few and far between and the researcher does
not interpret them as representing the daily occurrences
within the ARCOU. The cornments are important though and will
be further addressed in Chapter 5 t Conclusions.
Sumary

This chapter has summarized the procedures used in
collecting and analyzing the data. It also explained an
interesting unanticipated finding during the collection of
the data which may have been in and of itsetf an act of
guestionable ethics. The findings of each of the research
questions were presented along with a brief statistical
interpretation. Lastly, a content analysis of the survey
comments was discussed.

Chapter 5, Conclusions will specifically answer each
research guestion, tie all the findings together and address
the problem statement of the overall ethical clirnate of the
ARCOI{,
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5

Conclusions

This final chapter witl discuss the conclusions drawn
from the findings in Chapter 4. This will be presented in
three sectiorrs. First, the problem statement will be
restated in order to refresh the reader's memory as to the
purpose of the research. Secondly, each research question
will be addressed and conclusions ruill be drawn using mean
factor scores and meanr/median factor guestion scores to
identify strengths and weaknesses. observations l*iII be made
about the strengths and weaknesses to include any applicable
comments made in the short answer part of the surveys which
may further validate a particular strength or weakness. The
components of the Professional Army Ethic will also be
commented on here. Recommendations will then follow each
observation. The reader is reminded that each research
question is analyzed separately by each of the six factors.
Although this may seem to be somewhat redundant, the
researcher felt it necessary in order to thoroughly pinpoint
the ethical strengths and weaknesses of the organization.
The third section of this chapter wi}l close with a final
assessment of the overall ethical climate of the ARCOI{ based
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the above observations. It will also address any

recomraendations which might be made

for further research.

kobleu Statenent
The purpose

of this study is to

measure

the ethical

climate of a major U.S. Army Reserve Command (ARCOI{) by
administering the Integrity Audit Survey to individual
soldiers of randomly selected subordinate units within the
ARCOIT{ and to weigh the results against the Model of
organizational Integrity in order to identify the ethical
strengths and weaknesses within the ARCOI,I. Additionally,
comparisons witl be drawn from the results of the Integrity
Audit Survey against the Professional Army Ethic (pAE)
components of duty, integrity, selfless service and loyalty

the individual soldierly varues of corumitment,
competence, candor and couragre in order to assess the degree
to which the ARcoM is living up to its doctrinal ethic.
and
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1 What are each of the six factor scores
based on the Model of organizational Integrity, for the
ARCOM as a whole and what ethical strengths and weaknesses
Research ouestion

can be interpreted from these scores.
TABLE

].]..

FACTOR

SOI-\TI}UG
A}ilD

1 SERENGTHS

AND WEAKNESSES

FACTOFT
fPR.(}E}I-ET,I[S
ETIITCAIDIFTECTI-Y
ETEFI,ECTI\TEI-Y

Ftrengrths

l{ean l{edian

Decision makers use the information
necessary to solve an ethical problem.

2.92

2.96

Those involved remain corumitted to
solving an ethical problem.

2.93

2.96

priorities
reflect its ethical standards.

2.90

2.95

2.60

2.68

1.93

l-.89

The organization's
Ifeaknesses

Issues are talked about from an
ethical viewpoint.
Money is spent to resolve ethical
problems.

Obserrration$

This was the second lowest rated of the six factors.
However, the strengths do reflect the leaderships commitment
to facinqr difficult problems during such challenging times.
The strengths also say that the leadership is exercising
responsibility and is practicing the PAE characteristics of
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duty, corrmitment, candor and courage. The weakness of
talking about issues from an ethical viewpoint was similarly
addressed in l-988 when Braun concluded that senior Army
leadership scored low in its ability to communicate and to
teach ethics and values to subordinates (p. 21). Braun
gives some possible reason for this perceived weakness:
. . .there is a belief that nallr officers should
already be aware of the rrethj.calrr rules; that it is a
personal rather than an operational issue and difficult
to talk about; that it is an area which may backfire on
the command,er since his example may not pass the
critical ethics examination; and that it is difflcult
for the senior conmander to stress values when he sees
examples of compromise among his contemporaries and
seniors (pp. 23-24\.
'a

It is not surprising to see the spending of money to
solve ethical problems as a perceived weakness. Funding in
the Army Reserve has been one of the areas hardest hit
during these times of change.
RecouBFnQErtions

The leadership should stay the course and continue to

the harder right decisions over the easier wrong. The
command must put forth the effort to talk openly about
ethical issues. This study has revealed that there is much
to celebrate in the area of ethics and the members of the
organization should be informed of their ethical climate.
This would be a great starting point to discussing all
issues from an ethical viewpoint. Improvements can be made
make
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by communicating down to the lowest levels the challenges
the command faces, especially in the area of funding, and

that everyone must sacrifice during these tough times.
TABLE L2. FACTOR 2 STRENGTHS AHD WEAKNESSES
F-ACTOFI
2
INITEFIACTI}TG
R.ESPOI{S
AF[COtrlf
FACTOR.
SCOETE=

Strengrths
7. Bad news as weII as good news
is communicated.
25. Honesty and openness
characterize relationships.
37. There is respect for the
views of others .

IE}I-Y
2.A]-

lrlean lledian
3.15

3.2O

2.gB

3.03

2.93

Z.gg

Z.Zi

Z. LB

Heaknes,sgs

Dissent is allowed.
Obser-rations

The strengths depicted under this factor are

significant indicators of an ethically healthy organization.
This ARCOM has had a grreat deal of bad news to deal with
since Desert Storm due to all the cutbacks, unit
inactivations and restructuringr. The fact that the
organization is communicating this had news is encouraging.
It must be pointed out though that most of the bad nehrs has
been communicated from the top down. These strengths
reinforce the strengths in Factor 1, that despite much bad
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news, the leadership at all levels has dealt with it head on
and has made some very tough decisions. This also validates

the PAE elements of integrity, duty, candor and couragre. As
[Iurray stated, rtleaders must know without eguivocation that
the information they receive is valid in order to make
correct decisions...They must manifest the highest form of
integrity and trustworthinessrr (Dlurrfly, 1984 , pp. 3-4 ) .
The weakness in discouraging dissent is not surprisingr.
The Army must use caution when encouraging dissent. ft is

alright to disagree with a commander on a decisiorr r but,
once a decision has been made and an order has been given,
as long as it is a legal order, subordinates are expected to
carry out those orders. Braun quotes the former Deputy
commanding General of the Army's Training and Doctrine
Command, Lieutenant General Julius Becton, which may help us
to understand this weakness, ItDisagreement is not
disrespect. We often decry the presence of ,yes peopler, but
all too freguently become intolerant of disagreementrr ( Lg88,
p.221. The fact that respect for the views of others is a
strength, says that people can freely voice their concerns
and make recommendations through their chain of command,
However, to openly dissent against a final decision could be
grounds for insubordination or in extreme cases mutiny.
Recormrendations
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The only reconmendation that could be made here is that

the ARCOM continue to follow the principles of duty,
integrity, candor and courage and to keep the lines of
communication open. Encourage individuals to voice their
concerns and make recommendations as the Army Reserve
continues to change but, maintain good discipline and ensure
that people understand that to dissent or disagree is all
right as long as it is not taken to extremes and as long as
the final decisions of unit commanders are earried out.
TABLE 13. FACTOR 3 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
FACITOR.
3
T4[ODEI- I I\UG - }IITEGEII TY
A.R-COTfi FACTOR.
2-T}4
SCOFIE=
Strenqrths

llean

l,ledian

3

.13

3. l-8

3

.04

3.06

2

.42

2

The head of the organization

publicly practices ethical values.
Throughout the organization there
are examples of individuals who act
out their commitment to do the
right thing.
Ileaknesses

People freely admit their
mistakes.

.44

Obsenrations

This factor is another important strength for the
ARCOU. It lends great credence to the Professional Army
Ethic element of integrity and it is proof that ethical role
models exist throughout the organization,
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Technical and tactical competence is a highly regarded

professional value in the Army which may point to the
weakness of people freely admitting to their mistakes. For
a soldier to admit a mistake may rnake him or her appear to
be incompetent, which in turn could result in a poor
evaluation report. In 1988, Braun reported that senior
leadership had a low intolerance to understanding honest
mistakes (p.21). This attitude dates back to what used to

be

referred to as a ftzero defects Armyrr. The result of this
study may indicate a lingering feeling, that to make a
mistake violates the rtzero defectfr concept. It is also
interesting to point out that Factor 2 r Interacting
Responsibly, revealed a strong ability to communicate bad
news as well as good news. Thj.s is most likely f rom the top
down. When a subordinate makes a mistake, he/she is
communicating trbad newsr up the chain of comnand. This
weakness may indicate an intolerance for the organizations
leadership to understanding honest mistakes. Again Braun
guotes LTG Becton. on the need for leaders to understanding
honest mistakes:
We must demonstrate ethical thinking and behavior by
accepting bad news and not shooting the messenger and yet
most of us have been places where we hate to go in and teII
the 'old man' something because he is going to hang us first

and someone else second (p. 22).

Reconrmendations
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it known to all members of the organization its
strengths in this area. This is a factor to be celebrated in
hopes that it will spread to atI subordinate leaders thus
raising the standard for ethical behavior within the
organization. Leaders at all leve1s should be praised by
their superiors for their courage to assume responsibility
for their actions. The leadership must also follow through
on the strength of its commitment to do the right thing and
heed the advice of LTG Becton by accepting bad news and
understanding that soldiers are humans and they do make
mistakes. The leadership expects its subordinates to accept
a1r the recent bad news, ruhich has been ef f ectively
communicated down the chain of command, and to continue on
with its missions. Now the leadership must reciprocate and
accept the bad news and inevitable mistakes which occur in
any organization made up of humans.
TABLE L4. FACTOR 4 STREilGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
Make

FACITOR.
PIJFTPOSE
AIVD
AFTCCITI[ F-ACITOET

4
DIR.ECTION
SCOITE=
2-96

$trengrths

llean

lledian

The organization insists on
compliance with laws and regulations.

3.29

3.37

3.02

3.06

Organizational grround rules for
acceptable behavior are communicated
and enforced.
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Ilealsnesses

The organizational structure
encou,rages adequate planning
and participation.

2

.73

2

.75

Obserrrations

This is the highest rated factor and again is a good
indicator of a healthy ethical climate. The strong sense of
complying with laws and regulations is best explained by
Arrny Field Manual L00-L, The Ar.my, which states:
From the high ideals of the Constitution to the
brutal realities of cornbat, the Army ethic guides the
way we must live our professional and private lives. It
sets the standards by which we and those we serve will
judge our character and our performance. Each leader is
personally accountable to insure these standards are
upheldtt (L99L , p. 16 ) .

This is also enforceable by the Uniformed Code of
l,Iilitary Justice which enforces military law and sets
punishment for violations. However, it must be noted that a
majority of the narrative cornments made by the respondents
reflected the leadership's failure to enforce certain Army
s
s. This is more the exception than the rule but it
probably indicate room for improvement in sharing
org izational purpose and direction despite its high
sta stical ratingr.
The lowest rated area of this factor, encouraging
pla ing and participation, may reflect the fast pace in
whi
changes have occurred within the organi.zation. It may
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reflect the hierarchical, rank orient€d, structure of
the
which often does not include all of its nerubers in
also
the

lanning process.
Continue to enforce Army standards with consistency and

fai
the
s

ti
enf

I
s

c
pa

of
two

. The leadership, from the very top, must emphaslze
to be firm yet fair when complying with Army
s. Favoritism; which was also mentioned a number of
in respondent's cottlments, must be avoided. strict
t of this policy may eliminate the L08 or so of
who feel standards are not enforced consistently. Army
must be reminded that to ignore a violation of a
is to set a new lower standard ruhich in time of war
get people killed. The ARCOT{ could improve meruber
cipation and planning by continuing to open the lines
cation and encouraging that communication to be
y.
TABLE

15.

FACTOR

5 STREHGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

FAClrOtr

5

\IAI-IJIDUG
SIEAI(EI:IOI-DER.
PETTSPICT-\UES

The
s
ruel

anization believes in
hip acting to protect the

of others.

llean

lledien

2.94

2.97
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Ifeaknesses

The organization keeps in mind

the perspective of those srho have
a stake in its decisions .
Those affected by a decision
are involved in the decision
making process.

.7L

2 .7 4

2.47

2. 5L

2

Obsenrations

This is the lowest of the six factors and again
probably reflects the hierarchical and disciplined rank
structure of the organization. While the ARCOU feels
strongly about taking care of its people, which has always
been a highly regarded value in the Army, it could improve
in the area of including the views of subordinates in the
decision making process, much like it could also improve in
the planning process, one specialist specifically makes
reference to this weakness by stating that, rrsergeants and
above should bring up ideas that are brought up by E-4s
(specialists) and below. , ,There are some very bright, youn€l
soldiers in today's Armyrr ( Appendix T , p. 18?-LBB ) .
Recormeqdations

the leadership should heed this young soldier,s
advice. While the ARCOI,I does well in protecting the welfare
of its otrn, which is commendable in such times of change, it
should exercise better listening skills by opening the lines
of communication from the bottom up and encouraging,
Maybe
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whenever possible, the participation of junior officers
NCOs
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r

and junior enlisted in the decision making process.
TABLE

16.

FACTOR

6 STRENGTHS AI{D WEAIffiESSES

I}il1TEGR.TTY
PETA.CTICI}TG
PEETSO}UAIAR.COtri[ FACTOFT
SCOETE = 2. A2
Strengrtlrs

Individuals are true to their
personal ethical values.

own

Ilean

ltedian

3.04

3.05

2

.84

2.90

2

.67

2.72

Individuals practice the ethical

standards of the organization.
IIeaIffieSseE

Individuals are willing to
ttpay the pricert in order to
the right thing.

do

Obsenrations

Overall this is another strong factor score and is
consistent with Factor 3, trlodeling Integrity and the PAE
element of integrity. Not only are there role models
throughout the organization who practice integrity, it is a
common belief that most individuals have a strong set of
personal ethics and they also maintain the ethical standards
of the organization which include duty, loyaIty, integrity
and selfless service.
The fact that individuals are ruilling to ttpay the
pricelr in order to do the right thing, is scored low may
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correlate to a lack of confidence in freely admitting
mistakes.
Recomendations

Although the weakness of being willing to pay the price

to do the right thing is not scored low enough to merit too
much concern, it must be addressed. Braun quotes lIajor
General Richard D. Lawrence which may serve as sound advice
in addressing this weakness, We must not create a
Ieadership environment based on fear. Leaders who wake up
every morning wondering if that day is the day they wiII be
relieved, very quickly become paranoid. Such leaders create
paranoid units. And a paranoid unit is a dangerous and dying
unit[ (]-988, p. 221 . The leadership of the ARCOI'{ must foster
an atmosphere where individuals should not have to pay any
price for doing the right thing. Granted, doing the right
thing is not always the easiest thing to do as Toner
suggests when we consider the West Point cadet who turns in
a friend and classmate for cheating (L995, p.19). However,
when an individual makes the harder right decision over the
easier wrong sinply because it is the right thing to do,
they should not fear having to pay any price at all. They
should in fact be commended for having the courage of their
convictions.
rf
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Research Question 2 Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between commissioned officers and enlisted

soldiers of the

ARCOI{?

If so is this difference significant?

TABLE L7 . STRENGTHS AND WEAIffiESSES BETfiIEEN OFFICERS

AT{D

ENLISTED

Factor
1. Solving Ethical Problems
Directly and Ref lectively
2. Interacting Responsibly
3. Modeling Integrity
4. Sharing Organizational
Purpose and Di-rection
5. Valuing Stakeholder
Perspectives
6. Practicing Personal
Integrity

Officer

I{ean

Enlisted

2.87
2.88
3. 07

2.83

.08

2.96

2.84

2.7L

2.98

2.79

3

2.7O

2.80

StrengrEhs

Sharing Organizational

Purpose and Direction

Hodeling Integrity

3.08
3. 07

Z. 83

2.84

2.?L

2.87

2.7O

2.96

lfeaknesses

Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives
Solving Ethical Problems
Directly and Reflectively
Obseryations

Yes, there is a difference in the perceived ethical

climate between cornmissioned officers and enlisted soldiers
of the ARCOU. Only Factor 3, l,Iodeling Integrity was found to
be significant. This could be due to the fact that enlisted
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are not included enough in the planning and decision
making process, thus creating a less trusting relationship
between themselves and the officers of the organization.
Another reason may stem from enlisted mernbers not having
enough ethical role models among themselves, especially in
the NCO ranks.
Both officers and enlisted soldiers agree on the
strength of Factor 4, Sharing Organizational Purpose and
Direction and Factor 3, Modeling Integrity. This lends
credibility to the PAE elements of integrity, duty, loyalty
and selfless service.

merubers

Recomrrend4tions

Both officers and NCos conduct what is known as officer

Professional Development (OPD) and Non-Corumissioned Officer
Professional Development (NCOPD). These are monthly classes
aimed at the professional development and education of the
Army's leadership. It may be beneficial to occasionatly
combine these two programs into professional development
seminars with an emphasis on the elements of an ethical

climate such as those mentioned in Potts. Topics for
discussion may include leadership, conmunications, trust and
confidence, rewards and punishment and the values of unit
members (L986, p. 24). These classes may help in closing the
gap between officers and enlisted in their ethical
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perceptions of the organization and may simultaneously
improve other weaknesses mentioned earlier.
Research Question 3: fs there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between males and females of the ARCOI{? If

so is this difference significant?
TABLE

18.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES BETWEEN I.IALES AND FEUALES

F+ctpr

L. Solving Ethical Problems
Directly and Reflectively
2. fnteracting Responsibly
3. lrlodeling Integrity
4. Sharing Organizational
Purpose and Direction
5. Valuing Stakeholder

Itale
2

.69

2.80

l,lean

Feuale
2.77
2

.86

2

.84

2.94

2

.95

3.08

Perspectives

2.7L

2.75

6. Practicing Personal
fntegrity

2.81

2.86

Sharing Organizational
Purpose and Direction

2.95

3

Modeling Integrity

2

Strengths
.08

.84

2.94

Perspectives

2.7L

2.75

Solving Ethical Problems
Directly and Reflectively

2

.69

2.77

Ilealcnesses

Valuing Stakeholder
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Obsenrations

Yes, there is a difference in the perceived ethical

climate between males and females of the ARCOM. None of the
findings indicaFed any of the differences to be significant.
Surprisingly, females rate each of the six factors higher
than their male counterparts, Although females only
accounted for about 138 of the respondents, this outcome ruas
particularly interesting in light of the fact that the Army
is such a male dominated organization. Women in the military
have faced many ethical challenges recently with issues such
as sexual harassment and women in combat leading the debate.
The results of this survey support the success of such
programs as equal opportunity and the prevention of sexual
harassment in the work place.
There were a few cornments made by males in reference to
females as having received preferential treatment. One
soldier conments I
. . . Females are almost always treated better. No shift
details, promotions on time, Ieft on post during field
duty, penciled in PT (physical training) cards, and
never on KP (kitchen porice). Also, called by first
name only, expected to hang out r*ith senior leaders and
never a problem getting transportation on post
(Appendix f , p. 195).
Reqoumendations

As females are afforded more opportunities within the
military the leadership (both male and female) must continue

to uphold standards and avoid preferential treatment. Such
treatment could be perceived as fraternization which is a
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violation of Army standards of conduct and punishable under
the Uniformed Code of Uilitary Justice.
The Army is changing in many respects and in order to
facilitate the process and develop understanding of the new
roles females play, oPD and HCOPD classes, as mentioned
under Research Question #2, may help for a smoother
transition.
Research Question 4: Is there a difference in the perceived
ethical climate between companies or subordinate units of
the ARCOU? If so, is this difference significant?
TABLE

L9.

COUPARISON OF FACTOR SCORES BETWEEN COI'TPANIES

2.68
2 .68
2.79
2 .42

COI,IPANY A
COI,IPAI.IY B
COI.IPAT{Y c
CO},TPANY D

COI.IPAHY E
COIIIPANY F
COI'IPAI-IY G

col,IPAHY H
col,IPANY I

ARCOU

3 . L3

.82
2.79
2

2.79
,2,53
2.7L

2.85
2 .89
2.99
2 .63
3.L7
3.

O2

2.80

2.69
2.59
2.8L

.82
2.83
3.19
2.81
3 .15
2 .95
2.79
2

2.96
2.65
2.94

2.97
.92
3.14
2.59
3.10
3.06
3.06
2

3.03
2.79
2.96

.74
.80
2 .83
2 .55
3 .00
2 .gg
2 .73
2
2

2.69
2.49
2.70

2.70

2 .87
3. O3
2 .6L
3 .09

2 .97
2.83

2,gO

2.65
2.92

Observations

Yes, there is difference in the perceived ethical

ctimate between companies or subordinate units of the ARCOI'{.
The findings from Chapter 4 indicate that there is a
significant difference between the companies for all six
factors. The above chart depicts each company and its
respective scores for each factor. The ARCOT{ overall score,
which was analyzed in Research Question #L, is displayed at
the bottom of the chart for convenience of comparison
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purposes. It was not in the purview of this study to

identify all the strengths and weaknesses for each separate
company against each factor, although the data is available
should this be asked for at a later date. The purpose of
this question was to discover if there were differences
between the subordinate companies. Wallace and White-Net*man

indicate how
consistently employees rate the climate for integrity
between divisions or departmentsrr (1988, p. 35)' Each of
these companies is a subordinate unit of the ARCOI.{ and the
ethical climate differs from the highest rated company,
which is Company E, to the lowest rated company, Company D.
This comparison also depicts consistency among each company
for respective factor scores. For example, Company E
consistently scored above 3. O for eaclr factor indicating a
strong ethical climate across the board. Likewise, Company D
typically scored around 2.6 across the board, indicating
weaknesses in several areas. This cons j,stency lends great
credibility and reliability to the Integrity Audit. Possible
reasons for the significant differences between companies
could be the following:
1. Leadership. The strengths and weaknesses, character
and ethics of the leaders, particularly those at the top of
each company, could have a significant impact on the ethical
climate of the respective companies.
explained that the Integrity Audit,

tt

. . . cElll
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2. Unit restructuring, inactivations or pending
inactivations. As pointed out by lrlallacer/White-Newman,
rrrecent mer{rers or acquisitions (or a pending one) can point
to how well two or more cultures match uptt (L988, p.35). AII
of these units have been effected by the changes the ARCOIT{
is exper5,encing in some way. This may be reflected in a
positive manner, for example, an existing unit may have
received badly needed eguipnent from an inactivating unit,
or in a negative way, by perhaps soldiers in the existing
units having to compete for jobs and promotions with those
coming from inactivating units.
Recorrmer.rdatiOns

could investigate this significant difference
further through the use of ethics surveys such as the
The

ARCOU

Integrity Audit. ft must exercise caution in the comparison
of units and avoid jumping to conclusions based on these
findings because each company is different, has a different
mission statement and may be undergoing changes not
experienced by other companies. One f act tohich remains

constant though, is the enforcement of Army regulations and

the components of the Professional Army Ethic. Any units
experiencing a low ethical climate due to recurring
violations of standards, re{lulations, integrity or
commitment to duty, must take swift corrective action to
rectify the problem.
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Onerall assessment
Based on the findings of Research Questions 1-4 it is
determined that the overall ethical climate of the ARCOI'{ is
sound and grenerally strong. This is good news in spite of
the turbulent times the ARCOII and the Army Reserve is
experiencing. It would appear that the changes are having
only a slight impact, fls some respondents have made coruments
to that effect, but, not enough to negatively impact on the
overall ethical climate of the ARCOI{. The Integrity Audit
Results revealed respectable scores for four out of six
factors. They include Factor 2, Interacting Responsibly,
Factor 3, I'Iodeling Integrity, Factor 4, Sharing
Organizational Purpose and Direction and Factor 6 |
Practicing Personal Integrity. These results show a strong
commitment to each of the elements of the Professional Army
Ethic of duty, loya1ty, integrity and selfless service.
Factor 1, Solving Problems Directly and Reflectively and
Factor 5, Valuing Stakeholder Perspectives, were rated the
losrest of the six factors and reveal a need for the ARCOI{ to
openly discuss ethical issues with candor and to make a
commitment to subordinates by considering their views and
including them, whenever possible, in the planning and
decision making process. These two weaknesses were also
expressed when comparing differences in ethical perceptions
between males and females, officers and enlisted. The ARCOI,I
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could further investigate its ethical climate by surveying
on a smaller scaIe, subordinate units which may have
revealed weaknesses from this study.

It is highly reconmended that the ARCOI,I review the
findings and conclusions of this study and seriously
consider the recommendations in order to maintain its
ethical strengths and improve on the identified weaknesses.
It is also recommended that this survey be administered
every six months to a year in order to monitor the ethical
climate of the organization. This is especially important
during these times of unprecedented change.
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FACT gHEET FOR BG STETNER
l+ CPT Hetherington is currently working on his thesis for a
I{aster of Arts in Leadership f rom AugsburE Col lege.
* Thesis topic wiII focus on the importance of ethical
leadership and the ethical climate of the USAR.
* Ethics and more spec i f ical Iy the e lements of the
"Profess ional Army Ethic" , commitment, IoyaIty, integrity
and sel'fless service play an important role in the
functioninE of the USAR/88th ARCOM.
* Today the PAE is being challenged more so than any other
time since the Vietnam Idar. Recent events such as Tailhook,
Eays in the m i I i tary , uromen in combat and Academy cheat ing
scandals are intensifying the debate about moral ity,
inteBrity and character issues in the mi I itary.
Additionally, the drastic downsizing measures occurring
today and the significant restructuring of the Reserve
Forces, as wel I as the impact of inactivating units
happening right before our very eyes hiehl iehts the
importance o-f ethics within Army orEtanizations.
* CPT HetherinEton would I ike to invest igate this further
by sampl ing the ethical cl imate of the 88th ARCOI',I or select
units of the ARCOI'{ by administering the InteBrity Audit.
This can only be done of course with the written permission
from the Commanding General of the ARCOM, BG Steiner.
* CPT Hetherington is prepared to brief BG Ste iner on
exactly what the Integrity Audit is and why organizations
use it.
* One certain advantage to having the survey administered
within the ARCOM r+ould be to help the Commander and his
staf f ident i f y ethical strengths, weakneE,ses or trends which
may then be addressed as appropriate.
* AI lowing CPT Hetherington to admini ster the survey within
the 88th ARCOI{ ruill great}y enab}e him to achieve the
personal and professional
goal of furthering
his civilian
education.
wi
I
I.
also
his
and
other
interested
-It
-enhancepart].es unclerstanclrnB of ethrcal Ieaclershrp and
ethrcal
practices within the USAR.

* AI I research and resul ts of the survey wi I I be kept
confidential or can be shared with BG Steiner in any manner
requested.
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Minneapolis, MN 55454-1351
(612) 330-1201
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SumnerY:

to bc uscd (rlryothcsis and mcthodol'
In ley rans, rbrcribc your rcrcrrch Includc your rcscerch qucstion trd rnsorcds
will
bc ."l..d .o cornPlcrs. (Exp6in
. a.*ripdcrof rhc rasks subjccrs
ogy.) Dcsrribc rhc purposc .r ,r"
whrt rhc nrbjcct! Yill bc lskcd to do.)

'*-J-.fi

.'
::Jli:#,::".;""'l;l:,:ili'ildlTfifohTF"i[
:l:,'i:I;"i"::,::':"il:fl
il
the
in the it. Snelling aiea' SubjecB will be asked to-take
the

ARCOM

statj.oned

IntegrltyAudltr,hl.chwastlevelopedbyDoug}JallacePhD.andJulieBellewhlte'PhD.
ethlcal cllnate df an
of St. Catherlnes CoIIege' whlch ls alsfgnea to measure therelated
statements lrhlch
organizatlon. The survey conslsts of foriy-three ethlcally
1o whLch
subJects wlll rate according to their o!'n Perceptlons as to the frequency
occaslonally'
never,
the] are practlced ln thelr current organlzatlons (le., alEost
of open ended
number
urdeter,ined
an
be
will
alio
There
!iii". "f".y")..
"""lfiy,
questlons uhlch subjects may answer in thelr owlr words (I stll1 need to obtain
na11)'
theae froE the authors of tire srrrv.y; I an awaltlng the'lr arrlval ln theused
t-o helP
AddirLonally there will be a ser of- iemographlc qu-stions which w111.be
Ulnltab
the
posslbly
sort and analyze data. The data will, be computer a rra]ryzed. uslng
each
of the
of
statlstical analysis PrograE to establish urean and median frequencies
elements
six
forty-three statements. ih. results will- al-so be clustered into the
be co'Puter
also
will
which
Integrlty
Organizational
of
of tire White-Wallace Moilel
analyzed to identify ethical strlngths and weakneises r,rithLn the organization. The
Solvtng ProbLems
six elements of the Model of Organizational Integri'ty lnclude:Integrlty;
sharlng
ResPonsibly; Modelllng
Dlrectly and Reflectlvely; Inteiacting-Valuing
Practlci
and
Staleholiler PersPectives;
Organizational purpose and Directlon;
Personal Integrity.

ln Part will attempt to address the following queatlons:
During these tlEes of tumultuous change withln tha unlteal states nilitary establishBent ;nd in light of the signiflcant downsizlng ' restructuring and lnactivatibnthe
of
of numerous Army Reserve ,.,it", i" the 88th ARaOM (a subset or sanple unit
1s
which
a
unit
as
soldiers
member
perceived
by
its
Unlted States Airny Reserve)
true
to the
holding
as
perceived
ARCOM
Is
the
mar.ntaining stron! ethlcal piactices?
servlce
selfless
comnitment,
of
lntegrity'
Ethlc"
elemenE of-the "Piofesslonai Army
and toyalty? The study wtll also attemPt to use the results of the lntegrity Audit
to estlUliltr the ethj.cal slrengths and weaknesses of the ARCoM as measured agalnst
the six elements of the Model of Organizatlonal Integrity'
The Cornmanding General of the ARCOM rnay choose to use these results to build on
The research

stengths and correct weaknesseg

3
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12. SubJect Populatlon:

a. Numbcr: Male-@Female-L5gToral 650
b. AgeRangc: 18 tol!-

c. Locuion of Subjects:

apply)
elementary/ secondary schools
prisons /halfway houscs
hospiuls and clinics
Utrer hospiuls
(Ch€trk all rhu

d.

Special Characterisrics:
(Check all that apply)

Y

Inpatients
outpatienu
patient controls
normal volulteers (adults)

collcge snrdents

X
e.

other:

specfi:

88th ARCOM. Fr

Sne-] 1 i

ng,

. I'{N

Special populations:

minors rrnder age 18 / patierrts / voluntecrs (please circle)
Dnsoners

menrally / emotisrally disabled

minoriry group(s) and non-English speakers: specify
Dremant womEn
ferus / fetal tissue

elderlv subiecu
J'

kovide rationale for using special popularions. These groups

are considered

"vulnerable" or require special consid-

eration by ttre federal regulato,ry agencies and by the IRB.
Applicanrs should include, where feasible and appropriate, women as well as men and minorities in the srudy of
populatioru for all clinical and research efforts. U women and minorities are not to be included, a clear rationale for
their exclusion should be provided.

4
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f. Dclcribc hoq' rubjrct! wiu b. ideatifiGd or rc('ldr!d. (Atlsch copy of rdvcniscrnrr
rpplicrblc. Anrch copy of t!.suiEncdt lcrlcr.)

Ethics
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727

if

Subjects wl11 be randouly selected based on their afflltatlon Irlth belng asslgned
ro a subordinate unlr lrlthin the 88th ARCoM. The 88th ARCOM covers a geographic area
whlch lncludes the entlre states of Ulnnesota, Wlsconsin and lowa. I w111 1lnlt uy
selectLon of participants to the Ft. Snelllng area. lllth the suPPort and endorseDent
of the Connandlng General of the ARCOM, I w111 be able to soliclt entlre unlts durinE
thelr respectlve drill weekends ln order to adElnister the survey.

[r

r,boa.[ Aodt rccc&, indicrt! who grvo rpprovrl for thc uso of rhc rcccds' If rccor& rrc ']rivrtc"
E dic.l c rordat tt o[ds, pfiovi& ttrc ptoaocol fcr rocruing cascnr ofthc nrbjccs of thc rccords rtld spProvd from
thc custodiatr of the recsds.

t, If -bjcdr

No subjects will

b"

be chosen from records.

D*c the inlial co rcl wilh rhc tubj€cE? Dcscribc how contact is madc.
conuunders rrilL nake lnltlai contact r ith the subjects

Who witl

to let them knou that
they are belng invited to partlcipate ln a survey on ethlcs. A tlme and locatlon
will be arranged between myself and the comnander of the unit to be surveyed. I will
then uake 1n1tlaI contact with the actual subjects to be surveyed at whlch tlne
I will personally be able to explain the survey to them and answer any queatlolrs the)
Unit

nay have.

i

$iiU

No.

articc

rcccivc inrtucc.nrcns bcfore,

c tlwltds

sficr rhc sNdy? tf

ycs,

Plain.

zubjects arc scho6l chil&eru and class time is used to collect data, describe in detail the activiry planned for nonpanicipants. Who will supervise those children? (Itris information is included in the consent form.)

j, If

Subjects are not school children.

5
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13. Rlsks to parttclpatlon: (check all that apply)
Docs thc rescerctr involvc:
usc of privrte records (medical or cducarional records);
invasion of privacy of subject or family;
muripuluion of psychological or social variables such as sersory deprivation, social isolation, psychological
StrcnsEs;
-possible
X anyp,robing forpersonal or scnsidvc information in surveys

or interviews;

&ception as part of experimenul prorocoh the protocol must include a "deb,riefing procedure" which
will bc followed upon completion of the srud!, or withdrawal of the subjects. kovide this protocol for IRB

usc of

review;
prescntetion of materials which subjecu might coruidcr offensive, tlreatening, or degrading;

olhcr risks:

Dclcribc |b! Drrcrulidl3 trkcn O minimizc risb: The topic of ethlcs could be sensltlve to sooe
for fear of calreer threatenlng repercusions whlch nay result if one discloses what
they perceLve to be unethical behavlor. The fact that Ehe survey will rel0aln strlctl
anonymqus and that subjects will be encouraged to be forthrLght and honest ln their
answers should allevlate any rlsk. Subjects w111 be encouraged to sklp any queatlons
or atateEents they feel uncomfortable wLth as well as decldlng not to partlclpate
in the survey if they choose.

!1. Bcrrnb to p.rtlclpatlon:

Lirt ury raricip
ccBlot forE

cd difcgf bGocIiL! to prniciprtion in thir rcscarch projecr. If ncrc, srete lhst frct hrre 8nd in rhc

There are ao direct benefits to the ,-nd1v1dua1 subJects. There are however
organizatiod-al benefits 1n that the honest ansrrers by the subjects will pinpoint
the ethical strenths and weaknesses of the 88th ARCOM.

15. Confldentlallty of Data:
A. Describe provisions made to rnaintain confidentialiry of data.

The survey will be strictly

anonymous. No names will be used. Data will be
restrj-cted to the confines of the thesis.and shared only with the Commanding
General, 88th ARCOM, upon his request.

B. lVhere will the data be kept and fs how long? If tape recordings or videotapes are created explain who will have
access and how long the tapes will be retained. The consent form should include this information also.

Data will be kept in a personal computer until completion of the Ehesis.

6
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C. Wh.a lccurity

Data

to.

Fovisidls will

be u!€d? Who

will hrvc

sccess !o thc

Ethic

colleded dalr?

the only
will be secured on a personal comPuter for which I will have

access

e'g '' school
to snyone other than the principal investigator'
D. Will dau identifying the subjects be made available

oflicials,etc.?!No;EYes:Ifyes,explainbelowandintheccmsentform
advisor and my two thesis
Data rvill be shared with llary Endorf , PhD. , thesis
Dotrg wallace' PhD' Dr'
and
readers, Beverly Nielson, PhD., Augsburg college

I^lallace is also author of the Integrity Audit
E.

WiIl

record ?
the data bc part of the chart or orher permanenr

16.Informed consent process: Prepare

and attach a consent

ENo;

E Yes: If yes' explain

form for committee review'

The following questions penain to the
form to a subject does nor consrirute informed consent.
consenting Process- (See sample fsrm)

simply giving

a consenr

write the
the research. (Do not say "see consenl form":
A. Describe what will be said to the subjects to explain

16" survey is being conducted in order to establishyour
This sut'vey is based on
Ehe current ethical climate within the 88th ARCOI'I.
and accurate
perceptions, therefore it is irnportant that you provide honest
in the survey '
responses to the statemenEs and the questions contained
explanationinlaylanguage.)

understanding?
B. What questlotls will be asked to assess the Subject's

perceive as Ehe frequ encl
Respondents rat e forty-three items aceording to wha t they
Sample items inc ludd:
r,vith which each is practiced or Present in their or ganization. ly admit their mi stades
PeopIe free
-Honesty and oP enness characteri-ze relationships ; concernrare t reated with sensitiv ty
-People and grouP s Erust each other; -Individual
(See lq-legritY Aud r)
org
of the
="-fi EEi"r"Lo""r#sa? oi several days'-TheC. head
fs,R,,HE*ttllr"*;ttifulfr
ln relation to t'he acrual ffi .i1?[,tf;
before? Be sPecific.
of the survey'
consent be be obtained immediately before the administerlngand
ask any questions
subjects will be given ample time to read the consent form

the may have.

consent?
D. Wilt the investigaror(s) be sec,ring all of the informed
consent'
informed
will
obtain
individuals who

7
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

}{EAOOUARTEFIS,6ETH U.S. ARMY FtESERVE COMMANO
506 ROEOER CIFICLE
FORT SNELLING. MINNESOTA 5511 1'4OO9

FTEPLY

May 73, 1994

T()

ATIENTIOHOF

Oftice of the Commanding General

Nancy Steblay, Ph.D.
Institutional Review Board Chairperson
Augsburg College Department of Psychology
?2|Riveiside Avenue, Campus Mail #32
Minneapolis,

MN

55454-135

I

Dear Dr. SteblaY:

I hereby authorize captain Neil Hetherington permission to conduct
the 88th Army Reserve command using the Integrity Audit'

an ethics survey

of

that subjects will remain
is my-understanding that participation is voluntary and
are confidential, they will be
anonymous. I also understand that while the results of the suffey
ethical strengths and weaknesses within
shared with me and my staffro, prrposes of addressing

It

this organization.
please feel free to contact

MAI

James olson,

*7?5'5203,if you

have any questions'

Sincerely,

George J. Stei
Brigadier General, U.S. Army Reserve
Commanding
I

-THE BIGHT PIACE TO SOLDIER"

,+UGSBI]RG
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c.o.L.L.E.G.E
May 26, L994

Cornelius K. Hetherington
L57L Baylor Court
Eagan, HN 55L22

Dear I,Ir. Hetheringrton:
The Institutional Review Board of Augsburg College in its
meeting of May 25 , l-994 approved your research proposal
entitled 'rAn Analysis of the Ethical Climate within the 88th
ARCOM using The fntegrity Audit. rl

Only two concerns were raised by the Board. First, although
the Unit Commander informs the unit of the research, it is
important that you are able to guarantee the unit that this
commander wilt not be able to identify the participants.
Second, the letter from General Steiner indicates that the
trresults of the survey are confident,ial.rr In fact, the
thesis will be available in the Augsburg Library after its
completion and is legally public information. It is unclear
precisely what he means by |tconf idential . fr Since this does
not affect your research proposal from the Boards perspective, your proposal is approved.
Sincerely,
,')

-'/
/-,

W?rtr"rt3

Lynne F. Lorenz€il, Ph. D.
Institutional Review Board
Augsburg CoIIege

221

'l Riverside Avenue . Minneapolis, MN 55454 . Tel. (612) 330-1000 . Fax (612) 330-1649

,+UGSB IJRG
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C.O.L.L.E'G' E
June 1;1994
Cornelius Hetherin glton
1571 BaYlor Court
Eagan, MN 551?2
Dear Mr. Hetherington:
your
earlier letter from professor Lynne Lorenzen,
As you have been notifred through an
,,An
the 88th ARcoM using the lntegnty
anarysis of tne eirricat ciimate wtthin
apprication,
oi tnii retter is simply to assign an approval
Audit,,, has been approved. The purpose
your
you may begin yo.uldata collection' lf
number: 94-57-3. With this approval,
please inform the IRB'
procedures change from tfris app*u*O protocol'

Good luck with Your research'
Sincerety,

j,*

*l*b

Nancy S
, Ph.D.
Chairperson
nugsburg lnstitutional Review Board

(612) 330-1000' Fax (612) 330-1649
ZZll Riverside Avenue " Minneapotis, MN ss454'' Tel.

ARCOM E

THE USE
REQTIEST FOR APPROVAL FOR
HUMAN SIIBJECTS IN RESEARCH
Social and Behavioral Sciences
as grant applicaticn'
1. ProJectTltte: (Use same titlc

AN ASIALYSIS
2"

OF

.I'IIE ETIIICAI CL IMATE WITHIN THE 88 rh

de

jlay)-

ARCOI'I

Q

rrr

MA

Approval #:

4. If prlnclpal lnvestlgator

FacultY / staff rcscarch

/Post doctoral

qI^l

ls a student:

Advisor's Name:
Address:

gs

- x studcntTXmf:duate
-Fellow

(For IRB tlse OnlY)

1A

1571 BaY lor Court
Eagan,

3. Cteck oue:

USING T}IE INTEGRITY

degrec)

725-s723 (Fvening) 454-573

rr.af o

ParErent name

Invesilgatorts gddress

last

IIu

(first

Telephone number
College

4t .1 [e s.u,rt brn tnac)

if applicable)

Cornelius K. Hethering ton,

PrlndPal

oF

ge

rg

330-1 I 45

Telephone

following assurances and
subjects in research require the
human
rse
to
approval
for
5. Apprications
siguanrres to certifY:

:

in
for anv substantive modilication
procein
Tp,o.u'r
H:
agencies as well as changes
ro changes in .*p*.tiig irrrrrtiBarors,
rheproposal including, burnor limired

t':1*'IRB

ffi',*#"frJ"""il:,"-,T,f#[:#Hl#fr.iF::.

benefits to

records of

If

rhese

csrditions are not met, approval of

could

4

Date
Signanre of Principal Investigator

lnsurlng
assume resPonslbllltY
of human subJects ln research:

advlsor to the student lnv
Student Research: As academlc
al regulatlons
studeut comPlles wlth College and

7

Date
Signanrre of Academic Advisor

I
chalr, or d
Faculty/Staff Researchl As deP artment
rlnclpal
assure that the P
standards set bY our department and
research.
thh
of
aPProval
ments for revlew and

that the

ln keeplng wlth the
has met all dePartmental requlre'

that thls rescarch

ts

Date
Signarure of DePartmmt Ctrair

Date
Signanue of IRB Orair
1

7r-/

q
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Population By Rank
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Prof.ile of the ARC'Ott bY Rank
Private First Class 72L
Speciatist 2586
Sergeant 1,4 L 0
Staff Sergeant 944
Sergeant First Class 454
Master Sergeant 200
First Sergeant 6L
34
Sergeant llajor
Wamant Officer 1, I
Chief lilarrant Officer 2 39
Chief Warrant officer 3 43
Chief Warrant Officer 4 4L
Second Lieutenant 83
First Lieutenant 252
Captain 299
ilajor L69
Lieutenant CoIoneI L48
Colonel 38
Total Population of ARCOI{ at the time of this study

135

7530
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Table for Determining Sample Size
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Determining Sample Size for Random
Samples

Use larger samptes when:
1. The risks or consequences
of error are greater
2' when the participants are diverse and
heterogeneous
3' w-ren conducting a national study
ano must ,"*o11t for regional diversity
the research budget allows for costs
of cistribution ,-nd
1;If-11
for greater
"nrtysis

consider these rures of thumb when
Sgrple as many as you can afford smail sa mples are needed
l.
2. Aim for a high responr* rate
3.. ln survey research get 100
responses in each major

minor subgroup.
4' lf population is 100-200, incrude everyone.

subgroup and 20_50 in each

Use a tabte to determine sample
size
Tables typically assume a .05 level
of sampling error. portions of a table
are shown
below.
Table for Determini ng Sample Size
from a Given
Population

NS

NS

10

10

20

19

30

28

40

36

s0

44

60

s2

70

s9

80

oo

90

73

100

86

N

S

400

1s6

500

217

600

234

700

248

800

260

900

269

,000

278

5,000

357

1

10;000

370

1

100,000

384

120

92

140 03
160 1 13
180 123
200 1 33
220 140
240 148
260 1 55
280 62
300 69
1

N is population size, s is sample size

1

Refe rence

Krejcie' R'v' & D. w. Morgan. (1970) Determining
sample size for research
activities.
30.607_61 0
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Integrity Audit Survey packet
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(S: 30 SeP l-994)

29 JuIy L994

I,IEIIORANDUM

FoR

Cornrnander

.

Company

-,

SUBJECT: Ethics SurveY

copies of the
1. Per our conversation, enclosed you will find
survey is
The
'
Integrity Audit for your company to complete
organization
an
of
crirnate
' As
designed, to neasur" Ln* ethitar
of
results
the
use
to
stated in his letter, ,* steiner plans and treaknesses of thethis
survey to identify the ethical strengths
ggth ARCoM: your init was one out of eleven rand.omry serected
units to participate in the survey'
2. prior to administering the survey, Flease do the following:
Er. Do not adrninister the survey during a time which detracts
from scheduled training h. Read the consent form to the unit prior to administeringr
the survey..
sotdiers of all
c. Administer the survey to all available
dri11 or AT
scheduled
your
next
ranks. This shouLd be done during
survey
the
that
if at art possible. rt is recommenaea one location. be given to
the unit .i a who1e, nt one time and in
d. Return the completed surveys in the enclosed self
addressed envelope through your unit mail room'
3. The administeringr of the survey should not take more than 30
minutes.

is the undersigned' r
4. point of contact for this project
(
309
) 298-l- 297 /LL6t be reached at the f ollowing number

NEIL HETHERINGTON
CPT, IN

Project officer

can
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OF TITE ETITICAIA}il AI.{AI-YS rS
E}!3TlI:t AIICC)}4I
THE
Et7T.IIIIII\I
CL,II4[AT|E
AfrD-T
IDUTEGR.-IEY
lrrrE
frsrprG..
CONSENT STATEMENT

you are invited to be in a research study examining the current
ethical climate within the 88th Army Reserve Command. You were
selected as a possible participant because of your affiliation
with the g8th anCOU. Plbase read this form in its entirety before
completing the survey.
This study is being conducted by CPT NeiI Hetherington. in partial
fulfillment of the-requirements for a t{asters of Arts in
Leadership degree from Augsburg College and with the cooperation
of the 88Lh ARCOI,I, Brigadier General Georgre J. Steiner,
Commanding.

BACKGROTIITD IHFORI,IATION :

The purpose of this study is to analyze the current ethical

climite- within the 88th enCOU by administering the Integrity
Audit. The Integrity Audit is a survey developed by Julie Belle
White-Newman, Ph.D. and Douglace WaIIace, Ph.D.1 which assesses
the ethical practices and conditions of a given group. The
results pinpoint ethical strengths and weaknesses which can then
be assessed by the group being surveyed. The survey consists of
forty-three ethically related statements which you will rate
accoiding to your own perceptions as to the frequency in which
they are practiced in your current organization. There are also
two open ended questions which you may answer in your own words.
AdditLonally there is a set of demographical questions which t*iII
help us in sorting and analyzing data.
PROCEDTIRES:

Please f ollor* the below procedures when ready to begin:
L. If you have not already done so r please read the
introductory letter from Brigadier General Steiner.

Z. P1ease read the instructions for completing the survey.
3. Please complete the survey to include the demographic

questions.

4. Please return the survey to your commander/ISG or UA
upon completion. All surveys will be collected and returned in
the enclosed self addressed envelope through the unit mail room.
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STIRVEY:
1TTIE
IH
RISKS AITD BEHEFITS OF BEIHG
there are no inherent risks
This is an anonlrmous survey
- and thus
However, if at any time you feel
invotved i"-i;ti"ip"ting.
questiLns you may skip
uncomfortable in answering any of irre
iurvey ' If at any time you
those qrr*=Lions and contiiue witn the
not to
entire survey. Y?" T3y. choose
feel uncomfortable with theparti"ipuii""
at
anonymous
ili1r remain
complete the survey.-v""=
all times.
that yg}r honest ansrders to the
-i==I=t in are
The benefits to participation
[[" identification of ethicalenabre
survey will greatlv
the g8th ARCoI'I. This wilr
strengths and weakne=""= withinethical
practices which are
the corumand to build on those
are
perceived as strong and to correct thoie practices vrhich
perceived as weak.

CONFIDENTIALITY:

to the
The resurts of this study wilr be provided which
night be
General , BBth ARCOI.{. In any sort of report
wirr make it
that
published we wirl not inctua"-""v-inro'rmation
and
participants
;i a unit. Arr
possible t;-identitv-a-s"nje"t
the
by
guaranteed
units wirl remain anonymous. rni= is in part
the
on
for
asked
fact that no names or irnit aesignationsi" lre
file for which
a
rocked
will-#--k"pt
r*"o=a=
survey. Research
surveys
completed
to. The
onry the researcher will have access
will be destroyed upon completion of data input'
commanding

VOLTTITTARY HATTIRE

OF TIIE STTIDY:

unit
your participation in this study is strictly voluntary - Your
other
several
with
was randomry selectEa to participate arong
units assigned to the 88th ARCOI'{
COTUTACIS A}ID QIIESTIONS:

cPT t-leil Hetherington
The researcher conducting this survey is Any
qugllions about the
of tne 88th ancou'
with the-;;;;ration

survey may f-"-ai=ected to

CPT

Hetherington at

( 309

)

298-

L297 /LJ-6L.

prease feer free to retain Ltris consent stateuent for your
records.
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HEADOUARTERS. EBTH U.S. AFIMY RESEFIVE COMMAND
506 ROEOER CIRCLE

FORT SNELLING, MINNESOTA 551 1 1.4OO9

July 25, 1994

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

Office of the Commanding General

Dear Soldier:
Since Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm, the 88th ARCOM has met the challenges of
a rapidly changing Army Reserve head on. While this challenge is far from over, I want to pledge
to each and every one of you my commitment to maintaining an organization which is honest,

trustwonhy and ethical.
Today, the "Professional Army Ethic" is being challenged more than at any time since the
Vietnam War. Together, we must continue to uphold the elements of integrity, loyalty, commitment and selfless service in the face of increased budget cutbacks, inactivations and continued restructuring.

It

is my. intent to gain a better understanding of how you feel about the ethical climate
within your unit of assignment. I want to firmly establish what our ethical strengths and weaknesses are as an organization so that we may be able to build on those strengths and correct the
weaknesses.

In order to accomplish this, I'd ask that you please complete the enclosed Integrity Audit
survey. The suruey itself is designed to measure the ethical climate of an organization and will be
conducted by CPT Neil Hetherington, formerly of the 3rd Battalion, 3rd Infantry, as part of a
graduate school project. The results of the survey will be compiled by CPT Hetherington and
reported to me upon completion of the project. I ptan to share the results with the rest of the
command as soon as they become available.

remain anonymous, and I solicit your honest and
professional opinions on all questions. Thank you for your time and cooperation.

I can assure you that your identity will

{-a.rut-,L
ueorge St elner
Brigadier General, USAR
Commanding

"THE BIGHT PI.ACE TO SOLDIER''
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This survey measures the strengths and weaknesses of your
organizatlon's ethlcal cltmate. It does so by asklng you questions
about practlces or condlttons that have been shown ire past research
to contribute to ethlcal organlzatlonal choices.
On the next page are 43 descrlptions of activtties and condltions in
orgcmlzations. For each ltem, please fuedlcate how often the item is
practlced. or present Lr your organleation (almost never, occaslonally,
usually or almost always).
As you read each ltem, thlnk about the ethtcal lssues or concerns that
have arisen inyour organtzatlon ln the lastfewmonths. Consideryour
orgemlzatton as a whole, notJust your department or work group. Try

to ldenttfy in your mlrd spectfic acttons or events that pertai:e to the
Item.
Your responses to thts suruey are enttrely confidential. The answers
you provide w'iU be comblned w^fth the responses of other individuals
in your organizatlon to form a general irnpression ofyour organization's
ethtcal climate. Please descrlbe your organlzation honestly and
openly.

Thank you very much for your partlclpation.
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE AISD BEGIN

Copgrtght O I98B Vers{on 3
Julle Belle Whtte , Doug Wallace
Center Jar Ethlcs, Responsib{ltt{es and Values
Colleg e oJ St. Cathertne
College of St.

Cathertne

2OO4

Randolph Avenue St. Paul Mtnnesota 55 105 (61 2) 690-6819
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is practiced or Present in your organization
Please indicate how ofien each item

ost never

E

E

usually

""""""""""

IEtrE

occasionally

E PENCIL ONLY'
People freely share thoughts and feelings

encourages adequate

p

trtrDtr

tr!tr!

The means used to solve ethicalproblems are
considered as impolant as the desired ends """""""'
lndividuals practice the ethiral standards of the
organization ...............

trtrtr!

'E tr E n
v"alues! I n f
lndividuals are true to their own personal ethical

At the time an ethical cfrallenge arises, help is sought

Bad news, as well as good news' is communicated

'

'D tr tr

Throughout the organization there are examples of
individ-uals who act out their commitment to do

the

-r

f]
Fr

Almost always @

24.

Plans are made tO dealwith the possible consequences

ofadecision,............. "-"-'-"""""""""""InI8
....... E n tr E
25. Honesty and openness characterize relationships

ffi. The values of individuals
the organization

!nnD

Those affected by a decision are involved in the
decision-making process ........'....

!!!x

Money is spent to resolve ethical problems

trtrtr[

People and groups trust each other

........

I nE!

"'

lndividuals dealing with an ethical problem are willing
to accept .onr*qr.i*nces, including negative ones """"

.

tr n D E

n tr tr n
. The organization states and promotes its ethicalvaluefl n tr tr

""""""

"""-'--""'

Decision-makers use the information necessary to
solve an ethical Problem

Ttrtrtr

Itrtr!

People are treated fairlY
of
Leaders in the organization serve as good models
.............""'
ethical

trTfE

behavior

lssues are talked about from an ethical viewpoint

The organization believes in stewardship
protect the welfare of others

.

Dissent is

allowed

""""

f,n!tr

of

problems

"

....'......

n,

People freely admit their mistakes

30.

The organization insists on compliance with laws

EtrNf

""""""'
and

Those involved remain committed to solving an ethical

- -

r--t

Ll

regulations

n
nn
t-J t .t

I

I tr f I
gZ. The organization's priorities reflect its ethical standardsf, I ! E
A cleu sense of the organization's mission is shared

S3.lndividualsarewillingto.paytheprice'inordertodo

EEnx

the right thing ..............

S4.Thestructureoftheorganizationmakesclearwhere
ethical resPonsibilitY lies ...

EEtrN

35.

The head of the organization publicty practices ethical
values

TIEE

36.

The organization's mission and goals reflect its ethical
values

37.

There is respect for the views of others

39,

TT[T

There is a search for options when dealing with an
ethical problem .......

TEfE

40. People
41.

43.

trTtrE
TETT

problems

38'lndividualsandgroupsarewillingtotackleethical

XTtrT
"'tr E tr E

I X f, tr

xtrrn

know what is the right thing to do and do it

The organization keeps in mind the.perspectives
lhose who have a stake in its decisions

"""'

of

"""""'

42. Throughout the organization people are held

- acting to

nnn
Ll LJ lJ u
r--t

me

28.

Champions for ethical causes are allowed to voice

their concerns

are consistent wilh those

27. Time is taken to resolve ethical

91.
Alternative courses of action are considered by those
dealing with an ethicalProblem

! EI I

Zg. Individual concerns are treated with sensitivity......"""'

I EE!
E D tr E
r

accountable ..........'....

TETT

Organizational ground rules for accePtable behavior
are communicated and enforced

Tf,ED

ARCOM
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o

*qd speclflc ol-gankattonal
complettng thls rnventory often-br.frgs loquestlgns (what the *rlght" or
euricat
events or t ctdents whtcli raised
tt*rt'Aed of such an tncldent'
were
*wrong- thtng to do was). If you
(wlthout ust'g the names of the
outcome
the
a'd
rt
brrefly aescrtle
people Urvolved)'

What events led uP to the lncldent?

Wtrat haPPened?

of how thts sltuation was
what were the rong term consequences

handled?

(over)

ARCOM
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Brtefly descrlbe the most serlous ethlcal problem(s) or lssue(s) that you
think your orga.nlzatlon must corrfront.

Copgrtght @ 1988 Verslon 3
Ce

nter Jor Ethlcs, Respons {blltttes and Values

College

orf

St. Cathertne

ARCOM
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QUESTTOilS THE II TEGRITY ATIDIT

. Please indicate your rank:
PFC

WO1
CWz
CW3

sPc/cPL

SGT
SSG

CW4 or

SFC

2LT
].LT
CPT
MAJ
LTC

higher

coL or higher

I,ISG

].SG

SGI{

or higher

2. Please indicate years of service:
l_-3

4-6
7-9

10-L2
1- 3-L5
t-6-l_8
l- 9+
3

Please indicate your age:

4

t7-2L
22-26
27-3L
3 2-36
37-4L
42-46
47-5L
52+
Prease indicate highest lever of miritary education:
BasicrrAlT
PLDC
BNCOC
]-SG Course
CSI'{ Academy
OBC
OAC
CAS3
Senior Service Schoo1
Other

5" Please indicate highest levet of civilian
eguivalent:
GED

Trade School Degree
Masters Degrree

ANCOC

ocs
E&GSC

schooling or

High School Diploma
Bachelors Degree
Doctorate Degree

6. Please indicate your gender:
MaIe
t
l.

].n:

Female

Please indicate the type unit you are currentry serving
Combat Arms
Combat Service Support

Combat Support

Other

ARCOM
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THE TNTEGRITY AUDTT AND DE},IOGRAPHTC QUESTIONS VARIABLES
AT{D UNTVARIATE STATISTTCS
1:
SEQUENCE
It[INf MLII.{ : ]- !,IAXMtff: 50 0
SEQUENCB HtnrBER FOR EACH SURVEY (TRACKING NU!.IBER)

VARIABLE

191-.4503 STAND. DEV.= 110.35989 VAR.:
Irf: 382
N I,IISSfHG: 0

MEAN:

VARIABLE Z= COMPAI*IY

I,IINfDflII.{: L

UI-IIT AFFILIATION OF RESPONDENT
MEAN: 5.6230 STAHD. DEV.: 2.87602

Itf= 382

N IIfSSING=

1) COI,IPANY A :
2) COIIPANYB:
3) COI,IPANY C i
4) COIIPANY D :
5) CO!{PANY E i
6) COUPANY F |
7, COMPAHYG:
I ) COUPANY H:
9) COIIPAHY I i
VARIABLE 3:

L2L79.304

r,rAXIl,IUM:

VAR.= 8.27

I

L51-1

0

53
4L
25
16

tz

24
8e
5L
7L

RANK

MTNTMUM:

MILITARY RANK
I{EAN: 4.37OL STAND. DEV.: 4.3L674
fl: 354
N MISSING= 28

1

HAXIMUIT{: 20

RESPOHDENT

1)

2l

PFC

SPC/CPL

3) SGT
4) SSG
5) SFC
6) USG
7) ].SG
8) SGU+
e) wo1
10) cw2
11) cw3
12 ) cw4+
13 ) zLT
14) ].LT
1s ) CPT
16) I,IAJ
L7l LTC

18) coL+
Ie) unused
20) unused

3L

L2L
82
45
l-8
6
2

4
0
3
1_

2
L
9
9
9

7
2
2

0

USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

65

RANK-RC

VAR.= L8.634245

ARCOM

SERVICE I.[IHI}.ITIM: lRESPONDENTS YEARS OF I,IILTTARY SERVTCE
I{EAN= 3 .7258
STAND. DEV. = 2 .08988
li[: 355
N IIISSING: 27

VARIABLE 4I

L)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)

L-3 YRS
4-6 YRS :
7-9 YRS :
10-12 YRS :
L3-L5 YRs :
L6-L8 YRS :
19+ YRS :
3

T{INII{Tfi:

AGE CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS
MEAN= 3.4794 STAHD. DEV.= L.14828

!i[= 357
t{ ITIISSING=
1 ) L7-2L YRs :
6L
3)

4)

5)
6)
7)

I)

22-26 YRS
27-3L YRS
32-36 YRS
37-4L YRS
42-45 YRS
47-5L YRS
52+ YRS

II{AXIMUI'{

150

i

7

VAR.= 4.367594

69
52
58
55
28
35
58

VARIABLE 5: AGE

2)

Ethics

25

],

I,IAXTMUI{:
VAR.

8

= 3 .795777

77
66
48
30
45
23
7

VARIABLE

6:
HILEDUC UTNIMT,M: ]" I-IAXT!fi]U: 13
HIGHEST LEVEL OF UILITARY EDUCATTOH ATTAINED
MEAN= 3.3448 STAND. DEV.: 3.L57LO VAR.= .967300

fi= 348
1)
2)
3)

4)

N MISSfNG: 34

BASrC/Arr
PLDC
BNCOC
AI{COC

:

L22

:
:

62
68
35

:

5 ) ].SG COURSE:
6 ) CSU ACADT{Y:
7)
:

9

:
:
:
:

L3

L2 ) SEN SRV SH:
L3 ) OTHER
:

1

ocs

I ) OBC
I ) oAc
Lo ) CAS3
11_ ) C&GSC

2
L

4

5

L5
11-

Ethics
I.IAXIMI,IU i
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VARIABLE

7

:

EDUCATION MINIMI,IM: ].
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6

HIGHEST LEVEL OF CIVILIAN SCHOOLING OR EQUIVALENT
MEAN= 2.911,9 STAHD. DEV.= 1.09528 VAR.: l-.1-99630

[rf= 352
1)
.t

&)

3)

4)

GED

N UISSIHG=
3

HIGH SCH
TRADE SCH :
BACH. DGR :
Z

5 ) I.IASTERS DG:
5 ) DOCTORATE :

7

L64
69
85
L9

I

VARIABLE

8:
GEHDER
RESPONDENT GENDER (sex)

0.L27t
N- 354

MEAN:

30

}ITNTMU}I: O

MAXIMTJM:

].

DEV.: 0.3331-L VAR.= 0.1L0959

STAND.

N MISSING= 28

0) MALE
:
r") FEI,IALE :

3o9
45

VARIABLE

9:
UNIT
MIHII,fi,TI{: ]. UAXIUTN{ = 4
RESPONDENTS TYPE OF UNTT CURRENTLY SERVING IN
MEAN= 2 .711-0 STAND . DEV.: 0 . I 4244 VAR.: O .7 09708
N- 353
N }{ISSING: 29

) cotIBAT ARM:
) cotIBAT SUP:
) COI,IBAT SVS:
4 ) OTHER
:
VAR.
1O: I1
L
2
3

2L

L28
136
58

I,IINII{TN{: ].

I.IAXIMTTI'I:

4

PEOPLE FREELY SHARE THOUGHTS AND FEELIHGS
I{EAN: 2.8568 STAI.ID. DEV.: O.73968 VAR.= 0.547L23

}f:

377

N I,IISSING=

5

13
) AtI{ NEVER :
) OCCASIONAL: 95
3 ) USUALLY z
2o2
4 ) AIJ{ ALWAYS z
67
US ED BY THE FOLLOWIHG VARIABLES:
54 FACTORz 50 AVERAGEz
VAR .
]. ]. :
I2
UINIMTIU : 1
L
2

I'TAXIMTJI'{

:

4

THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE E}ICOTIRAGES ADEQUATE
PLANNNIHG AI'ID PARTICIPATION
MEAN= 2.732L STAND. DEV.: O.78774 VAR.: 0.620538

g: 377

N I,IISSING=

5

L7
) ALU NEVER i
2) OCCASIONAL: L30
3) USUALLY z L67
4 ) ALI'I ALWAYS: 63
USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARIABLES:
56 FACTOR4 62 AVERAGE4
1-

ARCOM

MINIT{IN{: 1
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7s2

UAXII{UUi

4

I,IAXIMTIT{:
13 : T4
T{INII.ITJI'T: ].
INDIVIDUALS PRACTICE THE ETHICAL STAHDARDS OF THE

4

VARIABLE LZz T3

THE UEANS USED TO SOLVE ETHICAL PROBLEI{S ARE CONSIDERED
AS IT,IPORTANT AS THE DESIRED ENDS
HEAN= 2.8194
STAND. DEV.: 0.80915 VAR.: 0.654718

N- 371
H IIfSSING:
1) ALM NEVER ?, 22

].L

95
OCCASIOHAL:
:
1-82
72
ALM ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARIABLES:
53 FACTOR]. 59 AVERAGE1
2)
3)
4)

USUALLY

VARIABLE
ORGAI.IIZATION

2.844L SIAHD. DEV.: O.72O2L VAR.= 0.5L87O2
[i[: 372
N IIIISSING= ]-0
1) ALU NEVER :
l-4

HEAN=

2) OCCASIONAL: 88
3) USUALLY t
ZLZ
4 ) AL!{ ALWAYS: 58
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
58 FACTORG 64 AVERAGEG
VARIABLE 14 : 15
I,ITNIMT,III{ I
]. I{AXII{UU
4
AT THE TTI.TE AI{ ETHICAL CHALLENGE ARISES, HELP IS =SOUGHT
IIEAI{= 2.8118 STAND. DEV.: O.78087 VAR.: 0.609753
ttf= 372
N MISSING= 10
LT
) ALIrI NEVER z
2l OCCASIOHAL: L04
3) USUALLY :
183
4 ) ALM. ALWAYS: 68
USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARTABLES:
53 FACTOR]. 59 AVERAGE]1-

VARIABLE

].5

:

16

I,IINII{T,!{: 1

I}IDTVIDUALS ARE TRUE TO THEIR

OTVN

VALUES

UAXI!{TII*[

I

4

PERSONAL ETHICAL

3.O4O5 STAI.ID. DEV.= O.72483 VAR.= 0.525383
N- 37O
N MISSING: Lz
MEAN:
t- )
2)
3)

ALII{ HEVER

;

OCCASIONAL:

7

69
USUALLY i
196
4 ) ALM ALWAYS:
98
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
58 FACTORG 64 AVERAGE6

ARCOM

VARIABLE

15 :

},IINTMI]I{: 1

T7
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I{AXIMTIM:

BAD NEWS, AS I{ELL AS GOOD HEWS, rS COTIMUHTCATED
MEAN= 3,1467 STAI{D. DEV.: O.79L5L VAR.= 0.626489

N MISSING:

Irf= 375

7

Lz
) ALM NEVER i
2') OCCASIONAT.,: 58
3) USUALLY :
168
4 ) AIJ,I ALWAYS I
L37
r.

USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARTABLES:

54 FACTORz 60 AVERAGE2

VARIABLE

L7

I

I'{INTMUU: ].

I8

I,IAXTUUU

:

4

THE ORGANIZATIOH THER ARE EXAT,IPLES OF
INDTVTDUALS WHO ACT OUT THEIR COIOTIT}TENT TO DO THE RIGHT
THROUGHOTIT

THIHG

3.0373 STAIID. DEV.= O.7 5450
N- 375
N MISSING: 7

DIEAH=

VAR.: 0.569273

ALU NEVER :
6
2) OCCASIONAL I
82
3) USUALLY z
L79
4) ALM ALWAYS: ]-08
US ED BY THE FOLLOI{ING VARTABLES:
1")

55 FACTOR3 6].

AVERAGE3

VARIABLE 18 : I9
I.TINIMTII{ :
]. T'IAXII,IT,U z 4
ALTERNATTVE COURSES OF ACTION ARE CONSIDERED BY THOSE
DEALING WITH AN ETHTCAL PROBLEIT{

[IEAI{= 2.7745 STAND. DEV.= A.70764
trf= 368
H MISSING= L4
t

) ALT{ NEVER !
2 ) OCCASIONAL:

L25

3)

r_83

USUALLY

:

VAR.= 0.50076].

6

ALM ALWAYS:
54
USED BY THE FOLLOWIHG VARIABLES:
4)

53 FACTOR]. 59

AVERAGE].

19 : ILO
UIHII{I }.I: L !{AXIUUM : 4
THOSE AFFECTED BY A DECISTON ARE INVOLVED IN THE
DECI S TOH-II{AKING PROCESS
MEAN= 2.471-5 STAND. DEV.= O.90759 VAR.: 0.8237LG
Ir[: 369
N IiIISSING: 13

VARIABLE

1_

)

ALII{ NEVER

:

59

L24
3 ) USUALLY
L39
4 ) AI,I{ ALWAYS:
47
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
2)

OCCASIONAL:

3

57 FACTORs 63

AVERAGEs

4

ARCOM
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}TINIUUtr{: 1 MAXIMTTU.. 4
VARIABLE 2O: I11
UONEY TS SPENT TO RESOLVE ETHICAL PROBLEUS
HEAN= L.9343 STAND. DEV.= 0.8L326 VAR.= 0.66L396
N- 350
N MISSIHG= 32

I ) ALU NEVER :

t l-6

153
69
L2
4 ) ALI{ ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWIHG VARIABLES:
2)
3)

OCCASIONAL:

USUALLY

:

53 FACTOR]. 59

AVERAGE].

MINIMT,II{:
2]. : TLz
PEOPLE AND GROUPS TRUST EACH OTHER

VARIABLE

1_ IIAXII{I U:

2.823L STAND. DEV.= 0.84498
H MISSING: I
!i[: 373

MEAN:

1)
2)
3)
4)

4

VAFI.: O.71-3999

22
AL!{ NEVER 3
OCCASIONAL: 106

USUALLY :
ALU ALWAYS:

L6L
84
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

54 FACTORz 60

AVERAGEz

IIINIUUU: l-

VARIABLE 22z IL3

I'IAXfI'{ul'Iz

4

INDIVIDUALS DEALIT{G WTTH AI*I ETHICAL PROBLEM ARE WILLING

TO ACCEPT CONSEQUENCES, INELUDIHG NEGATIVE OHES
FIEAN: 2.6838 STAND. DEV.: 0.8L540 VAR.= 0.664872

N- 370

N IIISSING= Lz

) AL},I NEVER :
2 ) OCCASIONAL:
3 ) USUALLY :
4 ) AL!,I ALIVAYS:

25

1-

L25
L62

58
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

53 FACTOR]- 59

AVERAGE1

VARIABLE 23'. 1L4

I.{INMUU: L

MAXI!,IIJIII:

4

CHAI'{PIOHS FOR ETHTCAL CAUSES ARE ALLOUIED TO VOICE THEIR

COHCERHS

2.7984 STAND. DEV.= 0.82O5L VAR.= O.673240
H I,IISSIHG= 15
N- 367

DIEAN:

) ALM NEVER t
2) OCCASIONAL:
3) USUALLY :
4) ALII{ ALWAYSI

20
108
L65
74
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARTABLES:
1

54 FACTORz 60

AVERAGE2

ARCOM

VARIABLE

24

t
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I,IINII{UU: l- I.tAXIl.fUI-{ i 4
ITS ETHICAL VALUES
VAR.: 0.648709
N MISSIHG= 10
1L5

THE ORGANIZATION STATES AND PRO!,IOTES
MEAN: 2.9005 STAHD. DEV.= 0.80542

lrf= 372

1 ) ALM NEVER :
2 ) OCCASIONAL:
3)

USUALLY

:

L5
96

L72

89
ALI{ ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
4)

56 FACTOR4 62 AVERAGE4

I'[INTMUI.{: ]. MAXII{T]I{: 4
25
= 116
DECISTON-UAKERS USE THE INFORT.{ATION NECESSARY TO SOLVE

VARIABLE
AN ETHICAL

PROBLEM

2.9L87 STAIID. DEV.= O.76076 VAR.: 0.578756
N MISSING: L3
N- 369

TIEAN=

L ) ALI{ NEVER :
2 ) OCCASTONAL:

L4
81
r.95
3 ) USUALLY :
79
4 ) ALI.{ ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
53 FACTOR]. 59 AVERAGE].

VARIABLE 26:

TL7
!,IINIU[D{:
PEOPLE ARE TREATED FAIRLY
FIEAN: 2.83A2 STAND. DEV. : 0.92626
11
N: 37L
H I{ISSING=

L

I,lAXIt{t

l{:

4

VAR.= 0.857957

1) ALIr{ NEVER z
42
2) OCCASIONALT 7o
3) USUALLY :
l-68
4 ) ALI{ ALE{AYS :
91.
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
54 FACTOR2 60 AVERAGEz
27 : I ].8
I-{INI!{U},I : ]MAXIMTJI.{: 4
IN THE ORGANIZATION SERVE AS GOOD MODELS OF

VARIABLE
LEADERS

ETHICAL BETIAVIOR

IIEAN: 2.8763

N- 372

STAI,ID.

DEV.: 0.82029

N I,IISSING=

ALT,I HEVER :
OCCASIONAL:

].0

L8
97
3 ) USUALLY :
L70
87
4 ) AI,U ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
55 FACTOR3 6]. AVERAGE3
L)

2)

VAR.: 0.67288L

ARCOM

VARIABLE 28r

UIHIT{UU: L

ILg

Ethics
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4

ISSUES ARE TALKED ABOUT FROI{ AN ETHTCAL VIEWPOINT
HEAI{: 2.6043 STAHD. DEV.= O.76904 VAR.: 0.59L4L7

N- 369
1-

N IIfSSING=

ALU NEVER

)

2)
3)

:

29

OCCASIONAL:

L24
180

USUALLY

:

].3

36
AI,I{ AL9f,AYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
4)

53 FACTOR1 59

AVERAGE1

I,TAXIMT]U: 4
I'TINIITTTIT{: 1
THE ORGAI{IZATION BELIEVES TH STEWARDSHTP ACTING TO
PROTECT THE WELFARE OF OTHERS
MEAN:2.9407 STAND. DEV.= O.77476 VAR.= 0.600257

VARIABLE 291 I2O

N- 371

H

MISSING:

LL

ALITI NEVER :
11
2) OCCASIO}IAL I
90
3) USUALLY :
].80
4) ALM ALWAYS: 9O
US ED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARIABLES:
1-)

57 FACTOR5 63

VARIABLE 30:

AVERAGEs

I21

MIHIT{TII{:

DISSENT IS AI,LOWED
MEAN: 2.229L STAI,ID. DEV.= 0.87040

[i[=

3

58

N MISSING=

1)

ALU NEVER

:

77

2)

OCCASIONAL:

L49
105

3)

USUALLY

:

1

I'IAXfI.IIMI 4
VAR.: O .757592

24

4 ) AI,T{ ALWAYS:

27
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

54 FACTORz 60

AVERAGE2

31 : I22
It{INT}flI},I : ].
I,IAXIMT]I{: 4
THOSE II-IVOLVED REI,IAIH COT,DIITTED TO SOLVING AN ETHICAL

VARIABLE
PROBLE!,I

2.9295 STAND. DEV. = O .7 5109
!i[- 369
N MISSING: ]-3

MEAI,I=

:
].].
2l OCCASIONAL: 85
3) USUALLY :
LgZ
4) ALU ALWAYS: 8].
l-) ALI'{ NEVER

US ED

BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

53 FACTOR]. 59 AVERAGE].

VAR.: 0.56 4L4L

ARCOM

UIHII,TT,U: ].

VARIABLE 32.. T23

Ethics
MAXII,ITJT,I

..

751
4

INDIVIDUALS CONCERNS ARE TREATED WITH SEHSTTTVITY
MEAN: 2.8085 STAI{D. DEV.= 0.8362A VAR.: O.699225
Jtf= 37 L
H IIISSING= 11
r.) ALI{ NEVER :
30
2') OCCASTONAL: 82
3) USUALLY :
].88
4) ALM ALWAYS I,
7L
US ED BY THE FOLLOWING VARTABLES:

54

VARIABLE

A

60

FACTORz
33

:

AVERAGEz

MINIMTII{: ].

T24

UAXIITIIIM

I

4

PI"AHS ARE TIADE TO DEAL WITH THE POSSTBLE CONSEQUENCES OF
DECTSION
MEAN= 2.7278
STAND. DEV.= 4.74787 VAR.: O.55931-0

[f:

37

L

N

Mf

SSING:

L1-

22
) ALU NEVER t
2) OCCASIONAL: l-02
3) USUALLY z zaz
4 ) ALM ALWAYS: 45
L

USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARTABLES:

57 FACTORS 53

VARTABLE 34:

AVERAGEs

I25

UTNIIT{I,IM:

].

I,IAXII,ITJI'{I

4

HONESTY AT{D OPENNESS CTIARACTERIUE RELATIONSHIPS

IIEAN: 2.98],L

STAND. DEV.=

0.82884

VAR.: 0.686976

t4
) ALI,I HEVER -.
2l OCCASTONAL: 89
3) USUALLY :
L58
4 ) ALU ALI{AYS 3
lLo
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
54 FACTORz 60 AVERAGEz
r_

VARTABLE 35: T26
MINII'TTJI,I: 1
MAXIMTTU: 4
THE VALUES OF INDIVIDUALS ARE CONSISTENT WITH THOSE OF

THE ORGANIZATION
IIEAN= 2.72L6

N- 370

STAND. DEV.= O.732L3
N MISSING= Lz

l- )

ALU NEVER

2)

OCCASIOHAL:

L6
LL7
3 ) USUALLY :
L91
4 ) ALI{ ALWAYS:
46
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARTABLES:
:

58 FACTOR6 64

AVERAGE6

VAR.= 0.535O]-g

VARIABLE 36:

ARCOM

T27

I,IINIMTTI,{:

].

Ethics
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I-TAXIMTN{! 4

TIIITE IS TAKEN TO RESOLVE ETHTCAL PROBLEI,IS
I{EA},I= 2.76L5
STAHD. DEV.= O.8L8L8 VAR.: O.66941-3

[r[= 369
L

)

N ]IISSING= 13

ALI'{ NEVER

:

21

2') OCCASIOHAL: LL5
3) USUALLY : L54

4l ALM ALWAYS: 69
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
53 FACTOR1 59

AVERAGE].

MINIUTIM: ]. MAXIUUU: 4
I28
THROUGHOUT THE ORGANIZATION INDIVIDUALS ASSUI'{E
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ETHICAL DECISION-I,TAKING
MEAN= 2.7236
STAND. DEV.: O.7 8915 VAR.: 0.622777
VARIABLE 37:

l{:

369

N HISSING=

I
:
3) USUALLY :
4) ALI{ ALWAYS:
r.) ALI{ NEVER

23

OCCASIONAL

].11-

2l

US ED

1-3

]-8O

55

BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

55 FACTOR3 51

AVERAGE3

L
MINIMT]M:
T29
PEOPLE FREELY ADI.TTT THEIR UISTAKES
MEAN= 2.4239
STAND. DEV.: 0.88752
Itf= 368
N MfSSING- l-4

VARIABLE 38:

I.IAXfHUI,{

3

4

VAR.= O.787689

r.) ALI{ NEVER :
60
2) OCCASIOHAL: 132
3) USUALLY :
].3 6
4) ALM ALWAYS: 4O
US ED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
55 FACTOR3 61. AVERAGE3

VARIABLE 39: T3O
UINIUUU: 1 UAXII'{UUI 4
THE ORGANIZATIOH INSISTS ON COUPLIAilCE WITH I,AWS AND
REGUI"ATTONS

3.2911 STAHD. DEV.= O.746L7 VAR.:0.556767
N: 37L
N MISSING: LL

IIEAN=
1)
2)

ALU NEVER :
OCCASIONAL:

7

44
3 ) USUALLY :
l- 54
166
4 ) ALII{ ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
56 FACTOR4 62 AVERAGE4

ARC0M

Ethics
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40 : I31
},IINIHTJI,I: ]. },IAXIMTIM I 4
A CLEAR SEHSE OF THE ORGAHIZATION'S I{ISSION IS SHARED
MEAN: 2.9301 STAND. DEV.= 0.85852 VAR.: O.737051fr[= 372
N MISSING= 10

VARIABLE

L ) ALI{ NEVER :
2 ) OCCASTONAL:

l-5
105

:

1_4L

3)

USUALLY

ALI'{ ALWAYS:
110
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARTABLES:
4)

56 TACTOR4 62

VARIABLE 4].:

AVERAGE4

T32

UII{IU[I!{: ], TIIAXIMUM:
ITS ETHICAL

4

THE ORGANIZATION'S PRTORITIES REFLECT

STAI{DARDS

2.8965 STAND. DEV.= O.79519 VAR.:
N- 367
N MISSIHG= 15
MEAN=

O.632331-

18
) ALU NEVER :
2l OCCASIONAL: 83
3) USUALLY :
185
4 ) ALI'{ ALWAYS: 8L
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
53 FACTOR1 59 AVERAGE].
1

VARIABLE 421

13

3

!,TrHr}IUIt{: ].

MAXIITITII{

z

4

INDIVIDUALS ARE WILLII.IG TO IIPAY THE PRICEII IN ORDER TO
DO THE RIGHT THING
IIEAN: 2.6676 STAND. DEV.: 0.848A7 VAR.: O.Zlg2L8

N- 37O

N MISSING= Lz

L) ALI{ NEVER ;
33
2') OCCASIONAL: l-L6
3) USUALLY z L62
4 ) ALM AL[{AYS:
59
USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARTABLES:
58 FACTOR6 64 AVERAGE6
VARIABLE 43: I34

UTNIMTTU: ]. MAXII{T]H
4
THE STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION I-IAKES CLEAR ITIHERE=
ETHICAL RESPONSIBTLTTY LIES
MEAN= 2.7876 srAND. DEV.: 0.83316 vAR.= 0.694148

]i[= 372

N I,IISSING= L0

L ) ALM NEVER :
2 ) OCCASIONAL:

25
102

:

L72

a

)
4)

USUALLY

ALI{ ALWAYS:
73
USED BY THE FOLLOEiIING VARIABLES:

56 FACTOR4 62

AVERAGE4

ARCOM

VARIABLE

44

z I35

Mf IrI f

Umt: L

Ethics
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I'IAXII'fiI{:

4

THE HEAD OF THE ORGANIZATTON PUBLICLY PRACTTCES ETHICAL

VALUES

3.L328 STAHD. DEV.= O.79034 VAR.: 0.624643
H IIISSING= 13
359

!IEAI,I=

fl:

1) ALM NEVER :

].0
64

2
3) USUALLY .
4) ALM ALWAYS !
2l
US ED

OCCASIONAL

L62
1.3 3

BY THE FOLLOWTHG VARIABLES:

55 FACTOR3 5].

VARIABLE 45:

AVERAGE3

}ITNTIfiII{: ].

136

I{AXIUT,U:

THE ORGANIZATION'S MISSIOH AI{D GOALS REFLECT

ITS

4

ETHICAL

VALUES

2.9973 STAND. DEV.= O.77L43 VAR.:
N MISSING= ].4
t{= 368

trIEAN=
r.

)

ALtr{ NEVER

':

0.595]-01-

7

) OCCASIONAL: 8e
170
3) USUALLY ;
4) ALU ALWAYS: 102
2

USED BY THE FOLLOWTHG VARIABLES:

56 FACTOR4 62

AVERAGE4

VARIABLE 461 T37

MINII{T,U: ].

THERE IS RESPECT FOR VTEWS OF OTHERS
I{EAH= 2.9330
STAND. DEV.= 0.83702

N- 373

N MISSING:

I,TAXII,fTIU:

4

VAR.= O.700602

9

L ) ALT{ NEVER :
2 ) OCCASIONAL:
3 ) USUALLY :
4 ) AL!{ ALWAYS:

19
87
L67
100
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
54 FACTORz 60 AVERAGEz
47 I I38
I'TINIT{UI{: ]- iTAXTUM'T: 4
INDTVIDUALS AND GROUPS ARE WILLING TO TACKLE ETHICAL

VARIABLE
PROBLEMS

2.6946 STAI.ID. DEV.= O.73978 VAR.: 0.547268
70
N MISSIHG= L2

MEAN=

frf:

3

].4
1) ALM NEVER :
2) OCCASIOHAL: 133
3) USUALLY I
175
4) AI,I{ ALWAYS: 48
US ED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

53 FACTOR1 59 AVERAGE].

ARCOM

VARTABLE 48:

I'[INIMTTI'{: 1

I39

Ethics

161

MAXIUT,MI 4
THERE IS A SEARCH FOR OPTIONS WHEN DEALIHG WITH AN
ETHICAL PROBLEII{
MEAH= 2.8049 STAI.ID. DEV.= A.72845 VAR.= 0.530635

Itf= 364
1)

2\

N tr{ISSING= l-8

ALI'{ NEVER

L2
I-03

:

OCCASIONAL:

L93
USUALLY :
56
ALM ALWAYS:
USED BY THE FOLLOWTNG VARIABLES:
3)
4)

53 FACTOR1 59

AVERAGE].

MINIIfiII{: ].

VARIABLE 491 T4O

I,IAXIUU},Ii

4

PEOPLE KNOW hIHAT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO AND DO IT
STAND. DEV.= O.70393 VAR.= 0.495521
MEAN= 2.7978
N- 37L
N I,IISSfNG= l-L
) ALM NEVER :
2 ) OCCASIONAL:
3 ) USUALLY :
4 ) ALT,I ALWAYS:

L2

1_

t 0L
208

50
USED BY THE FOLLOWTHG VARIABLES:

58 FACTOR6 64

VARIABLE 50 :
IITHO

AVERAGE6

I4].

MIHIMIJM: 1

UAXII{T,U

Z

4

THE ORGANIZATION KEEPS IN UIHD THE PERSPECTIVE OF THOSE
HAVE A STAKE IN ITS DECISIONS
IIEAN: 2.7097 STAI{D. DEV.= O.777LO VAR.: 0.603885

ti[=

37

2

il MISSIilG=

AL!{ NEVER :

l-9

2 ) OECASTONAL:
3 ) USUALLY :

L25
L73

1)

10

4 ) ALI'{ ALWAYS:
55
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

57 FACTORs 63

AVERAGEs

5]. : I42
I'{THII'{TJI.{: 1
}.IAXIMTIH z 4
THROUGHOUT THE ORGANIZATION PEOPLE ARE HELD ACCOUNTABLE

VARIABLE

MEAN:2.9893 STAND. DEV.= 0.8L752
N- 374
N MISSING= I

1) ALU NEVER :
]-5
2) OCCASIONAL I
82
3) USUALLY :
159
4) AL},I ALWAYS: ].08
US ED BY THE FOLLOWIHG VARIABLES:

56 FACTOR4 62

AVERAGE4

VAR.= 0.668335

ARCOI'I

Ethi

cs

!62

]. I,IAXIIiTU{ : 4
I.ITHTI{UI{ :
52 : 14 3
ORGANIZATIONAL GROUND RULES FOR ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR ARE

VARIABLE
COUI,TTJNICATED

AI{D

[IEAI{= 3.0188

372

fl:

EHFORCED

STNID. DEV.= O.79796 VAR.: 0.536743
N MISSING= 10

L)

ALM NEVER i

t- )

OCCASIOHAL:

L3
76

L74
USUALLY :
L09
ALM ALWAYS:
USED BY THE F'OLLOHIHG VARIABLES:
3)

4)

56 FACTOR4 62

AVERAGE4

VARIABLE 53: FACTOR]. UINIMT,U: O

MAXIUIII{: 48
v28 + V47 + V41 + VL4 + V31 + V12 + V20 + V36 + V25 +
v48+V18+V22
MEAH:32.5762 STAIIID. DEV.= 6.30L40 VAR.:39.707603
li[: 328
N MISSING= 54
7
3e) L2
26)
0
13)
o)
o
40) L0
27\
L4
o
o
14)
r.)
41) 5
16
28)
1
15)
2)
o
421 L2
2e)
1e
L
3)
o
16)
2L
43) 7
30)
4
4)
L7)
o
441 4
L2
31)
18)
I
o
5)
L7
45) 2
32)
1
6)
o
le)
46) L
28
33)
L
7)
o
20)
L5
471 1
7
34)
8)
o
?Ll
48) L
35)
18
3
e)
o
22)
SOLVING ETHICAL PROBLE},IS DIRECTLY AI{D REFLECTIVELY

10)
11)
L2)

o
0
O

23)
241.
25)

5

L2
L2
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
59 AVERAGE1

VARIABLE 54: FACTOR2 MINIHTJI,I: O

36 )
37
38

)
)

L5
r.3
2e

I'{AXTffiII{: 36

INTERACTIHG RESPOHSIBLY

v26 + V32 + V45 + VzL + V34 + V10 + VL6 + V30 +

o)
r.)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7l
8)
e)

]i[=
o
0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1

USED BY THE FOLLO TIHG VARIABLES:

60

V23

25.2709 STAND. DEV.= 4.89796 VAR.:23.99O0L7
H MISSING: 3 5
347
24
20)
I 30)
o
10)
L0
13 31)
0
21)
11)
22)
2L
2
L4 32)
12)
25 33)
6
23)
13)
2
5
24)
26 34)
14)
7
4
36 35)
2
25)
15)
l26)
27 35)
5
16)
4L
27)
L7\
I
1"o
28)
20
18)
zel
L8
r,L
le)

MEAN=

AVERAGEz

ARCOM

VARIABLE 55 : F.ACTOR3 I,IINIMTII{:
I,IODELTHG INTEGRTTY

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Ethics

O

163

I{AXIMI,JM:

20

v44+V27+VL7+V37+V38
I{EAN= L4 .2088 STAI{D. DEV. : 2 . 18237
VAR.: 8.308055
Irf: 364
N MISSING= 18
0
6)
3
L2)
28 18 )
25
0
71
1
13)
37 le )
19
0
66 20)
8)
10
14)
6
o
e) r_o
15)
52
0
37
10)
L7
16)
o
11)
23
L7)
30
BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

US ED

61

AVERAGE3

56 : FACTOR4 MINTMUITT: O I.TAXIMT'H
SHARIT{G ORGANIZATIONAL PURPOSE AND DIRECTION
v40 + v24 + v45 + V52 + V5L + V43 + Vl1 + V39

VARIABLE

Z

32

23.7L90 STN{D. DEV.: 4.536L5 VAR.: 20.57669L
!i[= 363
N MISSING= 19
o
e)
o
18 )
L3
27 )
19
IIEAN=

o

)

)
)
3)
4)
1-

2

5)
6)
7)

I)

o
0
o
o

0
0
0
o

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

1e)
20)

0
o

2L)
22)
23)
24)
25)
261

2

5
3

1

L4
L2
USED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
62 AVERAGE4

VARIABLE 57:

FACTORS MINI}ITTM:
VALUING STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTTVES

0)
l- )
T,

)

3)

4)

v29+V50+VLg+V33
MEAN= 10 . I L37 STAI{D . DEV. =
H= 365
N I,IISSING: L7
0
5)
2
0
6)
7
o
?')
22
0
8)
32
3
e)
34

2

USED BY THE F'OLLOWING VARIABLES:

63

AVERAGEs

O

.37 067

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

20
20
1-

28 )
29 )
30 )
3L )
32 )

I

28
2e
45
2L
3L

I'{AXII{[
VAR.

U:

64
45
1-9

9

l-6

= 5.620086

se 15)
54

20
2L
L2
20

16)

20
4

ARCOM

VARIABLE 58 : FACTOR6
PRACTICTNG PERSONAL INTEGRITY

}[INI}TUI.T: O

0)

I)

2)
3)

4)
5)

Ethics
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},IAXI},ITJ},I: 2O

v13+Vl-s+V35+V42+V49
VAR.: 7.71-L3L5
MEAN= 14.08L0 STAND. DEV.= 2.7 7593
N IIISSIHG= 24
N- 3 58
L7
2e 18)
12 )
0
6)
o
9
le)
36
13 )
2
7\
0
6
20)
46
14 )
L2
8)
0

e)

o

10)
11)

0
0

e

22
24
USED BY THE FOLLOWIHG VARIABLES:

64

15 )

15)

L7)

63
47
36

AVERAGEG

VARIABLE 59:

AVERAGE]. UINIITIUU: ]-

}[AXII{T]M:

4

AVERAGE OF FACTORl (SOLVING ETHICAL PROBLEUS DTRECTLY
REFLECTIVELY
vs3 L2
STAI.ID, DEV.= 0.525L2 VAR.: O.275747
MEAN= 2.?L47
N ]IISSING: 54
!i[: 328

/

VARIABLE 50: AVERAGE2 MIHIMTJM: ], TIIAXII{TJH: 4
AVERAGE OF FACTORz (IHTERACTING RESPONSIBLY)

v54

/

e

ItEAil=

t{:

2.8079

347

STAND. DEV.= 0.54422 VAR.= 0.296L73
H TIIISSING= 3 5

I.IAXIMTIM: 4
61 : AVERAGE3 MIHIT.fi,IT{: ]AVERAGE OF FACTOR3 ( I,IODELING TNTEGRTTY )
vss s

VARIABLE

/

2.84L9 STAND. DEV.: 0.57647
N MISSING= 18
N- 364
I{EAN=

VAR.= O.332322

4
MAXIMTJI,I .
62 Z AVERAGE4 MINIMTJ}I: 2
AVERAGE OF FACTOR4 ( SHARING ORGANIZATIOHAL PTIRPOSE AND
DIRECTION )

VARIABLE

v56 / I
I{EAN: 2.9649
[= 363
VARIABLE

63

STAND. DEV.= 0 .567 02
N MISSING= l-9

:. AVERAGES MINII,ILI'I: ]-

VAR.= O.32L5LL
]IAXIMLIM:

4

AVERAGE OF FACTORs (VALUING STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES)

v57/4

2.7034 STAND. DEV.: O.59267 VAR.:0.35L255
N I{ISSING: L7
[i[= 365
I{EAI*I=

VARTABLE 64: AVERAGES MINII{IJ},I: 1 I{j\XI!{UM: 4
AVERAGE OF FACTOR6 (PRACTICING PERSOHAL INTEGRETIY)

vs8 / 5
STAND. DEV.= 0.55539
MEAN: 2.8L62
24
N MISSING:
Jtf= 358

VAR.

= 0. 308453

&

ARCOM

VARIABLE

65

:

UIHII'{UU: 1

RAHK-RC

Ethics
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I,IAXII{UI.|3 2

}IILTTARY RANK RECODED AS EHLISTED AND OFFICERS
rF (v3 EQ L OR V3 EQ 2 OR V3 EQ 4 OR V3 EQ 5 OR V3 EQ

oRv3EQTORV3EQ
8)THEN1
rF (v3 EQ 9 OR V3 EQ L0 OR V3 EQ 11 OR V3 EQ L2 OR V3
L3 OR V3 EQ 14 OR
v3 EQ L5 OR V3 EQ L6 OR V3 EQ L7 OR V3 EQ 18 ) THEN 2
STAND. DEV.: 0.36592 VAR.= 0.L33896
I{EAH= 1.1593
N MISSING= LLz
!i[: 27O
1) ENLISTED 3 227
43
2l OFFICERS :
ARC,OU TACTIOR JSCORES

rrrTrr 12

Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor

1
2
3

4
5
6

strRvHrs HrrHouT 12 sUR\rBrs
2.70
2.80
2.84
2.96
2.7L
2.80

2.7L
2.80
2.94
2.96
2.70
2.8L

COI,IPAI.IY

ITIfiI
Facto r1Facto r2
Facto r3
Facto r4
Facto r5
Facto r6

F

- .010
o
0

+. Ol_
-.01_

FACHCR SCORES.

1-2 STIR1TEYS TTITIIOIIT

2.79
2.90
2.79
3.06
2.73
2.83

DTFFEFEIICE

12 STIR\IEYS DIFFERE}ICE

2.73
2.77
2.79
3.02
2.77
2.77

-.06
-.03
0

-.04
+.04

-.06

6

EQ
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colIPArrY 4- sIrRvEY COffi,IEtrrS

1. Completing this survey often brings to mind specific
organizational events or incidents which raised etlrical
questions (what the rrigrhtn or trwrongr thing to do was). rf
you rere reuinded of such an incidert, briefly describe it
and ttre outcome (yitlrout using ttre naues of tlre people
involved).
Iftrat events }ed up to ttre incident?
o,. SPC Reduction of forces. ARCOM policy
unit leve1
command compliance. lIeet Army standards.
b. SPC [rle were on an F'TX in the field, luith vehicles and
personal items freely accessible to everyone during the duty
day.

c. sPC Other soldiers not being serious about knowledge
and uniform. And NCOs not knowing their job.
d. SSG Too numerous to enumerate.
€. SGT There were approximately 1-5 issues during Desert
Storm that deserved Article l-5s. Not one was given. Not even
a letter of reprimandr
f, ??? Some ass hole on the Generals staff doing a college
study. Having the General adopt it to use on the troops so
his buddy can get a good grade.
g, SPC PT Test
h. CPT Annual PT Test scores.
Iltrat happened?
o. SPC Supposedly a 1008 urinalysis to test for drugrs.
Fact
everyone wasn't present for this testing. Fact
people
some
had NCOs that were nsaferr help out those who
were dirty.
b SPC Some personal valuable srere taken.
c. SPC They look terrible in public giving the Arrny a
negative image . Evaluators who didn't know luhat they were
doing, evaluate us,
€. SGT Nothing.
f. ??? Unit member complained to his congressman about the
incident.
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g. SPC People were dishonest about scores.
h. CPT Skewed ratings, high.
Ittrat were ttre long tem conseqluences of hos tlris situation
sas handled?

Et. SPC Not known at present time. However test results
came back and key office personnel knew who was rrsafer and
who was not. A small break in privacy and confidentiality.

b. SPC The situation at the time was handled well by the
coilrmander, but the incident itsetf left unit mernber
mistrustful of others.
€. SGT You lose control of unit and discipline. Same on
drill weekends. You must maintain control.
f. ??? Hopefulty General Steiner will be relieved of
cornmand of the 88th ARCOI,I.
g. SPC It wasn't.
h. CPT Credibility, Iack of respect for service members.
2. Briefly describe ttre uost serious etlrical problem(s) or
issue(s) ttrat you think your organization nust confront.
a. SPC The forming of clicks in the upper ranks especially
role models and those
those who are called upon to fulfill
who are in key areas. These groups of people tend to make
things happen to suit their needs. Agrain this same group of
people if confronted wiII deny allegation. Yet a majority of
the company is aware of the same opinion yet helpless to
correct the problem.
b. SPC Many youngrer unit members are allowed to lie to
their leaders when asked why they were late , absent or
orders not follor*ed etc... Some of the leadership does not
set a good example to the younger members and the
responsible Ieaders do not take the challenge of addressingr
these problems.

c. SPC Unreadiness, unorganized, charlie fox-trot.
d. SSG The entire leadership structure of the unit must be
to remain
evaluated to determine their fitness/eligibility
leaders (from an ethical perspective).
€. SGT Respect from the command.
People have to be honest when
i. SSG Honesty Integrity
dealing lpith each other, trust each other and be fair. The
command must recognize and reward soldiers based on their
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performance not by the rrold buddy networkrr. All soldier
regrardless of rank/sex must be tr'eated fairly and equally.

f. ??? To allow a self serving govt to remain in control
of the unit or to strike down the bastards giving the orders
and rise up and destroy the criminals in D.c.
j. SPC When handling casualties on the battlefield, Making
sure uoney and belongings get back to the soldier and not
around anothers neck.

!1. SPC Soldiers not meeting Army Standards on PT Test,
weight and attendance,
k. SPC Date of rank of some people that are pushy.

h. CPT Must be strict in APFT Process so that integrity
remains and confidence in soldier skills are accurate.
Service I*Iember attendance must be consistent for all service

members.

1. SPC I think truthfulness on PT Tests.
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B suR\rEY coIflIBITg

1. Coupleting this surney often brings to uind specific
which raised etlrical
organizational events or incidents
questions (what tlre ,righttr or trwrongi thing to do ras). If
you uere reminded of such an incident, briefly describe it
and ttre outcoue (witlrout usi.ng ttre nanes of tlre people
involved).
tltrat events led up to tlre incident?
El. SGT Some people are not accountable for their actions,
nor are the senior personnel keeping them from doing it
again. Example: Some people can come in late aII of the
time, leave early, get away with murder practical and
nothing happens to them. Someone else does it and they qet
the axe. So favoritism and ethics come into pIay.
b. SPC A soldier, after a series of details, threatened
the life of our Battalion Commander, First Sergeant and
motor sergeant during Annual Trainingr. He was sent in for a
psychological evaluation and eventually removed from the
unit.
€. PFc r went out with some buddies and they decided to
smoke some dope. I don't believe in drug so I got out of the
car and walked home.
Wlrat happened?

b, SPC He was kicked
unstable. He was later
rear echelon unit.
€. PFC They are stiIl
decision in not taking
caugrht.

out of our unit for being rnentally
assigned to a National Guard in a
my friends and they respect my
part in that because they aII got

I{trat were the long tem consequences of how tttis situation
was handled?
Et. SGT It was never handled- always a reckless situation.

b. SPC How wiII he conduct himself in a National Guard
unit having a history of mental problems. Who was
responsible for recruiting him in the first place?
€. PFC Rehabilitation
2. Briefty describe ttre ruost serious ettrical probleu(s) or
issue(s) that you think your orgranization uust confront.
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c. CpT Enforcing military standards and getting NCOs and
officers to take the initiative to enforce standards.
d. SSG Presently the biggest concerns right now is getting
all the eguipment turned over to their respective sectiolls.
AIso to get all the gear inventoried and inspected and to
get famitiarized with it. Another issue to look at is there
ire people from 3 units now combined into one. It will take
people time to get ready for a whole different focus and
mission. My opinion is things are going real weII. The
commander and I have things flowing real smoothly. The fuIItimers are doing a good job on this transition also.
f. SGT

Good

oIe boy sYstem
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COIII,IETilTS

1. Coupleting ttris sunrey often brings to uind specific
organizational events or incidents shich raised ettrical
questions (what the nrighti or trrrongn thing to do was). If
you were reuinded of such an incidetrt, briefty descri.be it
and ttre outcoue (without using the naues of tlre people
involved,) .

tltrat events led up to ttre incident?
d. scT A soldier in the unit had a drinking problem which
was ef fecting his job. That person then went to an Army nAAtr
(f,m not sure if the Army has this). That person got out of
treatment.

f. SGM As a LSG of a previous HHC, I had a CSM come into
office and hand me his APFT score sheet and teII me to
sign it. I looked at it and he had maxed all three events. f
asked him who his tester had been. He said he had it done by
himself. I then asked him who held his feet. He said no one.
f then stated that his test was invalid and that I would not
sign it. It has caused me problems but I knor* I did the
right thing.
Ilhat happened?
d. SGT That person is still being harrassed, granted that
person still has some prob1eils, but needs to be worked with.
Yltrat were the long term consequences of hos tttis situation
my

was handled?

d. SGT The situation became so stressful for the soldier
that the person had to take a leave of absence. The person
is now back and is very angry about the situation.
f . SGI,I f now always take my APFT with my troops because it
is very important to be visible! Don't use your rank
improperly

!

2. Briefl.y describe tlre most serious ettrical probtm(s) or
issue(s) tlrat you think your organization nust confront.
Er. SSG Dealing with weight control and physical fitness.
b. SFC The Buddy system most rtgood o1d boysrr get the
job.

c. CPT Fairly evaluating performance based on results and
not just on whether someone is a trgood soldierfr. Individuals
must be rated on standards met or not met.
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d. SGT Alcohol on the job, et at AT for some of the
soldiers. There are only a few. Respecting a conmander who
doesn't think of the soldiers.
€. SGT People looking out for your troops. I*Iost of the
time it is good, but improvement is always there.
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cotIPAl{Y D SURVEY COlqlEIrrS

1. Completing this suryey often brings to uind specific
organizational events or incidents vhich raised ethical
questions (what the rrighttr or trnrongr thing to do was). If
you were reninded of such an incidert, briefly describe it
and tlre outcome (ritlrout using ttre naues of the people
involved)

.

IIIrat events led up to tlre incident?

SGT In general, getting things done which reguire
administration is like pulling teeth.
d. SGT Annual Training l-994.
Er,

Itrhat happened?

d. SGT Proper planning prevents piss poor performance.
I{trat were the long tem conseguences of hory this situation
ras handled?
Er. SGT We loose our best soldiers over frustration,
d. SGT Experienced co-operation , cornmunication , pr€planning was lacking, causing anxiety, frustration.
2. Briefly descrihe tlre most serious etlrical problem(s) or
issue(s) ttrat you think your orgranization nust confront.
Er.. SGT Short handed in manpow€r, need extra help in
administration.
b. CPT Need tno more fuII time unit support- one in
training and one in maintenance.
c. SPC Tiered readiness and lack of priority.
d. SGT Leadership.
€. SPC Adequate shop facilities so jobs can be done easily
and effectively.
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E srIRlrEY coltrE![Ts

1. Completing ttris srurrey often brings to nind specif ic
organizational events or incidents nhich raised ettrical
questionsi (shat ttre trrighttr or irrongtf, thing to do was ) . If
you uere reninded of such an incident, briefly describe it
and tlre outcone (sittrout using tlre nanes of tlre people
involved).
Iltrat events led up to ttre incident?
6[. I'!SG The Active Guard Reserve seens to operate under
different rule than the Reserves. Thing that are not
acceptable for reservists of tolerated for indefinite period
of time due to the bureaucracy of the prollram. Cornnanders do
not have real authority over these subordinates.
IIIrat happened?

Iltrat Here tlre long term consequences of
uas handled?

hory

this situation

€1. t{SG There is a smugness and sense of eliteness on the
part-timers. This does not lead to unit cohesiveness.
2. Brief Iy describe ttre nost serious etlrical problem( s ) or
issue(s) ttrat you think your organization nust confront.

Er. I,ISG Issues

of f airness and egual treatment.
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SURYEY q9..Ill,IErfTS

l-. Completing tlris survey often brings to nind specif ic
or incidents which raised etlrical
organizitional events
questions (what ttre irigrhtr or irrongtr thing to do was). _If
you Here reuinded of such an incidert, briefty describe it
and ttre outsoue (ryitlrout using tlre nanes of ttre people
involved).
I{trat events led up to tlre incident?
o. pFC A group said they were doing a certain thing in the
HUUI,TIV trucks at basic.
IItrat happened?
Et. PfC When I got in I did the same thing and was almost
discharged from the Army for being a safety hazardIYtrat uere the
was handled?

long tem consequences of

hory

ttris situation

€[. PF'C There were no real Iong term conseguences.
2. nriefly describe tlre most serious ettrical problem(s) or
issue(s) that you think your organization nust confront.

b. SPC Informing everyone of things.
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COUHTilTS

1. Coupleting this sunrey often brings to uind speeific
orgranizational events or incidents which raised ettrisal
questions (what tlre rrigrhttr or trwrongtr thing to do was). If
you were reuinded of such an incidert, briefly describe it
and ttre outcome (wittrout using the naues of tlre people
involved).
IIIrat events led up to ttre incident?

f. SPC Guys wanted to drink beer in the field. Long Work
day, tired, many friends together.
g. SGT Get together with friends on drill dates.
h. SSG Nothing I can recalI.
i. SGT Can't think of any such incidents.
j. SGT Booze in the field.
1. SPc ToId to take shortcuts while working on military
equipment which is not right.
rr. SGT I was attached to a different company in Panama.
il. PFC Let an individual go because of overweight, but
keep others in that are in worse shape and do less.
o. SGT One individuat consistently failed to make weight
and tape standards. The soldier was in every other way a
very good service member. The organization began to process
the individual out of the Army on the weight control
proqram.

IYhat happened?

€. SPC Fraternization in the fieId.
f. SPC Gave up drinking to follow rules/ethics of company
as delivered by commander.
g. SGT Worked hard and wanted to party.
j. SGT Lack of cooperation, unity.
1. SPC Who knows?
ilI. SGT The NCOIC and OIC falsified progress and morale
reports sent to the higher ups.
n PFC f ndividual was Iet gro.
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o. ScT The individual went to the battalion and was judged
to be within weight/taping limits and atl proceedings to
process individual out were ceased.
Hlrat flere the long tem consequences of hos ttris situation
uas handled?

€. SPC Poor morale.
f. SPC We were able to do so at a later date because we
followed orders as expected at that time.
g. SGT Followed rules and didn't.
j. SGT Went up chain of command, I changed platoons. All
is well and improved. f just want it to stay that !ilay. ( This
happened years ago).

m. SGT The OIC and NCOIC lfere reprimanded and held
accountable for their actions.
D. PFC l{an let go was a good worker and wanted to stay

with the program.
o. SGT I can only guess that the organizations top
adruinistrators ( e. g. company commander , f irst sergeant ) f elt
betrayed by their superiors countermanding of their
determination. The individual most likely felt relief at
staying in after originally feeling betrayed(?) by his
organizational structure. Some animosity remains.
2. Briefly describe tlre most serious ettrieal probleu(s) or
issue(s) ttrat you think your organization nust confront.
El. SPC Unfair treatment towards females. (Researcher
comment: comment made by a male).
b. lLT lrleight control (when good soldiers do not meet the
standard).

c. ?,LT Weight control ruhen it ef f ects good soldiers.
d. SPC Good old boy way for promotions.
€. sPC To drink or not to.
f. SPC Changing the way you deal with women so as to avoid
sexual harassment, discrimination etc. . .
k. LLT Uilitary appearance.
I. SPC E-5 and above should bring up ideas that are
brought up by E-4 and belon. They tend to go their own ways,
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even if they are wrong or time consuming. There are some
very bright young soldiers in todays Army.
n. PFC Everyone honestly completing PT test. If you're
going to play by the rules, pIaY by aII the ru1es, not just
the ones that are preferred.
o. SGT Whether to kill other humans in the name of what is
trrighttr or ttwroflgrr €.9. combat.
p. SGT The word ethical being used too much.
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H SUR\IEY. COIIIHEIfTS

l-. Completing tlris survey often brings to uind specif ic
orgranizational events or incidents shich raised ettrical
questions (rhat tlre trigrhti or rwrongr thing to do ras). If
you rere reminded of such an incident, briefly describe it
and tlre outcone (ritlrout using ttre nanes of ttre people
involved) .
Iltrat events led up to ttre incident?
B. SSG An officer was dating an enlisted soldier. Both
were in the same unit and secti-on.
gt. CW4 RPA funding is constrained. People are told funds
not available.
h. I,ISG Several units of the ARCOU were being inactivated.
Plans had been made to offer people positions in other
units, many of which needed personnel badly and presented
potential for promotion, The overall rrhealthrr of the command
could have been improved by the infusion of personnel from
inactivating units into the remaining units.

i. MAJ weight control PT
j, SFC The 205th Infantry Brigade was going to be
inactivated and the process rras going to be done during the
March August r 94 time period and some soldiers were
possibly going to lose positions. lrlho should be turned away?
How do we determine the best qualified for limited positions
and not have a first come first served basis for finding
homes for displaced soldiers?
E. l,tSG Enlisted and officers failed the PT Test. When the
Corumandant's office flagged everyone command group got mad
because a colonel was flagged and had aII flags lifted.
s . LTC Hotor vehi.cle accident.
IIIrat happened?

fl. SSG Appearances of favoritism crept in. Others in the
office felt the enlisted soldier was getting favorable
treatment over the others. Office unity was destroyed.
Officer ended up getting transferred to another unit.
!t. C[il4 Command group continually overspends their
allotment and forces others to give fund from their programs
to allow command group to spend funds on their pet programs.
They are not willing to place a priority on their programs
during budget cycle yet roill take from higher priority
programs.
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h. I,ISG Several leaders and fuIl-time supervisory personnel
actively encouraged their unit members to join the National
Guard and non ARCOI,I units. They displayed no loyalty to the
ARCOI{ which had made every effort to rrtake care of its
soldiersrt.

i . Ir{AJ Slackers get by.
j. sFc No plan was in place when the first inactivations
took place and soldiers had the perceptions that the
soldiers in the units slated to go away towards the end
(Jul-Aug) were being unfairly treated,

s. LTc

Company

told to stop the investigation by battalion
report - stated he never told the

commander. Later asked for
investigation to cease.

I{hat were tlre long term consequencea of hw ttris situation
ras handled?
o. SSG Risk involved in officer/enListed never reinforced.
AIso risks involved in office romances never dealt with.
g. CW4 Command group does not walk the talk. Subordinates
can easily see the priorities set through the PBAC process
are disregarded by command group and they continue to do
what they want.
h. IISG Long term conseguences have yet to be determined,
however, I shall personally distrust these personnel, who
themselves were retained in positions within the command.
i . I.IAJ None seen.
j " sFC Sotdiers jumped ship. Then in midstream a board was
held for the placement of SSGs-SGI,[. Ho consistency. Soldiers
Iose confidence in leaders.
r. USG Soldiers feel that negative actions won't happen to
officers but will to the enlisted.
s. LTC He was promoted up and out to the IRR.
2. Briefly describe tlre most serious ettrical problern(s) or
issue(s) tlrat you ilrink your organization uust eonfront.
fl. SSG Reaction to wrongrdoing or appearance of wrongd.oing.
WilI discipline be consistent? If not what type of
medigating circumstances will allow for differences in
punishment? rmpartiality in punishment is important.
b. scu weight contror integrity. APFT integrity.
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c. CWZ In light of the downsizing in the Army Reserves and
the individual lives that are effect€d, it is very important
that fairness and impartiality be adhered to in selecting
the individuals that are being released.
d. LTC Accurate reporting of unit status on various
read.iness indicators.
€. COL Leadership enforcement of duty reguirements for
pay. How do our leaders enforce rescheduled training (RST),
active duty training (ADT), and annual training (AT) duty of
their soldiers? What constitutes legitimate readiness
manning assembliesr/additional training assemblies (RI{A/ATA),
etc... Do we power down RI,IA/ATA effectively and fairly?
f. SPC Being concerned with the welfare of others, instead
of looking for others to dump off work on.
g. CW4 Placing personnel due to reorganization of the
USAR. Treat people fairty and comply with DOD regulations in
placing people.
h. Continued restructuring of the Army Reserves is going to
put a Iot of pressure on people to be less than honest about
the trhealth[ of their units in order to be retained in the
future force structure.
i . IIAJ Establishing some.
j. sFC During a time of downsizing and reshaping, w€ must
have objective standards in place at thug beginning and be
f orthright about the standards. lile must treat everyone
fairly and ensure that the perceptions in the field are
accurate. Ille must set standards and goals and follow through
to see that they are met.
k. SsG The ethical dilemma created by downsizing. often
the out spoken senior Nco who challenges issues of an
ethical nature are not included in the group of soldiers to
be retained.
I. SFc Being responsible for your actions and admitting
your mistakes.
nr. LTC Full-time soldiers who use half truths or outright
Iies to protect themselves when they have failed to perform
tasks/missions in a timely or proper manner.
n. !{AJ Improprieties of soldiers r civilian employees and
dual status technicians. If you are a soldier (Reservist,
AGR or RA) you are held to higher standards of performance
behavior. Leniency is granted so easily to civilian and dual
status members.
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CpT Enforcing height and weight standards for females,
p. CW4 Some civilian employees want no part of. anything
tfrat will make them look bad. Their main effort is to pass
off on the AGRs any potential problem. The support I get
from civilian members is next to nothing. I am remote from
the ARCOU and am usually left out of most everything, then
catch heIl because I am not present for an event.
q. SGT Conflict of interest by those r*ho spend the moneyffris include receiving pay for time not put in.
r. IIISG Setting the standard and living by it, not having
o

double standards.

s. LTC Few people try to shift blame for their mistakes.
Quite a bit of ltold boy networkrr in position selection
they are not advertised or if they are people are told not
to apply.
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strRrIEY co}ll,IEtrITs

1. Conpleting ttris suryey often brings to uind specif ic
or incidents which raised ethical
organizitional events
questions (what ttre trrighti or rnrongti thing to do was). If
you rere reuinded of such an incident, briefly describe it
and tlre outcome (witlrout using the naues of tfie people
involved).
Wtrat events led up to ttre incident?
Er. SGT I've been in the unit a short tine. This was my
first camp with the unit. f heard stories about a few
individual.
c. SGT Horse p1ay.
d. LLT Field site- people in I,IOPP 4
€. SGT Unit has lots of pay problems no one knows how to
handle them. Commander te1ls company he will take care of
them but nothing happens.
f. SGT A clerk being written up for below standard
.

performance.

g. SGT The platoon sergreant left the unit, discharged or
otherwise. I rilas senior NCo of the section and I was
overlooked f or a junior NCO. f asked the corumand ( platoon
leader) what was going on and his answer did not satisfy me.
h. LLT Repeated accusations of incidents of
discrimination.
k. SPC The company had a party after Annual training and
before the party the first sergeant reminded people that
there was a limit to prevent vomiting in the billets.
Ilhat happened?
El. SGT These same. individual for the past three years come
up with a pain or excuse to stay out of the fie1d. As soon
as we qet home they are all better with no problem. To me, f
think these people are bucking the system. l{hile the rest of
us are busting our asses in the fie1d, these people are
sitting back in contonement. To me they are dead weight.
d. LLT Mission was put second for personal safety.
€. SGT Nothing, pay problems still exist.
f . SGT hlas told if he would transf er to another unit,
Ietter would be torn up.
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gt. SGT I was asked to sign a counseling statement,
transferred out of the unit (out of sight out of mind) to
another section.
h. lLT An eventual investigation into all incidents.

k. SPC Everyone had a good time. Ho one became sick.
I{trat stlre ttre long teru consequences of hory ttris situati.on
was hand"led?

B. SGT Others see this happening and they too think they
can get ayray with it. It's hurting the readiness of this
unit to have slackers like this around. I feel nothing is
being done to get rid of these people who are slacker.
c. SGT I am cutting back on horse play.
d. lLT Didn't look good to the ORE team.
€. SGT Still waiting to get paid. Lots of people left unit
already because they can't get paid.
f. SGT A mistrust for our managements ethics.
g. SGT It has confirmed problems with the unit. Certain
persons are reminded in certain terms and gestures, where
they come from and where they are going.
h. LLT People to be determined to be at fault were
separated from the unit resulting in a much more open
environment which eventually resulted in grreater unit
cohesion.

k. SPC Respect f rom the f irst sergreant.
2. Briefty descrihe tlre uost serious ethical problem(s) or
issue(s) tlrat you think your organization uust confront.
B. SGT People who I see monthly doing the same thing over
and over again that is nothing. Their section sergeant's
either don't care what's going on or dontt know. Example:
Every month I see one individual walking the shop back and
forth doing nothing and when this person sees somebody
working he either doesn't offer his help or he shy's away
from it.
b. SPC Peop1e not sticking to a decision. Always changing
minds or plans, Getting out late doesn't go over very well
with people who live a million miles away from this unit.
c. SGT Power hungry buck sergeants that push their rank
around with no remorse or feeling as to who they are hurting
which is normally their image. I see normally that NCOs and
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above will get an attitude or simply in a bad mood and that
one Nco will bring numerous lower ranki-ng people down to his
level. Now we have a group attitude which usually brings the
work load upon others. There is no way for a squad that is

being treated poorly to judge their inmediate supervisors
without revengre of some sort, A poorly treated SPC or lower
will not produce on his own. A person can pass PLDC, BNCOC
etc... leadership courses, but if he crurnbles under pressure
or treats certain sguad members differently, that schooling
was a waste of money and time and that NCO is still in
charge.

d. LLT If we get mobilized, there will be people with
excuses why they can't go. This will be a very big
issue/concern to deal with.
f. SGT Equal treatment for all, Do special privilege for
some. Doing what is right because it is right. Some
consideration for those most effected by command decisions.
g. sGT Every type of discrimination to the minute detail;
coromand to the lowest enlisted man.
i. SGT l{alingering when field duty comes up. The outlook
towards female soldiers. Females are almost always treated
better. No tlshift detailsrt, promotions on time, left on post
during field duty, ttpenciled in[ PT cards, never on KP. AIso
called by first name only, expected to hang out with senior
Ieaders, never a problem to get transportation on post.
j. sFC The difference of opinion between males and
females.
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